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Abstract

As social media has emerged to become a key site for contemporary communications and cultural produc-

tion, the internet meme has penetrated every level of social networking online. Albeit being a global pheno-

menon with pervasive discursive power in a number of fields ranging from humour to international politics 

and cyber warfare, comparatively little research has been made into how internet memes work on the discur-

sive level of identity formation and their influence on the formation of internet-based social movements. 

Using Reddit stock market anarchists r/WallStreetBets as case study, this thesis will use Critical Discourse 

Analysis to analyze how internet memes work on the level of socio-political formations and how their func-

tion can be understood in relation to entropic social environments online.

This thesis investigates how internet memes are used as a tool for creation of motifs for action, identity 

markers, connective action, and social narrativization within an ambivalent social movement online. Intro-

ducing the novel term ”memetic discourse” as a way to understand memes as transferable units of memeti-

cally programmed content, this study shows the potential of memes to act as effective yet unstable modes of 

communication within networked environments.
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1. Introduction
As the corona virus pandemic raged on during late 2020 and early 2021, financial markets started shaking with 

heavy volatility in certain stocks related to internet forum Reddit. With increased focus on trading in heavily 

shorted stocks, the group r/WallStreetBets, gathering almost 2 million members, decided to bet against big 

hedge funds in an online-facilitated bet where retail investors stood against multi-billion-dollar institutional 

giants. The David vs. Goliath narrative that formed gathered the interest of both media and public, and millions 

of followers globally joined the group in just a few days. What began as a crazy monetary bet on the stock 

market soon transformed into an online-based social movement, where stock market trading became a way for 

millions of young people to get revenge on the financial elite that broke the world economy in the financial 

crash in 2008. The movement soon gathered the attention of the political, financial, and cultural elite, provok-

ing questions of fair and free markets, wealth distribution, and the working class’ struggle within the system 

governed by wealthy elites. In the explosion of media coverage and public engagement, a previously unknown 

group for trading suddenly stood on the forefront of the political stage, with activism trading being the instru-

ment for probing ideological struggle and political engagement online. With the use of memes, the promotion 

of specific stocks along with group-specific catchphrases were spread through social media platforms and 

media channels across the entire globe. In the frenetic trading and sharing of information that followed on 

the groups Reddit page, millions of posts and comments were shared and engaged with. In the chaotic flow 

of posts, stories were shared, and opinions vented. The group gathered voices of anger, disillusionment, and 

a desire for revenge on the powerful, but also of hopes and dreams of a better future. Meanwhile, the western 

media outlets struggled to get a grip on the strange movement emerging. Was it market manipulation? Econo-

mic terrorism? Or a noble fight for freedom against the abuse of the powerful?

The 21st century is marked by the pervasiveness of network communication. The emergence of the Web 2.0, 

with enhanced emphasis on participatory communication and interactivity, has transformed the landscape 

of modern communication, altered the way in which we socialize, and changed the way in which culture is 

produced and distributed. It has also altered the way in which political communication is made and sustained, 

creating an entire ecology of hybrid media systems, where information is travelling through and between 

platforms and channels, morphing and expanding as it makes its way through the global communication 

landscape. In similar manner, the contemporary landscape of digitally facilitated communications are chang-

ing the dynamics of social activism and social movements, political and otherwise. Opening up possibilities 

for a digital public sphere and networked spaces online, the new ways of using communication technologies 

proposes advantages and challenges for all people involved in political communications. Although the new 

modes of decentralized communication networks online have made it easier to reach out to peers and to make 

contact over vast distances, social movements today also face hindrances such as information overload, social 
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media noise, and communicational entropy as increasing possibility of reach also means decreased possibility 

for moderation and centralized shaping of discourse.

As networked-facilitated digital communication has grown to become the main technology used for inter-hu-

man communications, new forms of cultural artifacts are born from the ethereal molds of the digital landscape. 

No other cultural product better define this new era of communication than the internet meme. Inherently mo-

dular in form, internet memes are cultural pieces that travel vast distances within and between networks and 

platforms, being produced and reproduced by millions and billions of users. In the age of networked digital 

communication, the internet meme is the primary cultural artifact for expression of ideas, defining trends and 

shaping agendas as they travel through the networks online. At the same time, internet communication gets 

more chaotic as millions and billions of people join the platforms and sites for communication online. In light 

of such developments, the question arises as to what communicative functions internet memes have, and how 

such functions can be related to the contemporary online environment.

The r/WallStreetBets community and the related activist trading in GameStop provides an interesting case 

for inquiry. During the frenetic trading in early 2021, several factors related to contemporary internet culture 

intersected and drew the attention of the global media system. In a mix of internet culture and contemporary 

online forms of socialization, a meme-driven online community suddenly flared and became something achin 

to a social movement, with millions of people gathered together to take on the status quo on the financial mar-

ket, challenging views on wealth distribution, free markets, social elitism, and monetary freedom.

This thesis will investigate the discursive functions of internet memes in the online trading community r/Wall-

StreetBets. In mapping such functions, knowledge can be gained as to how the intersection of culture, politics 

and social engagement are corresponding to create meaning within the ever expanding network of contempo-

rary digital socialization online.

As the author of this thesis, I would like to express my sincere gratitude to my supervisor Kari Andén-Papa-

dopoulos, professor at the Institution for Media Studies at Stockholm University. Without her competent and 

dedicated help this thesis would not have come to pass. Any errors and/or flaws found in this study should be 

attributed only to me and to me alone.
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1.2 Aim and research questions

This thesis intends to study the use of internet memes on Reddit group r/WallStreetBets using Critical Dis-

course Analysis (CDA) as described by Norman Fairclough (2003). The study will analyse internet memes 

from a progressive, three-dimensional perspective, taking into account the levels of text, discursive practice, 

and socio-cultural context (see Fairclough, 2003) in which internet memes are constructed and used by the 

members of Reddit community-turned-social movement r/WallStreetBets. Focusing on text, pictures, and vi-

deo material, this thesis will apply theoretical models of textual analysis as formulated by Roland Barthes 

(1972[1991) in combination with theoretical models for the analysis of internet culture and memes in the 

network society as theorized by Manuel Castells ([1996]2000). Departing from a theoretical perspective of 

online social space and networked communication, this thesis will investigate how memes were used in r/

WallStreetBets during the days of the most frenetic trading in GME in January 2021. Working from the per-

spective of discourse theory and already existing theoretical understanding of memes primarily as described 

by Limor Shifman (2014), An Xiao Mina (2019), Ryan M. Milner (2013), and Wiggins & Bowers (2014), this 

thesis will investigate how memes are used in relation to connective identity and action (Bennet & Segerberg, 

2012), as well as in relation to narrativized pseudo-ideological discourse among networked publics and social 

movements dwelling in decentralized and entropic discursive environments online. 

Research questions:

• How are memes discursively constructed within Reddit group r/WallStreetBets?

• What are the discursive functions of memes within Reddit and r/WallStreetBets?

• What are the ideological implications of the use of memes within r/WallStreetBets, and how can those be 

related to the socio-cultural and political dispositions of the network society?

Introducing the novel theoretical concept of elementary memes, this thesis will analyze how memes can be 

understood semiologically, how the combinatory qualities of such semiology can be used to create complex 

meme-structures, and how memes can be used as discursive strategies by social movements in complex and 

discursively entropic environments online.
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2. Literature review
2.1 Memes as tool for political participation and social protest

As memes have become a main instrument of digital culture, they have begun to frequently occur in the realm 

of the political sphere where they are used as tools for influence, spin, and activism. Lukianova et al. (2019) 

have studied how memes were used by the opposition leaders Aleksey Navalny and Ksenia Sobchak in the 

Russian 2018 presidential election campaigns, where memes were used to frame political opposition to cor-

ruption and against established government power. Memes being a part of contemporary digital culture, in 

turn being part of a greater discursive field related to the public sphere, the article states that “since memes are 

a part of a large semantic network, which includes social media, they may be purposefully used to engineer 

the public opinion” (Lukianova et al., 2019:77). Mukhongo (2020), also dwelling upon the notion of political 

opposition, investigates how protest messages are appropriated into humorous memes by an increasingly di-

gitally literate and politically engaged public in Kenya. Mukhongo (2020) hence connects the use of memes 

as tools for political activism in the 21st century. Albeit dwelling upon critical discussions within academia 

about such discursive digital tools’ impact on democratic and political participation and real emancipation, 

Mukhongo concludes that memes as “participatory cultures have a role to play in driving political contestation 

and mobilization for collective action” (2020:165). 

Milner (2013), investigating internet memes in relation to polyvocal citizenship and cultural participation, 

states that ”memes are a part of a media ecology that inspires hope for broader public discussion” (Milner, 

2013:2361). Studying how internet memes were used during the Occupy Wall Street movement, Milner writes 

that the ultimate hope facilitated by use of memes in social movements is ”a more engaged citizenship” (Mil-

ner, 2013:2361). Investigating memes from the point of polyvocal citizenship,

2.2 Memes as warfare

Previous research has also shown how internet memes can be used by a multitude of agents in pursuit of diffe-

rent agendas and goals. In her article Alphabetic Memes: Caricature, Satire, and Political Literacy in the Age 

of Trump (2019) Emily Apter writes that memes, “because of their predication on impersonal intimacy, shift 

the ground of the political from an ethics of direct responsibility to an ethics of limited liability and indirect 

consequence in moral action” (Apter, 2019:7), going on to state that “not surprisingly, memes enjoy a parti-

cularly robust life on the political right” (Apter, 2019:7). Aknowledging the different uses of memes within 

a conflictual contemporary discourse online, Apter (2019) notes the internet memes “historic contribution as 

rallying points of activism and protest politics”, but also acknowledges the weaponized potential on the side 

of authoritarian and populist political leaders on the far right, making memes into “willing agents of the troll 

farm, helped along by the political brands of Donald Trump, Vladimir Putin, Matteo Salvini, Jair Bolsonaro, 
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Geert Wilders, Benjamin Netanyahu, Viktor Orbán, Marine Le Pen, Jörg Haider, Nigel Farage, Narendra 

Modi…” (Apter, 2019:14). Apter concludes that: “Fully weaponized as technologies of harassment and ha-

te-mongering within a general ‘cryptoeconomy of affect’, memes are omnipresent warriors in the culture/

flame wars” (Apter, 2019:7). In a similar way, An Xiao Mina (2019) also takes note of how internet memes 

are used by right-wing groups to spread its messages, writing that ”the alt-right concept of meme magic re-

flects an implicit understanding that memes play an important role in shifting culture and discourse” (Mina, 

2019:188). Joan Donovan further emphasizes how internet memes are being used as instruments of war in 

international politics in an article in MIT Technology Review (Donovan, 2019),  where she states that “meme 

wars are a consistent feature of our politics, and they’re not just being used by internet trolls or some bored 

kids in the basement, but by governments, political candidates, and activists across the globe” (Donovan, 

2019:49). Dwelling upon several conflicts in which memes are operationalized as discursive weapons, one be-

ing the Russian online-covert campaign for influencing the 2016 US election, Donovan also acknowledges the 

wide use of such discursive war strategies: “Both sides in territorial conflicts like those between Hong Kong 

and China, Gaza and Israel, and India and Pakistan are using memes and viral propaganda to sway both local 

and international sentiment” (2019:49). Adam Breuer and Alastair Iain Johnston at Harvard University has in 

similar fashion explored how memes are used in the emergent US-China security crisis, where discursive and 

ideological positions between “Self” and “Other” (or the “Us”/”Them”-dichotomy) on both sides serves to 

create favorable public opinion online (2019).

2.3 Memes as site of ideological struggle and identity formations

Dwelling on memes as conflictual zones of meaning, Pelletier-Gagnon and Pérez Trujillo Diniz (2021) has 

investigated how different internet users of various ideological stances appropriates the famous meme ’Pepe 

the Frog’ by recasting and remixing it in different semantical/associative interpretations. From having been a 

popular internet meme originally created as sympathetic figure featured in comic book series Boys Club (see 

Pelletier-Gagnon & Pérez Trujillo Diniz, 2021:9), the meme was later infamously appropriated and fused with 

white supremacist and neo nazi discourse online (Pelletier-Gagnon & Pérez Trujillo Diniz, 2021:10). Subse-

quently, attempts were made to save the originally loved character from the Nazi sphere, resulting in discursi-

ve battles over the meaning, interpretation, and reputation of the memetic figure. Pelletier-Gagnon and Pérez 

Trujillo Diniz concludes that due to ’Pepe the Frog’ being part of “territorial war” of opposing internet publics 

trying to “colonize its space by filling it with texts that support their interpretation” (Pelletier-Gagnon & Pérez 

Trujillo Diniz, 2021:12), making its semantic/discursive content unstable. Such instability is a good example 

of the fluid characteristics of memetic symbols and the discourse making up their internal structure, while also 

showing how different groups can engage in struggle trying to maintain discursive dominance over certain 

memes. It also points to how different groups appropriates memetic symbols to act as symbols for belonging 
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and ideological identity formations. 

In a similar manner, Maja Brandt Andreasen (2021) have studied how memes can be used in political struggle 

and social conflict to counter narratives created to address social issues. In her article ‘Rapeable’ and ‘unra-

peable’ women: the portrayal of sexual violence in Internet memes about #MeToo (2021), she investigates 

how misogynic memes were used as a counter-force to the #MeToo movement. Working from a gender dicho-

tomy perspective, Brandt Andreasen takes note of how memes can be used as discursive vehicle for identity 

formations within groups, stating that “humorous approaches to sexual violence become a way of signaling 

belonging and homosociality” (2021:110), albeit on the expense of the women being sexualized and dehuma-

nized within the discourse of sexual violence between men and women. Taking into account said dichotomy, 

Brandt Andreasen puts emphasis on memes discursive workings on the level of inclusion and exclusion, in 

the case of #Metoo providing insight into the discursive construction of sexual violence within a heterosexual 

male-centered logic” (2021:110).

Whereas several researchers as mentioned above have studied internet memes in relation to political and cul-

tural events and practices, few studies have been made where the systematic use of memes within the same 

community is studied in relation to the platform where they are used. Further, few studies has been made 

where the functions of memes are analyzed on the level of discourse. Using discourse analysis as method in 

relation to a multi-dimensional theoretical framework taking into account both memetic production and the 

environment in which memes are created, this thesis will study memes from the perspective of discursive 

practices in social environments online. Using Reddit community r/WallStreetBets as case study, this thesis 

aims at gaining knowledge about how memes and memetic discourse can be used in relation to the forma-

tion of an online based social movement. 
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3. Theory
3.1 Memes – the street art of the internet

An Xiao Mina has said that “memes are the street art of the social web” (Mina, 2019:12), and like art, it is hard 

to define what exactly constitutes a meme. The term “meme” was coined by evolutionary biologist Richard 

Dawkins in his book “The Selfish Gene” from 1976, where a “meme” is presented as a theoretical, cultural 

unit analogous to the biological gene (Dawkins, [1976]2016). “Memes” are thought to reproduce within the 

world of human mental representations, and, like genes, their level of success is based on the number of times 

it can copy itself/reproduce (Dawkins, [1976]2016). Dawkins concept of a “meme” is hence related to the 

circulation of ideas and mental representations within a human environment, being ”the mediators of cultural 

evolution” (Wiggins & Bowers, 2014:4). Since Dawkins introduced the concept it has led to an entire resear-

ch field, often named “memetics”. However, this field of cultural/biological philosophy has little to do with 

what the average internet user today would consider to be a meme. In the words of Wiggins & Bowers, ”[the 

memes] current status describes a genre, not a unit of cultural transmission” (2014:5), being ”both an activity 

and genre in social networks” (2014:5). 

Michele Knobel and Koline Lankshear writes that, to internet users, a “meme” refers to the rapid spread of 

a “particular idea presented as a written text, image, language ‘move’ or some other unit of cultural stuff” 

(in Shifman, 2014:13). Such a definition puts emphasis on the particularity of the cultural expression (form) 

in relation to the concept of distribution (spread) that are common for internet memes. Wiggins & Bowers 

(2014) have studied memes as a genre of cultural production. They describe internet memes as ”artifacts of 

participatory digital culture” (2014:6), whose ”production is a product of postmodern conceptions of repre-

sentation and replication” (2014:3). Using structuration theory as formulated by Anthony Giddens, Wiggins 

& Bowers  (2014) suggests that ”memes are a genre, not a medium” (2014:11), and that ”memes as a genre is 

dependent on spreadable media” (2014:11). In their analysis, Wiggins & Bowers suggests that the creation of 

memes follow a specific process of transformation, where spreadable media (multimedia messages consumed 

without alteration) evolves into an emergent meme (the first alteration/version of a meme based on spreadable 

media), and ultimately, when altered further, becomes a meme (2014:12-14). Wiggins & Bowers hence bases 

the foundation of memes as being alterations of original content that progresses into an unspecified series of 

remixes and alterations as it spreads in networks online, where ”people create memes as part of a larger albeit 

idealized conversation where their contribution might be noticed and remixed further” (2014:10). The medi-

um(s) of these alterations and remixes can be multimodal and be based on text, pictures, videos, and sounds 

in different constellations and combinations. An Xiao Mina (2019) has defined six different types of internet 

memes, of which the four listed below are relevant for this thesis:

• Text memes – linguistic-based memes comprised of text. The most famous form in a western context is the hashtag 
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(#hashtag), but it can also be stand-alone text where words and/or sentences works as catchphrases or identity-mar-

kers.

• Image memes & image macros – Images that can be manipulated or combined with text (image macro). The latter 

is a popular meme-format in the West. It is the easiest meme to create and reproduce.

• Video memes – Technically challenging to create compared to other memes, but also very popular in terms of vira-

lity. Video memes can be long or short. It can be edited, cut, mashed-up and/or combined with text. Gif memes can 

be considered a subgenre of video memes.

• Physical memes – A physical object made to produce or reproduce a memetic statement. Physical memes are memes 

that has gone from digital form to physical form.

(Mina, 2019:41-42)

These different type of memes can be fruitfully used as a typology and categorization for the analysis of dif-

ferent types of memes, and how they are interrelated in the memetic ecosystem online. To add the socio-sub-

jective analysis of the memetic genre, it can however be a good thing to also define what a meme is. Limor 

Shifman (2014) has written one of the most cited books on internet memes. She uses a more specific definition 

of memes:

a/ a group of digital items sharing common characteristics of content, form, and/or stance, which b/ were circulated 

with awareness of each other, and c/ were circulated, imitated, and/or transformed via the Internet by many users. 

(Shifman, 2014:41)

In this definition, Shifman is using a number of different variables as quoted below: 

• Content – “The content of a specific text, referencing to both the ideas and the ideologies conveyed by it.” 

• Form – The physical expression of the message that “includes both visual/audible dimensions specific to certain 

texts and the more complex genre-related patterns organizing them”.  

• Stance – “The ways in which addressers position themselves in relation to the text, its linguistic codes, the addressee, 

and other potential speakers.” 

(Shifman, 2014:40)

The concept of stance is an original theoretical contribution that Shifman uses to analyse the position of the 

meme creator in relation to the other two aspects of the meme. Shifman explains that stance itself is “potenti-

ally memetic” where users remixing or re-creating a text “can decide to imitate a certain position that they find 

appealing or use an utterly different discursive position” (Shifman, 2014:40). This allows for both intertextual 

referencing and pure plagiarism, but also opens up a theoretical way of analyzing the morphing and evolution 

of memes as they are shared and remixed among a population of netizens.
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A problem in the theoretical perception of internet memes is the transition from literal lexicality to memetic 

discourse. Several researchers dealing with internet memes have tried to distinguish between memes and other 

types of cultural material. Shifman (2012) distinguishes between virals and memes, where virals are singular 

units of culture (such as a video or photo) that are widely circulated online, whereas memes are collections of 

texts, intertextually connected, that together can be described as a meme (Shifman, 2012:56). Coined by lang-

uage theorist and psychoanalyst Julia Kristeva in the 60’s, intertextuality can be described as “translinguistic 

semiotic practice” (Aly, 2018:1) where texts are thought to speak to and through each other through, citing 

Barthes, “quotations without quotation marks” (Barthes, 1986:60). Memes, according to Shifman’s (2014) 

definiton, must always be remixed and based on intertextual references. In more complex memes such as an 

image macro (see Mina, 2019:41), the mixing of image and text in certain patterns can make the meme easy to 

recognize as the mix, according to certain conventions, makes the expression easily recognizable as a meme. 

The same goes for a video meme making use of original content and remix to create a cultural product that 

can be recognized as a meme according to conventions. The transition from original to meme for such image 

macros and video memes can with great precision by analyzed using Shifman’s (2014) definition of what 

constitutes a meme. It can also be theoretically explained using the structuration model proposed by Wiggins 

& Bowers (2014). This is however not the case in more subtle memes, such as text memes and cases in which 

the meme itself is an original creation. For example, both Bennet & Segerberg (2012) and Shifman (2014) 

recognizes that catchphrases can be classified as memes, but how can such a catchphrase turn into a meme? 

What distinguishes the status of meme from the previous condition of catchphrase? Or a meme from more 

general text? Whereas intertextually recognizable catchphrases such as ”eat the rich” is referencing pre-ex-

isting material by quoting Rousseau (see Bennet & Segerberg, 2012:747), it is not quantitatively comprised 

by a collection of texts, hence analytically disqualifying it as a meme according to Shifman’s model. Yet the 

use of ”eat the rich” is discursively different than the words uttered by Rousseau, as it conveys an ideological 

position connected to anti-capitalism where the phrase has been appropriated by the political left. Therefore it 

is not a viral either, as it discursively differs from the original and is morphing with regards to meaning as it 

is travels the discursive field of political discourse. The words are the same yet the meaning has changed, yet 

no semantical material has been added to it. It would seem that ”eat the rich”, although relevant in terms of 

intertextuality, would fall in between the viral and the meme on an analytical level using Shifman’s definition 

of the word. Shifman’s model, with memes being qualitatively defined as always being a collection of texts, 

would also disqualify #MeToo as a meme, as it is in itself not remixed nor in itself part of already existing 

texts. Hence, it fails in both form and intertextual content. Yet it is not just shared either, in the viral sense of 

the word, as every person sharing the hashtag add to its discursive meaning a personal yet connective point of 

view (the individual experience of the collectively shared problem of sexual violence and harassment), disqu-

alifying it as a viral as it is not just merely spread on the level of discourse. The phrase ”me too” is the same, 
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yet the meaning has once again changed in terms of connotation. The similar scenario goes for Occupy’s ”We 

are the 99%”. Wiggins & Bowers (2014) makes a similar distinction as Shifman (2012) when differentiating 

between spreadable media, emergent meme, and meme (Wiggins & Bowers 2014:11-12). It implies an origi-

nal that is altered in form before becoming a meme, which works well when analyzing memes with a clear 

original. However, it faces similar problems as Shifmans (2012) definition when faced with catchphrases such 

as #MeToo, as it has difficulties in pin-pointing subtle changes in discourse, such as people adding personal 

stories of abuse in connection to the #MeToo-phrase, obscuring the distinction between original and alteration. 

Shifman’s focus on memes being made up by groups of cultural items puts emphasis on form, whereas it fails 

to explain what distinguishes the discursive content of memes from other types of discourse. Shifman’s model 

also faces challenges when tasked with analyzing the discursive process in which memes are formed, for ex-

ample how something changes from being a word into becoming a meme. We can exemplify by again using 

the example of #MeToo. The form of hashtag can, in and of itself, give the phrase away as a meme as being 

recognized as such with regards to its form (the #-sign). However, the #MeToo meme first and foremost draws 

its status as a meme from the collective association (connotation) to questions regarding sexual harassment, 

sexual violence, sexism, and gender coded discrimination. Without the collective association to the semantical 

frame given to the phrase me too, it would lose its meaning as meme. Another example is the Occupy Move-

ments use of the meme ”We are the 99%” (see Bennet & Segerberg, 2012; Shifman, 2014). Although each and 

all are pioneering contributions to the understanding of memetic discourse in the Web 2.0 era, the theoretical 

models provided by Bennet & Segerberg (2012), Shifman (2014), or Wiggins & Bowers (2014) cannot in 

themself provide a definitive understanding on how original memetic discourse such as the #MeToo meme 

achieves its discursive status as meme. This has implications for the understanding of how memes are used 

as discursive strategies in contemporary online social movements, as well as a more general understanding of 

viral trends spreading via the use of original memetic discourse.

Moving on, this thesis will propose the use of Roland Barthes’ semiological model regarding myths as a way 

of understanding the transition from expression into meme.

3.2 Becoming a meme - the transition from literal lexicality to memetic discourse

In his study of myths, Roland Barthes ([1972]1991) applied semiology as a way to study how meaning corres-

ponds to certain types of signs and certain types of discourse. According to Barthes, myth is a ”type of speech” 

(Barthes ([1972]1991:107) in that it is ”not defined by the object of its message, but by the way in which it 

utters this message” ([1972]1991:107). Myth is hence, according to Barthes, a type of discourse in that it is ”a 

type of social usage which is added to pure matter” ([1972]1991:107), connecting language and social usage 

in a similar way as Norman Fairclough does with the term ”discourse” (Fairclough, 2003:3). Studying the 
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transition from a sign’s original meaning to myth, Barthes understood mythology as a ”second-order semiolo-

gical system... that is constructed from a semiological chain which existed before it” ([1972]1991:113). Buil-

ding on the theoretical legacy of linguist Ferdinand de Saussure, Barthes distinguishes between the signified, 

the signifier, and the sign in the analysis of conventional linguistic-interpretative operations (i.e.. the thing - the 

representation - the meaning) ([1972]1991). Such a schema of interpretations is restricted to lexical interpre-

tations as if is focused on the relation between a thing and its representation. Barthes makes an example of a 

picture in which a black, young man wearing a French military uniform is making the salute. This description 

would equal the meaning (the sign) of the picture. However, the mythological reading is instead implying the 

greatness of the French empire, signifying military strength and inter-racial unity under the French national 

state. Such an interpretation, Barthes argue, is only possible because the myth is a metalanguage composed in 

a second-order system of representation and meaning, in which the total meaning of the first system is only the 

first step in a second system of semiotic operations that uses the first one as base material (Fig 3.2.1). In such a 

second semiotic system, the first meaning, that this thesis will call the literal lexicality, is emptied and replaced 

with a mythological meaning that uses the semantic meaning of the first system and transforms it into another. 

What arises is a new meaning, detached from the first-order representation yet still connected to it as signifier. 

Applying this model to internet memes, this thesis will call such a second step memetic discourse, where a sign 

is transformed into meme by adding an interpretative dimension to a sign by simultaneously emptying the first 

sign on its interpretative precision (see Barthes, [1972]1991:. Departing from Barthes’ model for the analysis 

of mythological language, this thesis will consider memetic discourse to be a type of speech based on transfor-

mative discourse through the process of de- and recontextualization. Barthes’ model of analyzing mythologi-

cal semiology is synergetic, as it is combining several systems of semiological meanings into a totality greater 

than its individual parts. Operationalizing the expression, this thesis will differ between memetic discourse 

and memetic code. Memetic discourse will be defined as: the state in which a sign has been appropriated and 

discursively recontextualized within a cultural context of participatory and spreadable culture, redefining its 

original meaning. In contrast, memetic code is the sign/symbol through which memetic discourse is expressed. 

Fig 3.2.1 A visual representation of the myth as semiological system according to Roland 

Barthes ([1972]1991:113).
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Using these two expressions, it is possible to differ between the form of expression and the discursive content 

of such an expression.

In the case of Barthes’ example of the black young man making a salute, the literal lexicality is transformed 

into a second meaning (the myth) where the black boy’s salute becomes a sign of the French empire. This is 

an example of the myth as semiological system in which exposes of facts are treated as ”tokens for something 

else” (Barthes, [1972]1991:110). Being such a token for something else, the meaning of the black boys salute 

has been recontextualized in a semiological process where ”the fundamental meaning of the mythical concept 

is to be appropriated” (Barthes, [1972]1991:118). The image of the black solider has been appropriated by 

the idea of the French empire and the unity of all its people under the tricolour. According to Barthes, the 

myth is parasitic, as its main feature is the deformation and distortion of meaning in relation to the original 

sign (Barthes, [1972]1991:121). It is a ”language-robbery”, in which language is possessed and meaning is 

transformed into form (Barthes, [1972]1991:131). Barthes’ focus on appropriation as a key characteristic 

of myth corresponds to the characteristics ascribed to internet memes (Shifman, 2014; Mina, 2019, Milner, 

2013) and digital culture (Castells, [1996]2000; Valeris, 2012; Navas et. al.,2018). As mythological language 

is never fixed but always fluid, the conceptual state of myth, and, by association, memes, is echoing of David 

Horwarth concept of empty signifiers. These are signs where ”demands .. have been ’tendentially’ emptied of 

meaning to represent an infinite number of demands” (MacKillop, 2018:187), thereby ”reducing differences 

and thus limiting possibilities for contestation” (MacKillop, 2018:190). Such signs hence diffuse meaning in 

order to include all possible subjects by erasing differences in what is signified, hence avoiding contestation 

by opening the interpretation up for multiple interpretations at once. These similarities will hold importance 

when analyzing memes in relation to the logick of connective action (Bennet & Segerberg, 2012) present in 

the organization of contemporary social movements such as WSB (see chapter 3.6). 

We can now apply this model to internet memes. With regards to memetic discourse, the term ”me too” would 

in the first semiological system, the literal lexicality, imply a representation (the signifier) of the subject ”me” 

(the signified) and the adverb ”too” (also). The literal lexicality, hence, is the positive relation between a subject 

and something/someone else, as it is used in everyday language with regards to its lexical definition. In such a 

lexical reading (first-system reading), the political connotations and the ideological aspect related to the meme 

and subsequent movement of #MeToo is absent, as there is no connotative or semiological bridge between 

the literal lexicality and the political meaning (memetic discourse) present in the second-order semiological 

system. It has not yet been appropriated and turned into memetic discourse. However, in the second system, 

the meaning has been transformed and connected to the discourse of men’s sexual violence against women and 

a social movement protesting against such violence, creating a memetic discourse where the literal lexicality 
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has been transformed and app-

ropriated by a new semiologi-

cal system in which its meaning 

is renegotiated. The relation 

between the signifier and what 

is signified has changed due to 

the transformation from literal 

lexicality into memetic discour-

se, or from the first semiological 

system into the second-order 

system theorized by Barthes to 

describe mythological langua-

ge. Of course, such a transfor-

mation is dependent on the interpretative frame of the reader, which also goes for memes. The status of meme 

is achieved when the awareness of the phrase as being a meme has been made apparent, which is dependent 

on the knowledge of a phrases memetic discourse within a given discursive context.

Applying Barthes’ analytical model of the semiological mechanisms of the myth to internet memes has several 

theoretical advantages. It provides a theoretical framework for the analysis of memes that are not variations on 

original content yet still behave like memes, such as ”MeToo” and ”We are the 99 percent”, while at the same 

time being compatible with the present theories regarding internet memes (i.e.. Wiggins & Bowers, 2014; 

Bennet & Segerberg, 2012; Shifman, 2014; Mina, 2019). Treating memes as a ”second-order semiological 

Fig 3.2.2 Visual representation of MeToo as lexical and memetic inter-
pretation. 

Fig 3.2.3 Theoretical modification of Barthes’ visualization of myth as a second-order semiological sys-
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system” ([1972]1991:113) allows for the analysis of the transition from literal lexicality to memetic discourse, 

while at the same time not rejecting the fluid morphology and discursive instability common for internet me-

mes. Modifying Barthes’ model of mythological semiology into a modular unit, it can also be expanded into 

third- and more semiological dimensions (Fig. 3.2.3), allowing for the analysis of the progressional morpho-

logy of internet memes as it changes into new forms due to renegotiated meanings, where meme no. 2 uses 

the totality of meaning of meme no.1 as base material, just as meme no.1 made use of other signs in its own 

constitution.

3.3 Memes in the network society - 

Multimodal culture and sequentialized discourse in the Castellian network era

Rising to fame as cultural expression, the birth of the internet meme is intrinsically connected to the emergen-

ce of digital technology and networked means of communications. Since the dawn of the internet, sociologists 

and political scientists have tried to explain how the emerging network-based communication infrastructure 

and the rapid development of information and communication technology (ICT) has changed modern society 

and the ways in which we socialize. To understand the contemporary space in which memetic culture and 

digital socialization takes place, it is essential to situate todays communicational milieu within a theoretical 

context, as it has theoretical as well as practical implications for how the meme culture “epitomizes the very 

essence of the so-called Web 2.0 era” (Shifman, 2014:15).

In his magnum opus The Rise of the Network Society ([1996]2000), Manuel Castells describes how a revolu-

tion in information and communication technologies (ICT’s) has triggered a global reorganization of econo-

mic and political relationships. Earlier configurations of social space have, due to the emergence of networked 

communications, today been rearranged into communicational and social nodes within a network-organized 

global society, fundamentally changing the fabrics of geopolitics in the post-cold-war world (Castells, [1996] 

2000:2; McNair, 2006). The network society, according to Castells ([1996]2000), is characterized by increa-

sing flexibility, decentralization, and fragmentation. The new modes of economic production are increasingly 

centered around the technology of knowledge generation, the processing of information, and the communica-

tion of symbols (Castells, [1996] 2000:17). Previous writings on postmodern social theory have emphasized 

the breakdown of modernist ‘grand narratives’ (Lyotard, 1986), as well as the disintegration between tempo-

ral and spatial dimensions with regards to human communications and lifestyles (see Castells, [1996]2000; 

Giddens, 1999; Bauman, 2000). Castells ([1996]2000) has, rather poetically, described this disintegration 

and reconfiguration of space and time within the age of global digital networks, in which he also links this 

time-space disintegration/reintegration to the symbolic representations within a networked culture:

The new communication system radically transforms space and time, the fundamental dimensions of human life. 
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Localities become disembodied from their cultural, historical, geographic meaning, and reintegrated into functional 

networks, or into image collages, inducing a space of flows that substitutes for the space of places. Time is erased 

in the new communication system when past, present, and future can be programmed to interact with the material 

foundations of a new culture, that transcends and includes the diversity of historically transmitted systems of repre-

sentation: the culture of real virtuality where make-believe is belief in the making.

(Castells, [1996]2000:375)

Since Castells writing in the 90’s, internet memes has risen to become one of the major forms of expression in 

contemporary networked-based society (Shifman, 2014). This in turn has led to contemporary culture being 

dominated by what Shifman calls a ”hypermemetic logic” (Shifman, 2014:23) where the evolution of memes 

has become “a new vernacular that permeates many spheres of digital and nondigital expression” (Shifman, 

2014:23). As was theorized by Castells in the 90’s, one characteristic of memetic expression is multimodal, 

as it presides of multiple areas of mediums integrated into the foundation of digital creative production. The 

integration of text, images and sounds within the confines of one and the same system has changed the way 

culture is produced and consumed in contemporary, network-driven societies. Castells’ early notion of this in-

teraction of symbolic representations forebodes the rise of convergence culture as described by Henry Jenkins 

(2006), where “old and new media collide, where grassroots and corporate media intersect, where the power 

of the media producer and the power of the media consumer interact in unpredictable ways (Jenkins, 2006, 

cited in van Djick, 2013:10). 

The networked state of communications that is determining the production and dissemination of cultural 

works, including memes, is, according to Castells ([1996]2000), shaped by the ways that temporal and spatial 

referentiality is dissolved within the ever-now-accessibility of online communications/knowledge. The chro-

nological ordering of meaningful events dissolves and they are instead arranged in sequences utilized within 

a fractured social context, making it into “a culture at the same time of the eternal and of the ephemeral” 

(Castells, [1996]2020:462), since “each specific sequencing depends on the context and purpose under which 

any given cultural construct is solicited” (Castells, [1996]2000:462). Digital network culture allows for such 

sequencing as they have technological access to multiple fields of cultural production, allowing for a “constant 

reference to a global hyper-text of information whose components can be remixed by the communicative actor 

according to specific projects of communication” (Castells, 2015:7). The result is a culture heavily reliant on 

remix as a dominant tool for cultural production and practices (Castells, [1996]2000; Shifman, 2014; Valeris, 

2012; Navas et al., 2018), where the act of creating art is more about reorganization than original creation (Va-

leris, 2012:151) and where “culture may conceptualized as consisting of bricolage, re-mediation, and implicit 

participation” (Navas et al., 2018:16). In such a remix culture, to which the internet meme as cultural product 

belongs, the concepts of authenticity, originality, and ownership is undermined in favor of a web of intertextu-
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al mash-ups, samplings and reorganizations where “the referent’s meaning is transformed because its visual or 

linguistic is read differently in a new context” (Navas et al., 2018:17). Such transition of contextual meaning 

inherent in digital, networked culture, mirrors the second-order semiological system as described by Barthes 

in relation to myth ([1972]1991:113), but it also echoes the access to the “global hyper-text of information” 

as mentioned by Castells (2015:7), emphasizing the prevalent position of intertextuality in contemporary re-

mix culture. The implicit referencing to other cultural works and to other memes is an intrinsic part of online 

meme culture (Shifman, 2014), and is, as this thesis will argue, a key part in understanding how memes creates 

narratives online. Also, the ever-present referentiality of memes to intertextual cultural artifacts preceding its 

creation can be seen as an expression for such multi-modality in combination to the fragmentation of chrono-

logically coherent cultural sphere.

3.4 Where memes are seen – memes and the digital public sphere 

Analyzing the impact of internet memes as used in a social context by social movements, it is necessary to get 

a conceptual picture of the social place in which memes are produced and consumed. 

The pre-internet era of socio-spatial interaction during modernity has famously been theorized by Jurgen 

Habermas (Varnelis et. al., 2012:78). He called the space where public social interaction took place “the 

public sphere”, and defined it as “a network for communicating information and points of view” (Varnelis 

et. al. 2012:78). For Habermas, democratic liberation was in part a result of growing socio-spatial localities, 

early defined by the coffee houses and the saloons of the 1800th century, in which ideas could be expressed, 

shared and discussed and, as a result, lead to political change (Varnelis et. al. 2012:78). Many years later, as 

the internet and the digital revolution made its way into the center of human interactions, the mass media-mo-

del of communications changed from one-to-many into many-to-many communications (Lindgren, 2017:60), 

changing the social dynamics in communicative spaces in fundamental ways (Castells, [1996]2000:329). This 

new configuration of social space, or public space, has been theorized in different ways with regards to how to 

conceptualize the status of the collectively situated individual in relation to the technological development sin-

ce the early 1990’s. Howard Rheingold famously pictured it as an emerging ‘virtual community’ (Rheingold, 

1994). Internet theorist Michael Hauben labelled the early users of the internet as ‘netizens’, “reflecting the 

new non-geographically based social membership” (Hauben, 1997, ix-xi), emphasizing collective responsibi-

lity, collaboration, and active engagement in the development of the net (Hauben, 1997). José Van Dijck has 

defined social media as microsystems being part of a larger media ecology characterized by a “culture of con-

nectivity” (Dawson & Mäkelä, 2020:22). Varnelis et.al. (2012) has famously used the concept of ‘networked 

publics’ to describe social interaction in a society where networks have become the core organizing principle 

for social life. Lindgren (2017) writes that “the best way to conceive of networked publics is to see them as 

spaces. They are spaces where people using digital social platforms express, perform, manage, or create iden-
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tities and connect” (Lindgren, 2017:42). 

The development of Web 2.0 further enhanced the emphasis on interactivity as dominating concept for the en-

vironment online, paving the way for the introduction of social media platforms such as Facebook and Twitter 

along with “memehubs” such as and Reddit and 4Chan (Shifman, 2014:13). This has, according to Varnelis & 

Friedberg, led to a socio-political environment where “contemporary life is dominated by the pervasiveness 

of the network” (2012:15). Today’s networked publics are immersed in a technological development where 

“publics are communicating more and more through complex networks that are bottom-up, top-down, as well 

as side-to-side” (Ito, 2012:2), and where “participants are actively (re-)making and (re-)distributing content 

in emerging systems of many-to-many communication and interaction” (Lindgren, 2017:40). Internet memes 

are part of such content being distributed, unhindered by the old guardians of public discourse in the new era 

of decentralized communications. Internet culture has since early on nourished utopian views among tech-

no-optimists (see Lindgren, 2017) by which it has been seen as a free space and where “the primary tenet of 

the ideology of the Internet is that ‘online networks are privileged sites for the flowering of freedom’” (O’neil, 

2009:18). Such utopian views also reflected the ideas of the internet as being a tool for potential empowerment 

and resistance to power (O’neil, 2009:18; van Djick, 2013:10). Such tech-optimistic views were later relaun-

ched with the implementation of Web 2.0, where big social media companies and service providers promoted 

the new interaction-driven web modus operandi as being “participatory” , “user centered” and “collaborative” 

(van Djick, 2013:10). Although the contemporary internet environment has been criticized by many to fail to 

live up to the utopian views envisioned by early internet enthusiasts (e.g.. van Djick, 2013; Zuboff, 2019), the 

decentralized and non-exclusionary nature of online platforms for many-to-many communications have also 

been envisioned to be a modern reinvention of the public sphere as envisioned by Habermas, where ”parti-

cipatory media - seen as a personal answer to exclusionary mass media - can facilitate this active, polyvocal 

citizenship” (Milner, 2013:2361), and where ”memes are a part of a media ecology that inspires hope for bro-

ader public discussion” (Milner, 2013:2361). Being a cultural artifact that is defined by the appropriation and 

reproduction of many individual users constituting the networked publics of the web (Shifman, 2014), memes 

hold a position as being potentially subversive in face of power, as they ”empower ordinary citizens to under-

mine the elite’s control over mass media, to mobilize support for collective action, and to resist hegemonic 

discourses” (Moussa et. al. 2020). 

Putting emphasis on resistance and empowerment of the networked public of the 21st century, the question 

arises how social engagement and possibilities for collective action are affected within such networked publics 

of contemporary network society. 
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3.5 Reddit as entropic discursive environment - Memes as strategy to cope with social media noise

The ICT’s being the foundation for the networked public sphere(s) has made possible the disintegration of 

time and space as ruling principles for human communication (e.g.. Castells, [1996]2000; Giddens, 1999). 

Networked communication is now taking place globally, traversing spatio-temporal distances as global audi-

ences can reach each other at all times on social media platforms and through online networks. The scales of 

these networks, the amount of information generated by them and the speed of the flow by which it is moving 

has increased exponentially, leading to what media theorist Brian McNair calls ”cultural chaos” (McNair, 

2006). With regards to social media, the huge disparity in discourses, motivations and expressions, along with 

the sheer amount of information being posted, can lead to what Gwen Bouvier has called a ”chaos chamber” 

(Bouvier, 2020:15). Such chaotic environments are, due to high levels of discursive entropy, prone to pose 

challenges for social movements in terms of communications and coordinated action.

Reddit has famously been called the “front page of the Internet” (Barnes et al., 2021:1). It has over 430 mil-

lion active users on monthly basis and 52 million daily users (https://backlinko.com/reddit-users). 2 billion 

comments were shared on Reddit during 2020, and it was ranked as the 7th most popular social media app 

in the US in the same year (https://backlinko.com/reddit-users). Being one of the most popular social media 

platforms in the US (https://backlinko.com/reddit-users), the platform hosts over 100 000 active communities 

and a total of over 2,6 million subreddits. Being one of the major gathering places online in the US, Reddit 

has grown to become a public space where connected publics (see Valeris et al., 2012) can meet, however in 

possibly entropic environments constantly threatened by ”social media noise” (Lindgren, 2019). Acting as 

aggregator for entertainment and information for hundreds of millions of users, Reddit has grown to become 

an influential site for the production and distribution of internet participatory culture. In these environments, 

internet memes have a favorable position as a cultural practice for individual expression, social interaction, 

and group identification (Shifman, 2014; Mina, 2019; Milner, 2013). Shifman has called Reddit a memehub 

where “a constant flow of Internet memes is uploaded and negotiated daily” (Shifman, 2014:13). As Lindgren 

(2019) has shown, memes can also act as a discursive protection from entropic effects such as “social media 

noise” and “information overload”.

Like 4Chan, Reddit is a vertically integrated internet forum where users scroll down to see memes and other 

type of posts appear on screen (Pelletier-Gagnon & Pérez Trujillo Diniz, 2021:8). The structural design of 

Reddit is based on threads (subreddits) being further divided into posts with comments positioned beneath 

it. This in combination with up/down-vote functions as to grade threads/comments on vertical hierarchical 

fluid positions, creates an environment that is discursively entropic and temporally fractured, as the posts are 

not necessarily presented within chronologically temporal frames. This is further enhanced by the filtering 
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functions, enabling the user to search for different topics using different criteria such as ‘hot’ (trending), ‘top’ 

(temporally indexed with regards to total interactions), ‘controversial’ (emotionally engaging/contestant) and 

‘rising’ (gaining temporal-quantitative momentum). This makes possible the re-structuring and re-organiza-

tion of the discursive environment into fragmented pieces of temporal-discursive dictums within the spatial 

dimension that constitutes the milieu of Reddit. This chaotic post-comment-like infrastructure, fractured and 

fluid in temporal- as well as spatial dimensions, is somewhat of an epitome of internet public space where ear-

ly internet technology fuses with the promises for interaction and instantaneous communication made possible 

by Web 2.0 (Ito, 2012; Lindgren, 2017). In terms of interaction, such a milieu (at least to a degree) defies the 

social constraints of top-down centralized communication historically present in one-to-many communication 

as displayed by conventional mass media (Lindgren, 2017). Instead, Reddit constitutes a social space where, 

in the words of Ito, “publics are communicating more and more through complex networks that are bottom-up, 

top-down, as well as side-to-side” (Ito, 2012:2). As subreddits (groups) on Reddit are open to follow and to 

interact in, a huge number of people can communicate simultaneously and without temporal delay, creating a 

chaotic environment where huge quantities of information face the reader. The posts made by the user also has 

the potential to create sub-spaces where interested people can comment on content that interests them, crea-

ting new discursive spaces-within-spaces for communication. Basically, Reddit provides a social space where 

anyone in the world (with connection to the internet and with access to the Reddit domain) can write whatever 

they want, whenever they want, in any group they want, provided they adhere to the internal techno-social 

criteria provided by Reddit itself. 

The scrambled dynamic of spatial-temporal modes of communications and the interest-driven interactive 

engagement being displayed by fragmented audiences (see Castells, [1996]2000; Lindgren, 2017) can easi-

ly lead to chaotic discursive environments, leading to the ”chaos chamber” described by Bouvier (2020:15. 

Using another metaphor, Milner has compared the subthread-design of Reddit with a ”hivemind” (Milner, 

2013:2362). Such entropic discursive environments are fruitful ground for the formations of social swarms 

where particular messages and discursive formations trigger quick responses by the immediate surrounding 

users, hastily reacting to actions of other users without an overview of events (that is being drowned in the 

information overload). These type of environments might also provide difficulties for social movements to 

emerge where many people simultaneously get together to strive for common, well defined goals as the lack 

of such overview threatens to obscure a macro plan for focused and directed action. The entropic nature of 

communication online (see Lindgren, 2019), comprised as it is of multiple integrated and related platforms 

along with global hybrid media systems (Chadwick, 2013; McNair 2006), may lead to social media noise 

(Lindgren, 2019:422) with the risk of social media users feeling “overloaded and rather disillusioned by their 

feeds” (Lindgren, 2019:422). In the case of WSB, the number of posts is staggering. The group grew from ha-
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ving 1 757 319 members on 31/12-2020 to 6 638 697 members on 29/1-2021 (https://frontpagemetrics.com/r/

wallstreetbets#commento). On January 28th alone, 394 280 posts and comments were made in the group (htt-

ps://subredditstats.com/r/wallstreetbets). Between January 26th – January 31st, the group received a total of 1 

813 185 posts and comments (ibid.), making for an average of 3,5 posts per second for six straight days. Such 

an enormous amount of communication occurring simultaneously in such an environment as described above 

makes a discursive macro view almost impossible (not accounting for computer-driven statistical analysis). 

Being heavily influenced by early internet forums and early techno-optimist values where “many-to-many 

communication, with the simultaneous reception, alteration and redistribution of cultural objects, frees the 

subject from the territorialized relations of modernity” (O’Neil, 2009:19), Reddit’s dynamic design for ma-

ny-to-many communication and interaction is a good example of a communicational platform where, quoting 

Castells, “localities become disembodied from their cultural, historical, geographic meaning, and reintegrated 

into functional networks” (Castells, [1996]2000:375). The constant flow of information present on Reddit, 

being constantly updated and reorganized with regards to user interaction, fits well into the concept of ti-

meless time theorized by Castells ([1996]2000:384), where “the informational paradigm and the network 

society… induce systemic perturbation in the sequential order of phenomena performed in that context” (Cas-

tells, [1996]2000:464). In such an environment, 

time is erased… when past, present, and future can be programmed to interact with the material foundations of a 

new culture, that transcends and includes the diversity of historically transmitted systems of representation. 

(Castells, [1996]2000:375)

Since Castells writing in the late 90’s, internet memes have grown to become such a “new culture”, present 

in every corner on the internet, but especially prevalent in social media networks (Shifman, 2014; Lindgren, 

2017). Further, the dynamic organization of temporal dimensions in relation to topical indexing on Red-

dit indeed shows how such a discursive environment that Castells ([1996]2000:375) describes can work. 

The multitudes of directions for communication flows on Reddit puts emphasis on the multi-linear nature of 

networked communication, where discourse can be built in a multitude of places, temporalities, and spaces at 

once. Reddit is a discursive online space where all senders speak simultaneously with no specific receiver in 

mind. Likewise, there is no guarantee that the message will be noted, nor gain response. This dynamic mode 

of communication, where an unlimited number of people, without restriction, can join groups and engage in 

simultaneous communications online, unbound by time-zones or geographical location, and do so unbound by 

discursive stimuli/response from other people, is what this thesis will refer to as entropic discursive space. It 

is entropic because of the following characteristics:

• Communications are unaffected by physical spatial/temporal localities (anyone anywhere can com-

municate at any time of day).
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• Communications are fluid relative to chronological sequencing (any discursive unit can be filtered, 

reorganized, and topically sequenced).

• Communications are difficult to predict in terms of response/stimuli from other social agents (there is 

no distinct way to predict a response to any particular message communicated).

• Communications occurs simultaneously with no necessary relation to previous discursive chronology 

and/or frames of discourse (communications are not necessarily connected to any previous message 

and/or conversation).

In light of the theoretical postulations of the cultural modes of the network society, Reddit as social forum can 

be seen as both the product and symptom of such a society, where:

a. individualization has colonized the sphere of the collective (see Bauman, 2000; Giddens, 1999; Cas-

tells, [1996]2000), and 

b. the social sphere is permeated by the logic of the network as site for cultural and social interaction/

expression (Castells, [1996]2000; Castells, 2002; Castells, 2015; Lindgren, 2017; Varnelis & Fried-

berg; Bennet & Segerberg, 2012). 

The question is how networked publics online are handling these obstacles that threatens to make communi-

cation online senseless in terms of meaningfulness and the sense of being socially connected. Lindgren writes 

that online indexing principles such as hashtags (a text meme in the terminology of Mina (2019)) was created 

by social media users to bring order in this chaotic environment of “information overcrowding” (Lindgren, 

2019:422), where topics can travel across platforms and between users while at the same time maintaining cer-

tain discursive frames (Lindgren, 2019:422). Memes, hence, can serve as a hedge for the threatening entropy 

of online environments and help netizens by creating discursive sites to gather around. However, to make sen-

se, these frames must serve wider functions than just being a tool for indexing of topics to create a sustainable 

sense of meaning for the users and to be able to create momentum for political- and social engagement online.

3.6 Connective action - Social movements in the network age

The individualization of western society along with the rapid developments of ICT’s has had a significant 

impact on social movements in the 21st century. As new means of communications are being deployed, several 

writers have stressed the importance of internet memes as tools for communication in movements such as the 

Occupy movement (Milner, 2013), #MeToo (Lindgren, 2019), and the Umbrella movement (Mina, 2019). The 

prevalent use of social media and network technology in social movements puts a clear emphasis that people 

today are “networked and mobilized with and through media” (Ito, 2012:2), enabling a networked discursive 

environment, facilitated through ICT, where the public, although fragmented and individualized, can burst 
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into what Howard Rheingold (2002:175) calls ‘sudden epidemics of cooperation’. Castells has written that 

in relation to the network society, “social movements tend to be fragmented, localistic, single-issue oriented, 

and ephemeral, either retrenched in their inner worlds, or flaring up for just an instant around a media symbol 

(Castells, [1996]2000:3). In the age of networked social organization, internet memes have proven to have 

potential power of being such flaring media symbols. An Xiao Mina (2019) sees them as a medium through 

which ideas can form that has potential for changing society:

Memes are the media through which we test and iterate and envision and contest the type of society we want to live 

in. They may seem inconsequential, but they contain within them a world-changing, movement-building capacity if 

provided the right soil and the right care. 

(Mina, 2019:190) 

Having emerged as the “foundational blocks of Internet culture” (Pelletier-Gagnon & Pérez Trujillo Diniz, 

2021:5), internet memes are a prevalent conveyor of meaning in relation to internet communication, something 

that is also noted by Lance Bennet and Alexandra Segerberg (2012). In their famous article The Logic of Con-

nective Action – Digital media and the personalization of contentious politics (2012), Bennet and Segerberg 

investigates how a general personalization of politics and the increased focus on individualized life politics 

can be linked to social movements in the network society of the 21st century. Bennet & Segerberg argues that 

the dynamics of networked social action differs from previous social movements. Previous movements used 

to rely heavily on collective action mobilized within the context of formal organizations and sustained through 

synchronized aims, ideology, and collective action frames (Bennet & Segerberg, 2012). The term collective 

action frame is derived from Goffman’s theoretization of frames and are used by social movement scholars 

to describe how subjective agents are using “schemata of interpretation” to render meaning and explain oc-

currences within their life space (Benford & Snow, 2000:613). However, the increased domination of social 

media networks as a mode for communication and social interaction, along with the decreasing importance of 

localized group memberships and institutions, has, according to Bennet & Segerberg (2012), paved the way 

for today’s social movements following a logic of connective action, where clear-cut collective identities and 

synchronized political aims have been discarded in favor of digitally networked action and personalized action 

frames shared horizontally in fluid social networks. Such connective action does “not require strong organi-

zational control or the symbolic construction of a united ‘we’” (Bennet & Segerberg, 2012:748), allowing for 

the social inclusion of differentiated motivations, ideologies and social identifications (Bennet & Segerberg, 

2012:752). In their article, Bennet & Segerberg recognizes the importance of “easy-to-personalize action 

frames” (Bennet & Segerberg, 2012:745) such as memes that can spread between peers and media platforms. 

Bennet & Segerberg define memes as “a symbolic packet that travels easily across large and diverse popula-

tions because it is easy to imitate, adapt personal, and share broadly with other” (Bennet & Segerberg, 2012: 
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745), also highlighting the importance of catch phrases in contemporary social movements that can be made 

into memes and hence attract attention and appropriation by other people.

For a long time, social movements have used slogans and catchphrases as part of what Bennet and Segerberg 

(2012) call collective action frames, making an example of Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s saying that “When the 

people shall have no more to eat, they will eat the rich” (in Bennet & Segerberg, 2012:747). The abbreviation 

“eat the rich” has since Rousseau’s speech in 1793 become a cultural meme, being appropriated as a slogan 

for several anti-capitalist movements, made into a famous t-shirt in the 1960’s and also been popularized in 

songs by Aerosmith and Motorhead (Bennet & Segerberg, 2012:747). The abbreviation of Rousseau’s words 

has undergone a historical interpretive re-negotiation, where the philosopher’s statement in the 20th century 

social movement circles has become an action frame and an imperative (“eat the rich”), which also serves as 

construct for certain identity categories built around “we” and “them” (WE (the poor) eat THEM (the rich)). 

This example highlights three important points: 

• Successful slogans have meme-like qualities (in the Dawkian sense of the word).

• Political slogans have historically been appropriated, reframed, renegotiated, and transmitted in the 

same ways as internet memes are doing today. We can hence talk about a history of social move-

ments using memes as action frames and, also, the construction of identity categories.

• Political catchphrases used by social movements have a history of using intertextual references in the 

appropriation of discursive appropriation. 

Slogans such as the Occupy movements “We are the 99 percent” showcases a similar construction with re-

gards to the construction of basic identity categories using the explicit construction of “WE are the 99 percent” 

in opposition to the implicit 1 percent that are categorized as “them” as they are not “us” (see Hall, 1997). 

The “eat the rich”-example, as well as the Occupy Movement’s slogan, serve as important examples of how 

catchphrases serve as memes to anchor social movements in a cultural history of resemblance and rootedness, 

as well as being the base for basic identity categories in combination with collective action frames. 

Echoing the postmodern/late capitalist shift towards an individualized base for the project of the self as des-

cribed by writers such as Bauman (2000) and Giddens (1999), the #MeToo movement uses a different frame. 

The meme #MeToo semantically highlights the construction of “me” rather than “we”, emphasizing the shift 

toward an individual story being connectively shared, rather than a collective identity being individually app-

ropriated and internalized. Such a shift from the “we” to the “me” can serve as a theoretical-empirical map to 

the uses of memes in connective social movements of today in which the individual subject is the central hub 

for social action. The ever-increasing importance of social networks and online communication with regards 

to interpersonal communications will most likely affect the ways in which social movements form and operate, 
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meaning “that we might see a completely new form of activism emerging, which is more based on swarms, se-

eming (or actual) randomness, or fragmentation, yet with a new sense of coordination” (Lindgren, 2017:191). 

Such fragmentation and randomness leading to swarm mentalities echoes of Castells’ notion of the network 

society where “social movements tend to be fragmented, localistic, single-issue oriented, and ephemeral” 

([1996]2000:3), with them “flaring up for just an instant around a media symbol (Castells, [1996]2000:3). 

Castells’ thoughts can easily be used to describe the fade-and-burn intensity of swarms (Lindgren, 2017) of 

users gathering around memes acting as socio-cultural coordinator, instilling momentum, discursive stability, 

and purpose in otherwise entropic environments online. Such social networks online, based on the new modes 

of many-to-many communications (Ito, 2012; Lindgren, 2017) that has been freed of spatial and temporal 

constrains, also poses challenges. Information overload and social media noise threatens to disturb communi-

cations and deprive social media users of meaningfulness and sense of belonging online (Lindgren, 2019). To 

combat this, social media users are using hashtags and other types of memes to topically structure discursive 

areas of interest, gain exposure to audiences, express ideas, and communicate strategies for action (see Mina, 

2019; Lindgren, 2019). Such strategies are important to consider and to study, as they are important discursi-

ve-technical tools when negotiating the limitations of social media networks and mass-communication in the 

21st century. Using memes as strategic tool has also proven important for social movements, with #MeToo 

possibly being the most recognized example of connective so-called hashtag activism (see Lindgren, 2019). 

To protect against the social media noise and information overload of entropic online environments, the mem-

bers of social movements can use memes as collective gathering-point where values, identities, and stories can 

be communicated and shared (Mina, 2019). 

3.7 r/WallStreetBets - An involontary social movement

As the corona virus pandemic struck the world in March 2020, stock markets plummeted into what seemed to 

mark the beginning of the worst financial crisis since 1929 (Smith, March 20, 2020). However, partly due to 

enormous support packages by the American government and the American Fed, many of the American stock 

indexes were trading at all-time-highs by the end of the year in what Swedish economy journalist Andreas 

Cervenka has labelled “the weirdest stock market frenzy in history” (Cervenka, September 29, 2020). In early 

2021, extreme movements in stock prices of some of the, due to the pandemic, most hard-hit companies in the 

US puzzled market analysts. One of these companies was Gamestop (GME). The over-the-counter video game 

retail company had seen a prolonged grief as the video game business moved online, seeing its stock price, 

and, according to many, its future, drop into oblivion. As a result, the company’s stock was the most shorted 

American stock in early 2021 (Philip, 2021). However, as the stock prize started to surge, media attention was 

drawn to a group of retail traders on the social media platform Reddit.
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With focus on reckless stock market trading, the subreddit r/WallStreetBets presents itself as being “Like 

4chan found a Blomberg terminal”, emphasizing the fusing of internet culture and stock market trading. Star-

ted in 2012 by Jaime Rogozinski as a community for people to talk about high-risk trades (Asarch, 28 January, 

2021), the group’s members combine internet jargon, meme culture, and wild trading. They refer to themselves 

as “retards” (anagram for “traders”) and ”apes”, revel in other members “loss porn” and, true to their name, 

they are treating the stock market as a casino. Members usually use crude language and take explicit pride in 

”being retarded” and ”not knowing what they are doing”. Being a forum for stock market trading, the group 

is explicitly non-political, with political discussions being forbidden with the threat of being banned from the 

group if not complying. Following group member u/deepfuckingvalue, many members of the group started to 

buy GME shares during late 2020 and early 2021, hoping for a ”short squeeze”. A ”short squeeze” is a rapid 

surge in prices when short position holders cover their positions by buying back stocks in large quantities, 

creating a sudden surge in demand and therefore in price. Despite the negative view of institutional investors 

and hedge funds, GME’s stock price quickly surged to extreme levels as WSB members haussed the stock, 

rising from 19,95 dollars on January 12 2021 to 147,98 dollars on January 26. Two days later, the GME stock 

price hit an astonishing 477 US dollars, an increase of about 8560 percent compared to 12 months earlier. Alt-

hough the haussing started off as a far-fetched market bet in hope for monetary profits, a narrative started to 

form in the group and in the media in which underdog investors were taking on WallStreet (Philips & Lorenz, 

27 January 2021). The term ”meme stocks” entered the vocabulary of journalists and financial bankers alike 

when millions of private retail investors banded together and, due to turbulent volatility, threatened to crash 

the stock market. Internet culture suddenly entered the financial market, and considering the media attention 

and impact on the financial markets, it did so with a bang.

As media attention grew, what began as a bet on the stock market started to morph into something else. Ga-

mestop and related “Reddit stocks”, such as cinema company AMC and cell phone producer Blackberry, 

turned into discursive battle grounds where people bought stocks to get back at Wall Street bankers and hedge 

funds who were perceived to have destroyed the American economy in 2008, to the dismay of “ordinary pe-

ople”. When the financial service provider RobinHood shut down trading on some of the “Reddit stocks” on 

January 28, the Reddit forum exploded with rage. The global media coverage, along with frenetic activity on 

Reddit, suddenly turned into a matter for federal US politics. Millions of WSB members voiced their protests 

against what they perceived to be illegal market manipulation in favor of Wall Street hedge fund bankers. 

The rage of the legion of Reddit traders grabbed the attention of American congress woman Alexandria Oca-

sio-Cortez, republican senator Ted Cruz, former presidential candidates Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren, 

as well as Tesla CEO Elon Musk and several other high-profile names in politics and finance (Kaplan, 2 Febru-

ary 2021; Liao, 29 January 2021). Members on WSB surged due to the huge coverage in the media, increasing 
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from 1 757 319 members on 31/12-2020 to 6 638 697 members on 29/1-2020 (https://frontpagemetrics.com/r/

wallstreetbets#commento). What began as an internet meme related to a battered stock quickly escalated into a 

high-end political narrative questioning the very integrity of the financial market, causing ripples of turbulence 

across the entire western economy. In an outburst of historical irony echoing the expression of internet pessi-

mist Andrew Keen, the financial world witnessed how “the monkeys are running the show” (Keen, 2007:9). 

Hedge funds such as Melvin Capitol, specifically targeted by members of r/WallStreetBets, reported losing 

billions of dollars as they were forced to cover their short positions (Chung, 2021). For the first time in western 

political history, stock market trading turned into a social movement, and in a few hectic weeks of financial 

frenzy online, Gamestop and AMC morphed into symbols of a millennial generation getting back at corrupt 

bankers who destroyed the economy of their parents.

The expression ”meme stock” emphasizes a new trait in stock market trading, where internet culture is com-

bined with the trading of financial equites online. It also emphasizes a new area for memetic communication 

online. Being based on the ”memehub” Reddit, memetic code is a well established way of communication 

in the WSB community, and the intrinsic lingo shared among the members have created an entire memetic 

eco-system used by members to communicate with each other (Lam et.al. 5 February 2021). As the trading 

in Gamestop and other related stock got widespread attention in the media, the memetic language used by 

the group gained huge exposure as the news of the GME activist trading hit the global media system. The 

memetic language used by the group spread into other networks and into the oral and pictorial language of 

mainstream media outlets such as The Wall Street Journal, Financial Times, The Guardian, Dagens Indu-

stri, as well as large broadcast-networks such as CNBC, CNN, Fox News, and BBC. In addition to several 

large features during spring 2021, The Wall Street Journal has even started an entire podcast series dedicated 

specifically to the WSB movement and the activist trading in GME and related ”meme stocks”. In the shape 

of internet memes, trading trends can now spread rapidly across intertwined technical platforms and news 

outlets within the global hybrid media system, causing rapid reactions on the markets and gaining heavy co-

verage from global news outlets, gathering more attention that helps to spread the memetic discourse further. 

As the narrative connected to WSB spread along with the memes, it is also evident that otherwise non-poli-

tical groups online suddenly can turn into political actors, gathering millions of supporters globally in very 

short periods of time. The result is sudden outbursts of action resembling a flash mob, yet, given the sustai-

ned action and generally held narrative stating the reason for such action, acts more in accordance with a 

social movement. The complex interplay between the connective culture on Reddit and other social media in 

relation to the narrative-building machine comprised by conventional news outlets suddenly turned an other-

wise unpolitical group into a pseudo-political activist platform, gaining momentum and gathering people 
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by the millions under the flag of synchronized aims. The inherent ability to spread present in memes makes 

them, as previous research has shown, into potent vectors for social involvement, connective engagement, 

and public rage. Although intersecting with media narratives and news reporting, internet memes as used by 

WSB has shown severe potential for political impact, and, being a meme-fueled movement, WSB has shown 

they can ”empower ordinary citizens to undermine the elite’s control over mass media, to mobilize support 

for collective action, and to resist hegemonic discourses” (Moussa et. al. 2020). Understanding how such 

technical and discursive communication is being used online may provide insight into the ways in which 

people are making sense of information online, how trends are created, and how they can amplify impact in 

a variety of areas, both online and offline.

3.8 Memes as storytelling - 

Memetic narrativization as discursive practice in social movements

Several writers have lately recognized the prominent role of internet memes in the process of creating narra-

tives online. The analysis of narratives has been used extensively since many years back analyze how people 

construct meaning and identities through storytelling (Riessman, 1993; Riessman, 2008; Ryan, 2006). Intr-

insically linked with the modern project of the construction of the self (see Giddens, 1999; Bauman, 2000), 

narratives hold a prevalent position in the expression and sense-making of personal- and interpersonal expe-

rience and subjectivity (Riessman, 1993). Although traditionally focused on individual narratives, narrative 

theorists and researchers also highlight the role of narratives in the shaping of collective stories and identities 

(Riessman, 1993; Riessman, 2008). Previous research has also highlighted the importance of narratives as tool 

for social movements:

Important social movements of the twentieth century were built from practices of storytelling, and the stories them-

selves can become objects for close reading and analysis. 

(Riessman, 2008:14)

Erving Goffman, the pioneering father of framing theory, took note of the link between performative frames 

and storytelling (Riessman, 1993:20), where the expression of experience is rooted in a dialogue between 

people where meaning is linguistically constructed and negotiated through the telling of stories (Riessman, 

2008:107). Contemporary researchers have started to include narratives (Polletta, 1998) as ways of analyzing 

how members of social movements construct and conceive their experiences and identities with regards to 

social issues (Riessman, 1993), where frames are “expressed and made concrete, and exemplified through 

stories” (Polletta, 1998:421). Deploying narratives as ways of creating subjective positions of meaning, “nar-

ratives may serve to contain the disruptive within a familiar form” (Polletta, 1998:422) and can be “employed 

strategically to strengthen collective identity”, and “in periods of actual or potential upheaval, stories maintain 
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the stability of the self and group” (Polletta, 1998:422). Emerging research has shown how internet memes, as 

a core cultural product of the network society, can help facilitate such narratives in relation to political engage-

ment and social movements (Mina, 2019; Wiggins & Bowers, 2014; Milner, 2013; Wiggins & Bowers, 2014; 

Mukhongo, 2020). In the context of societies where networks have a prevalent position as the core principle 

for social organization (see Castells, [1996]2000), narratives previously nurturing collective action frames 

are mixed up with personal action frames (Bennet & Segerberg, 2012), in which “identity reference is more 

derived through inclusive and diverse large-scale personal expression rather than through common group or 

ideological identification” (Bennet & Segerberg, 2012:744). Such frames are defined as being easily persona-

lized ideas that are persuasive and easily reframed to bridge differences with regards to ideological, political, 

and ethical differences (Bennet & Segerberg, 2012:744). 

When it comes to social movements, Dawson & Mäkelä writes about how such action frames within larger 

social contexts can operate, concluding that “connective action must be narrativized in order to be understood 

as a larger connective narrative” (Dawson & Mäkelä, 2020:22). Dawson and Mäkelä connects the story logic 

on social media platforms to short stories, writing that “shared stories are essentially online versions of small 

stories that circulate in a culture of connectivity” (Dawson & Mäkelä, 2020:24). Literature theorist William 

Nelles (2012), writing about the characteristics of micro fiction (or flash fiction), emphasizes the role of in-

tertextuality in the construct of very short stories: “the microstory frequently introduces an explicit or impli-

cit intertextual reference, sometimes from literary sources, sometimes taken more diffusely from clichés of 

popular culture or history” (Nelles, 2012:95), a trait that is also present in memes (Shifman, 2014). Shifman 

(2014) has also highlighted the importance of intertextuality with regards to memes (Shifman, 2000). Memes 

being a genre for ”dynamic interaction among members of participatory digital culture” (Wiggins & Bowers, 

2014:7), Wiggins & Bowers writes that ”a successful Internet meme implies a modified narrative” (2014:7), 

relating internet memes and memetic discourse to the realm of narratives and storytelling. This can be con-

nected to the research of Adam Breuer and Alastair Iain Johnston (2019), who see memes as building blocks 

for sub-narratives, in turn creating larger master narratives when discursively connected (Breuer & Johnston, 

2019:433-434). Breuer and Johnston (2019) theorize that narratives emerge when memes are connected into 

coherent stories. Breaking up such memetic master narratives into units, the narratives are atomized and, due 

to its fragmented and sequentialized nature, resembles the form of short stories. Connecting the role of sto-

rytelling in the construction of shared values and norms, Shifman writes that “Internet memes can be treated 

as (post)modern folklore, in which shared norms and values are constructed through cultural artifacts such as 

Photoshopped images or urban legends” (Shifman, 2014:14), also echoing the notion of storytelling being the 

”doing of identity” (Kraus, 2006:107). 
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Being the primary cultural expression online of such a folklore, the meme culture has according to Shifman 

(2014) grown to become a corner stone of the participatory culture in the network era (2014:23). Exploring the 

roll of memes in social movements, An Xiao Mina emphasizes the role of narratives and memes in the facilita-

tion of ideas where “social change memes… take their place in the long line of activist art and culture – from 

street theater to graffiti – which aim to disrupt and change narratives in public space” (Mina, 2019:76). She 

also stresses how narratives help spread ideas over large distances and across borders, where “hashtags shape 

narratives across great distances, leaping geopolitical boundaries to drive conversations in other countries’ 

media” (Mina, 2019:76).

Analyzing memes from a discourse-perspective, this thesis will take a multi-dimensional approach to the study 

of memes within online-based, networked groups resembling social movements. Exploring the construction of 

motifs for action, identity markers, and connective action frames, it will analyze how internet memes serves 

to narrativize social practices, creating and legitimizing ideological positions in networked social environme-

nts online. Working from the methodological approach of Norman Fairclough’s Critical Discourse Analysis 

(Fairclough, 2003; see chapter 4.1), the structure of the theoretical framework will be divided into three levels 

Fig 3.2.4 A visual representation of the theoretical framework in relation to Norman Faircloughs conceptua-
lization of Critical Discourse Analysis as methodology.
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that are progressively yet dynamically related:

• Text

• Discursive practice

• Social practice

Treating the creation of memetic discourse (the process of memetization) as a discursive practice, along with 

the narrativization of such discourse, this thesis will analyze how such practice creates ways of constructing as 

well as expressing motifs, identities, calls to action, and ideologically diverse motivations as they are socially 

practiced (Fig 3.2.4.). Combining the semiological model by Barthes ([1972]1991) with existing theories on 

memes (Shifman, 2014; Mina, 2019; Wiggins & Bowers, 2014) in relation to networked publics (Valeris et.al. 

2012) being socially constituted by connective action (Bennet & Segerberg, 2012), a multi-level analysis can 

be performed investigating the social function of memetic production in relation to a networked social context. 

The dynamics of such social context (i.e.. WSB on Reddit) can be described in terms of a scale between dis-

cursive entropy (chaotic) and synchronization (orderly). Finally, by filtering the results through the practical/

ideological foundations for social action in the network society as postulated by Castells ([1996]2000), the 

ideological implications of such practices can be theoretically examined.
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4. Method and sampling
4.1 Method 

As this thesis is dealing with texts, pictures and videos produced and disseminated in online environments and 

within the context of an online-based social movement, it is of value to study and interpret such communica-

tions in relation to contextual social behavior. Emphasizing the social context of internet memes in relation 

to networked communications and the social space where such communications take place, a methodology is 

needed that can take into account both individual texts, their relations to other texts, as well as being able to in-

terpret these in relation to the social environments in which such texts are created, distributed and interpreted.

Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) as formulated by Norman Fairclough (2013) is a qualitative method for 

multi-level research on text and its relation to contextual social practice. Bridging the gap between discour-

se-related textual studies and social theory, it merges micro and macro perspectives on discursive production 

and action (Fairclough, 2013) seeking to extract the way in which language shapes social interaction, politics 

and ideology. Being part theory, part methodology, CDA is recognized as having high use-value with regards 

to the study of textual material and media texts (Winther Jorgensen & Philips, 2000). Faiclough himself ope-

rated from the theoretical perspective of Systemic Functional Linguistics (Fairclough, 2013), but Fairclough 

also stresses the importance for CDA of having theoretical tools for the analysis of text corresponding in 

”transdisciplinary dialogue” with social theory (Fairclough, 2013:6). Although originally focusing on SFL, 

Winther Jorgensen and Philips stresses that one advantage of CDA is it being flexible regarding the theoretical 

basis for analysis being used (Winther Jorgensen & Philips, 1999). This thesis will deploy a theoretical model 

being based on Limor Shifman’s (2014) and An Xiao Mina’s (2019) theoretization of internet memes, as well 

as Roland Barthes’ ([1972]1991) theoretical model for the analysis of mythologies. Regarding social theory 

for intertextual and socio-cultural perspective, this thesis will contextualize internet memes within Reddit 

group r/WallStreetBets with theoretical approaches to remix culture within the online public sphere, entropic 

social spaces online, and the socio-cultural foundations in which social relations, culture and ideology opera-

tes in the network society as theoreticized by Manuel Castells ([1996]2000).

Operating within a three-dimensional model, Fairclough’s method makes it possible to discover, situate and 

analyze discursive practices in particular texts, and to extend such an analysis to a wider sociopolitical context 

where meaning can be understood as being a reflexive process between language and how such language in-

fluence practices (and vise versa). Doing so, the researcher is able to reveal discursive modes and structures 

within a material, and compare these to a theoretical macro-framework (Fairclough, 2003:8-9).

With regards to the analytical process, CDA is structured in three progressive dimensions (Winther Jorgensen 
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& Philips, 2000:74):

• Text - the properties and qualities of the text.

• Discursive Practice - the processes related to the production and consumption of text.

• Social Practice - the broader social practice related to the communicative event analyzed.

In this thesis, the following tools will be used within each level:

• Text – Textual and visual analysis of memes in the form av gathered textual, pictorial material. This part 

of the analysis will focus on discursive modes of identity (identity markers) and modes of action (action 

frames). These will be considered being the basic ingredients for more complex discursive constructions.

• Discursive practice – Analyzinghow memes are used in intertextual relations to other pop-cultural works, 

this part will analyze how modes of narrativization can be created using intertextual remixes of multimo-

dal cultural materials, such as text, images and videos. It will also analyze how such discursive practice is 

used to protect against discursive entropy in chaotic online environments.

• Social practice – The results will be analyzed in relation to the theoretical conception of networked 

publics communicating in discursive environments with high levels of entropy. The theoretical frame aims 

at pinpointing how memes are actively used as frames for ideology and related action, and how memes as 

expression can be related to theoretical models of networked society.

Although historically having been primarily oc-

cupied with texts from politcal elites and elite 

institutions, the rise of social media and online 

communication have triggered calls for CDA to 

engage more with language and discourse pro-

duced in the new communication taking place 

online (Bouvier & Machin, 2018). Changing the 

form, production, dissemination, distribution, 

and reception of texts, communication online has 

resulted in texts that are ”less static, look very 

different, and are generated and received in vastly 

different ways” (Bouvier & Machin, 2018:179). 

Further, echoing the notion of multimodality of 

networked communication as formulated by Cas-

tells ([1996]2000), Bouvier and Machin high-

lights the fragmented nature of online communication, where texts that are disseminated across social media 

Fig 4.1.1 The three-dimensional analytical model of 
Critical Discourse Analysis according to Norman 
Fairclough (Jørgensen & Philips, 2000:74).
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”tend to be highly multimodal, carrying not so much larger bodies of running text, but text formed of shorter 

chunks and integrated with images, lits, and graphics” (2018:179). Bouvier & Machin stresses a need for CDA 

to be able to adapt to process such texts to remain relevant in a networked media landscape where ideological 

positions are shaped and mediated in hybrid environments of political institutions, conventional media and 

platformed social communications (Bouiver & Machin, 2018:179). Methodological questions arises on how 

to interpret texts within social media feeds and online bulletin boards such as Reddit, 4Chan and also Twitter. 

What constitutes the basic unit for text? Can such text be analytically isolated without losing its semantical 

and syntactical meaning in relation to other units of discourse? Should individual posts be considered as ha-

ving individual meaning and hence be seen as framed from the others, or should the entire feed be read as one 

text, being constantly created and developed in real time with each new post extending the text as unit? Bou-

iver & Machin cautions against treating social media text as isolated linguistic units in relation to discursive 

dissemination and distribution, making an example of Twitter in relation to news media (Bouvier & Machin, 

2018:182). Instead, they propose an approach where text is treated in relation to what people do with them, 

using the term ”situated actions” as formulated by Rodney H. Jones, Alice Chik, and Christopher A. Hafner 

(in Bouiver & Machin, 2018:184). 

This thesis will take a middle road and consider several options. It will explore the possibility of using indi-

vidual posts as possible units for discourse analysis in order to create a typology of discursive units within a 

certain discursive environments. It will, however, also stress the importance of treating the discursive flow of 

vertically emerging text, or ”running text” to use to phrase of Bouvier & Machin (2018:179), as being itself 

a unit of meaning, by necessity being read as a single, ever-expanding text where the flow of information is a 

part of the ”experience” of Reddit as social media platform. Treating the text as a static unit, frozen in time, 

might provide an opportunity for the retrospective study of online environments, but should not be confused 

with the experience of such a text at the time it happens and is being created. It is also important to note that 

different sorting settings provide different configurations of such ”running text”, making possible several 

different compositions of the text being read. These different settings can also make the configuration change 

over both short and long temporal intervals, as temporal indexing, ”upvotes” and moderations can change the 

spatial structure of the text. This is part of what makes Reddit into what this thesis calls an entropic discursive 

environment (see chapter 3.5), and such possible reconfigurations and changes of the indexing and structure 

of the text need to be taken into account when studying such an environment. Hence, this thesis will treat the 

ever emerging new text as an important part both in the entropy of Reddit as discursive environment, but also 

as a constitutional factor shaping communications and strategical decisions in relation to the text as experience 

and action at the time of it being created. This thesis will argue that internet memes are being used as a tool for 

organizing such a ”lived experience” by analyzing how multiple posts correspond, and how memes are recre-
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ated and repeated to act as discursive glue in chaotic environments online. The examples provided for analysis 

here should not be interpreted as a definitive version of the WSB forum as text, but rather as one configuration 

chosen to serve as example among many other possible configurations.

The specific choice for using r/WallStreetBets as a case for analysis is grounded in several factors making the 

case interesting in the context of analysis of internet memes:

1/ it is a self-proclaimed non-political trading forum that under certain narrative conditions turned 

into what can be considered a social movement with a political and ideological base for action

2/ it is by default using networked space as primary ”site” for action, rather than aiming at an occu-

pation of offline, physical space,. 

3/ the platform where the movement resides is built upon the billboard-format, making it prone for 

discursive entropy when huge amounts of posts reaches the user at all times in a communication-in-

tensive environment.

4/ the entire ”movement” is ”meme-driven”, from the stocks themselves to the basic unit for identity 

formation, connective action, and the social practice it mirrors.

A methodological critique that should be taken into account is CDA’s tendency for theoretical self-prophe-

sizing with regards to empirical reality (Winther Jorgensen & Philips, 1999:93). There is a risk that the so-

cio-theoretical framework used as prism for analysis is formulated as an absolute reality (Winther Jorgensen 

& Philips, 1999:93). This thesis will claim no absolute representation of social reality with regards to compari-

sons between the material and the macro-theoretical framework. The aim is rather to provide an interpretative 

view-point from which online-based communication using internet memes can be understood in relation to 

social media environments.

Another concern is the critique aimed at discourse analysis as lacking in validity and reliability (Bergström 

& Boréus, ([2000]2012). Qualitative research has historically been criticized for being too subjective, too 

impressionistic, and lacking with regards to transparency, making replication difficult and generalization pre-

carious (Bryman [2002]2011:370). Similar critique has been aimed at discourse analysis, with lacking of 

transparency being lifted as an obstacle for the understanding of arguments and conclusion on behalf of the 

analysis in relation to the empirical material (Bergström & Boréus, [2000]2012:406). Bergström & Boréus 

([2000]2012) have suggested that an increase in intersubjectivity with regards to the relation between the 

researcher, the reader, and the empirical material used for analysis would decrease the impact of such issues, 

emphasizing clear presentations of arguments and explanations of conclusions as important characteristics of 

analysis ([2000]2012:406).
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As an attempt of reducing the risk of methodological and analytical obscurity, and with the aim to secure 

validity and reliability with regards to the presented study, this thesis will present clearly visible empirical 

examples for every argument made and every conclusion drawn. The aim is to present the reader with easily 

accessible excerpts from the source material used for the study. In this way, the reader can easily follow the 

arguments presented in the analysis, follow its progressional path into the state of conclusion. Any disagre-

ement or divergent interpretation on behalf of the reader can then be clearly articulate with basis in the source 

material.

Finally, the author of this thesis will make it clear to the reader that the presented study makes no claim at a 

providing a universal truth with regards to the use of internet memes in relation to the studied environment of 

WSB and Reddit. Neither is the theoretical frames used in the present study claimed to be representative of 

absolute reality. The aim of this thesis is rather to provide an interpretative way of looking at the use of internet 

memes in certain environments online that is prone to discursive entropy. With social media sites and forums 

today being used by millions and sometimes billions of users, novel ways of communicating is constantly 

emerging and evolving. Internet memes have proven successful in maintaining its status as a major form of 

expression in the evolution of present day discursive environments online. Finding new ways of interpreting 

these memes in relation to the ways they are used and enjoyed by people online is vital for understanding the 

ever evolving ways of human interaction and the ways in which we accord meaning to our surroundings. To 

explore such interactions and contribute to such an understanding is the humble ambition of this study.

4.2 Sample

Studying the formation and morphology of memetic discourse within entropic environments online is a com-

plex task. As postulated by Castells , the discursive and social environment of the network society is frag-

mented ([1996]2000:3), atomizing discourse into bits, pieces and sequences, available for appropriation and 

reconfiguration in various patterns. The decline of a central ”symbolic” order has, according to Jodi Dean, 

instead ”been replaced by niched, yet fragmented and overlapping, patterns of connectivity created by so-

cial media, comprising bundles of entertainment, consumerism, and more localized interests” (Bouvier & 

Machin, 2018:183). This has led to ”the former top-down sense of collective culture providing authoritative 

and consensual knowledge .. has become replaced by diverse and fragmented user opinions on social media 

platforms like Twitter, Facebook, etc. (Bouvier & Machin 2018:183). Such fragmented discourse has been 

historically challenging for Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) to address analytically, as CDA traditionally 

has focused on individual texts, not taking into account the fragmented and decentralized discursive syntax be-

ing prevalent in networked communication and on social media platforms online (Bouvier & Machin, 2018). 
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However, Bouvier & Machin (2018) points out the importance of CDA addressing these analytical issues in 

the analysis of contemporary discourse, in which language and images are integrated  and in which linguis-

tic- and discursive coherence is achieved not in individual texts, but rather in the levels of visual design and 

fragmented reading orders. Theoreticians like Milner (2013), Shifman (2012), and Mina (2019) have empha-

sized the predominant role that internet memes play as multimodal forms of cultural and political tools in the 

shaping of discourse and social narratives in the networked public sphere. However, to study how memetic 

discourse is formed on the level of text, we need a departure where we can:

a/ identify memetic discourse to study, and 

b/ analyze how such memetic discourse is formed. 

The sample of empirical material used for analysis has been gathered in WSB Reddit threads spanning the da-

tes of January 26 to February 7, covering the drastic rise and subsequent fall of the first wave of WSB trading 

in GME and AMC. All together, the threads used for the gathering of textual material contains 329.721 posts 

and comments, not counting the replies on video memes and billboard picture posts. Among these, approxima-

tely a 100.000 posts and comments on WSB’s Reddit page have been examined by the author of this study in 

the process of identifying memetic code used in the community, possibly suited for analysis. The material has 

been chosen as a strategic sample serving to be representative for the use of memetic symbols and langugage 

as used by the WSB community during the short squeeze in late January and early February 2021. 

Focusing on how memes are used within the WSB community, the first step of sampling requires a way to 

identify memetic units for discourse that holds a prevalent position within this particular community. This can 

be done in a number of different ways, of which this analysis will make use of a number of different metrics 

listed as follows:

x/ which memetic symbols are selected when communicating with the ”outside world”?

y/ which memetic symbols are often used in textual communication within the community?

z/ which memes are recurring in remixed production of memetic products of communication?

Working from these three different angles, the researcher can analytically select important memetic discour-

se on the basis of x/ communication output, y/ communication input, and z/metalingual discourse. Memetic 

symbols that converge by fitting at least two out of these three criteria should safely be considered significant 

for the community, hence making the selection relevant for further discursive analysis. Departing from the 

outward communication consisting of memetic billboards, this analysis will start by identifying memetic sym-

bols for further analysis, as well as grouping them according to function. The analysis will then move on to 

analyze how memetic discourse are formed on the level of text. The memes selected for analysis can be seen 
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below.

Studying internet memes as they are being used within the Reddit group r/WallStreetBets (WSB), this thesis 

will use material from the groups posts on Reddit as the primary object of analysis. The material used can be 

grouped within three sub-groups used for analysis:

• Textual material (combined with pictorial emojis) posted in the different subthreads on WSB’s 

Reddit feed.

• Picture memes/physical memes of billboards bought by Reddit members and posted as pictures on 

the forum. These have been selected through Google picture search using the search words ”Bill-

board WSB Reddit”. The selection has then been done following the criteria for sampling specified 

earlier in this chapter.

• Video memes as posted and indexed as ”memes” on WSB’s Reddit feed.

The textual material will be presented as print screens taken directly from the different daily threads on the 

forum. The intention by doing so is to keep the original language and linguistical context used by WSB’s 

members intact, and hence avoid uneccesary decontextualization of discourse, as well as unnecessary expla-

nation to the reader with regards to the symbols and specific words being used. By using print screens, the full 

extent of the individual posts and groups of posts can remain largely intact for the reader of this thesis to see 

for themselves. Using print screens also has empirical advantages, as the actual post can be seen and validated 

by the reader. The same principle goes for picture memes used for analysis, which will be presented as print 

screens for the reader to see in full. Video memes, using moving pictures, will be presented as print screens 

of selected scenes used for analysis, but the links to the full videos will be provided for the reader to examine 

at their choice.

The print screens used for the analysis of identity markers and action frames have been chosen in capacity of 

illustration of how such memes looks on a general basis, hence being used as selected examples. With regards 

Meme Internal External Meta
Motif $GME X X X

We like the stock X X X
Identity Apes/Monkeys X X

Autist X X
Retard X X
Diamond Hands X X X
Paper Hands X X

Action Hold the line X X X
To the moon X X X
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to the print screens of textual posts, the selection has been made by thematically grouping recurring lingo 

(idiosyncratic) as used by the group, focusing on common linguistical and pictorial figures that are being used 

and reproduced by many members of the forum during certain amounts of time. 

The advantage of using a prolonged time-frame for basic investigation of the environment meant for study 

is that lingo failing to become memes can be discarded as not surviving the discursive climate on the forum. 

Instead, lingo that is showing collective coded meaning, being reproduced during prolonged periods of time 

and by many members, and being read by group members as having specific and to the group relatable mea-

ning, can be chosen as material for analysis. In such time frames, potential morphing of meaning and changing 

juxtapositions of use can be noted and checked more deeply. 

Going through the raw material of posts made by the group, the author of this thesis has categorized the chosen 

material related to forum posts as text and emojis as being defined by function of either a/ motifs, b/ identi-

ty markers, and c/ action frames. These are rhetorical and/or linguistical figures with minor variations and/

or abbreviations/paraphrases that are being used and reproduced with a collectively recognized meaning by 

many members with direct relation to the groups social activity (trading in certain stocks). Being recognized 

by many members of the group and being frequently reproduced in relation to group identity and action, these 

memes can also be found as building material in more complex memes, such as video memes. Finding com-

mon traits within picture- and video memes with basis in the criterias above allows for a structured analysis 

based on thematical recurrences that by, in the virtue of such recurrence due to popularity, holds a position as 

discursive artifacts communicating a shared meaning.  

The sample material used in this analysis should not be considered as being representative for all communi-

cations within the Reddit group WSB. Neither should this sample trick the reader into finding the discursive 

environment of WSB as being stream-lined in the way that this sample might show. Rather, this sample mate-

rial should be understood in the context of the aim of this study, namely to investigate how internet memes can 

be a facilitator of stability with regards to representation, identity, and action strategy in entropic discursive 

environment. Hence, the sample chosen as sample for analysis is material that by virtue of recurrence and ge-

neralizable qualities displays similarities rather than differences, coherence rather discontinuity, and stability 

rather than entropy. As such, the material analysed should be considered being commonly held exceptions in 

the vast flora of posts and comments on Reddit. The reader should also be advised that these are a selection of 

memes, as defined theoretically and methodologically by these thesis, and the selection does not include all 

discursive units holding memetic qualities. There are a number of memes in WSB not being analyzed here. 

However, the need for limitations within the confines of analytical research as presented here makes selection 

necessary. Hence, the sample of memetically coded units presented in this study should be seen as illustrative 
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examples and selection of a few yet important memes in the WSB community by virtue of recurring use and 

discursive functions. By studying the common traits in posts such as having been selected here, we can gain 

knowledge of the strategies being used to maintain a sense of discursive order in social environments in which 

information overload threatens to drown every attempt of aligning collective action with a common goal. 
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5. Analysis
5.1 The formation of ”meme stocks” - mapping memetic discourse in r/WallStreetBets

As the trading in stocks such GameStop (GME), cinema chain AMC Entertainment Holding (AMC), Black-

Berry (BB) and Finish telecom giant Nokia (NOK) soared in January 2021, financial media attention was 

being drawn towards Reddit trading community r/WallStreetBets (WSB). Trying to understand the heavy vo-

latility and surging prices in stocks belonging to companies having led a diminishing life in the shadow of the 

digital platform-revolution, a new term started to float in the big news networks in the world: ”meme stocks”. 

Using the definition of Morningstar, ”meme stocks are stocks that see dramatic price increases, mostly fuel-

led by people on social media (primarily Reddit, Twitter and Tik Tok)” (Saldanha, 15 June 2021). As media 

covarage grew, millions of people flooded into the WSB Reddit community, drawn by a narrative in which the 

little guy, in the shape of retail investors, were taking on the institutions of Wall Street.

The general allure of such a narrative puts focus on the fusing of different discursive dimensions that is being 

shaped among the members of WSB. On the one hand we have the company and the stock that is being traded. 

On the other hand we have the rationalizations and motivations behind such trading. Such motivations, as it 

gets fused with a particular symbol in which meaning is shaped and negotiated, is what this thesis will refer 

to as memetic discourse. Exploring how such memetic discourse is formed in connection with the trading in 

meme stocks such as GameStop (GME) might prove helpful in understanding how discourse is shaped and 

expressed in entropic environments online, as well as possibly contributing to the theoretical understanding 

on how memes are created.

Applying Roland Barthes’ ([1972]1991) model of mythological language to internet memes, we can trace the 

process of textual transformation from literal lexicality to memetic discourse in the text used by the members 

of WSB. It is important to note that the fragmentation of discourse makes sampling difficult, as any sample 

necessarily only reflects a small portion of the totality of discourse that constitutes the totality of meaning 

within a forum online (see Bouvier & Machin, 2018). Any sample from such an environment hence must be 

seen as exemplification, rather than a full ”proof” of any given interpretation. The examples used in this ana-

lysis should hence be seen in such an explorative light, in which interpretation is given prevalence over any 

final form of discursive ”truth”.

The analytical model used by Barthes to map the myth as semiological exposition postulates myth as being a 

second-order semiological system ([1972]1991:113) in which meaning is conveyed as being a ”token for so-

mething else” ([1972]1991:110). Mapping the formation of memetic discourse on WSB using Barthes’ theore-

tical model in relation to the trading in GameStop (GME), we find we can see how different discourses are fused 
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as they converge in certain semioloical symbols that are later developed into memes. In Fig 5.1.1, the ideologi-

cal discourse connected to the previously mentioned David vs. Goliath-narrative can be discerned. The user u/

EchizenMK2 is starting by addressing fellow community members using the epithet ”retards”, then moving on 

to explain that the trading in the stock (GME) is not about money, but rather about sending a message. Using a 

populist antagonistic model of rhetorics, u/EchizenMK2 then goes on to discursively construct two opposing 

sides of a struggle, in which ”we” (WSB-mem-

bers) are getting ”fucked over by the big guy”, 

ending with a tirade of linguistic resistance by 

rhetorically addressing said adversary. Moving 

on, the user then uses an intertextual paraph-

rasing of Martin Luther King’s iconic ”I have 

a dream”-speech while postulating a future in 

which things are different for the subject of the 

text, being one of the ”retards” of WSB being 

representatives of the little guy getting ”fucked 

over”. Ending this exposition, u/EchizenMK2 

is using the symbol $GME (GameStop stock 

abbreviation combined with the sign for the 

American dollar) as a salute as well as cursing 

the previously unnamed opponent of WSB, be-

ing hedge funds. The text ends with pictorial 

emojis of diamonds, hands and rockets. The-

se are memetic symbols often used by WSB 

members to communicate and will be analyzed 

to extent later on in this analysis. Here we can 

see how the literal lexicality of GME, being 

the abbreviation for GameStop’s stocks on tra-

ding platforms, are fused with other types of 

rhetorics that frame the stock withinpopulist, 

ideological, and antagonistic discourse. The 

literal lexicality of the sign is transforming as 

it is semiotically recontextualized with regards 

to what the sign ”GME” stands for, from com-

pany stock into motif for social protest and ac- Fig 5.1.1
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tion. The reason for such protest and action is merged with 

the sign as it is morphing from literal lexicality into memetic 

discourse, shifting the discursive superstructure regulating 

the possible interpretations of the sign. 

During the course of frenetic trading in late January and early 

February 2021, there is no shortage of posts addressing such 

a struggle between retail traders and the financial Wall Street 

elite (e.g.. Fig 5.1.2; Fig 5.1.3; Fig 5.1.4). The shift from lite-

ral lexicality to memetic discourse can most easily be seen in 

the shift in motivation for trading. Trading in stocks is usually 

made to make a profit by buying at a lower price and selling 

at a higher price. The motivation for such action is to make 

a monetary profit. Stock market trading is usually not a team 

effort and usually not connected to a social cause for action 

(although such tendencies are emerging with ethical invest-

ments, for example in environment and renewable energy). 

However, as the literal lexicality of ”GME” is shifting from 

being a stock traded for profit into being connected to dis-

courses related to redistribution of wealth (Fig 5.1.5), protest 

against the economic system and financial institutions (Fig 

5.1.6), as well as the ”little guy’s” struggle against the elites 

(Fig 5.1.1; Fig 5.1.2; Fig 5.1.3; Fig 5.1.7). As such discourses 

are connected to the abbreviation ”GME”, a symbolic merge 

takes place in which the previous literal lexicality is shifting 

into memetic discourse, as new symbols are being appropria-

ted, shared, and distributed by many people within a networ-

ked social sphere (see Shifman, 2014; Bennet & Segerberg, 

2012). Using the model of Barthes, the literal lexicality of 

the semiological expression ”GME”, being the abbreviation 

of a company’s stock that deals with over-the-counter sel-

ling of video games (Gamestop), has been transformed as the 

meaning is renegotiated in the next step in the second-order 

system of semiological meaning. Now, said company has Fig 5.1.6

Fig 5.1.5

Fig 5.1.2

Fig 5.1.4

Fig 5.1.3
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been connected to discourses concerning capitalism, social 

elitism, working class struggle, and the American dream. 

Nothing in the literal lexicality of the company has anything 

to do with such a discourse and such a narrative, yet the 

symbol of $GME is being ”charged” with such meaning as 

it is appropriated and transformed into being a ”token for 

something else” (Barthes, [1972]1991:110). The process is 

tangible, and is also explicitly recognized by some mem-

bers referring the process in their posts. In Fig 5.1.10, the 

user u/Alive_Seaworthiness is pointing out the discursive 

shift when negating the financial value of the GME stock 

in favor of the symbolic protest against Wall Street. As the 

user is favoring the renegotiated discourse over the origi-

nal (financial vs. social), we can take note of how discour-

se has shifted into a realm that, by virtue of it being renego-

tiated based on networked flows of distribution, enters the 

realm of the memetic.

The memetic discourse that is being formed is relying on 

the basis of ”GME” as lexical symbol, but appropriates it 

into forming a discourse of social struggle, presented rhe-

torically as a narrative of the struggle between the little guy 

Fig 5.1.8 Schematic visualization of the 
qualities held by GME on lexical vs. me-
metic level.

Fig 5.1.9 Visualization of how Gamestop stock abbreviation ”GME” shifts from literal 
lexicality into memetic discourse.

Ref 5.1.7
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and the powerful elite (Fig 5.1.9). We can also take notice on 

how the transition from phrase (or name) into a meme brings 

with it the formalization of the phrase into a new semanti-

cal unit based not only on the company name itself, but also 

the activity and the contextual meaning related to that name. 

In this case, the meme is based upon the recognition of the 

meaning of the associated with the company, being the tra-

ding of a stock due to certain reasons (getting back at the elite, cause harm to WallStreet etc., see Fig 5.1.8). 

Hence, the specific discursive context and meaning related to the abbreviation ”GME” is incorporated in the 

semantics as the abbreviation gains the status of the meme, adding a discursive frame and cementing it as a 

novel unit of discourse on a textual level. The memetic properties of such discourse is born in the intersection 

between the semiological transformation as described above, and is consolidated further in shape as it gains 

recognizability and becomes appropriated and redistributed among a large number of people within a commu-

nicational network. Doing so, the corporate name and stock abbreviation ”GME”, when turning into a meme, 

makes it possible for a specific yet complex discursive frame to be communicated easily across multiple plat-

forms in the global network of communications using very simple means of semantics. 

5.2 Semantical borders of WSB memes - defining elementary memes as memetic base units

The members of WSB have made a name for themselves using internal lingo and slang to address both them-

selves, their peers, as well as their opponents. Similarly, idiosyncratic language and pictorial code is used 

to define the goals of the movement, call people to action, and make value statements. Part of this lingo is a 

number of different phrases that have gained memetic proportions, going by the definition put forth in the pre-

vious chapter (5.1). Reddit being a ”memehub” (Shifman, 2014:13), and WSB being a community for ”meme 

stocks”, the discursive environment of the WSB community is soaked in memes and memetic discourse. To 

understand how memetic discourse is used and what function it serves within the WSB community, it is of im-

portance to find a way to analyze different memes and related discourse in a systematic way. This chapter will 

use billboards bought by WSB members to spread the message of the GME trading to analyze how memetic 

discourseis structured within WSB.

During the massive trading in Gamestop and other related ”meme stocks” during January and February 2021, 

several members of WSB bought digital ad-space on billboards across the US. Using picture- and textual 

memetic material from the WSB messegeboards, the resulting billboards can be considered a collection of 

individual yet connected symbols used by the WSB movement in the GME stock hausse. These billboards 

were used as communication with the ”outside world” in relation to the WSB movement and the trading in Ga-

Fig 5.1.10
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meStop shares, but they were also photographed and reused as memetic material on WSB, making them into 

”physical memes” in Mina’s terminology (Mina, 2019). The different billboard memes are to a large degree 

similar, making it possible to discern a pattern of generic symbols widely used within the networked, social 

environment of the WSB community.

In a billboard in Orlando, posted in WSB as picture (indexed as ”news”) by the WSB member u/J03M4RT1N 

(Fig 5.2.1), we see two lines of text combined with an animated picture of a boy with sun glasses. The anima-

ted boy is the avatar used by the WSB community, hence being a pictorial symbol representing the group and 

its members. It is a prominent memetic symbol used in different memeplexes (memetic complexes) both by 

WSB members and other people online, as well as by different media outlets to illustrate news articles and opi-

nion writings dealing with WSB and the GME trading frenzy, 

gaining mainstream recognizability among the news-savvy 

public (Fig 5.2.2; Fig 5.2.3; Fig 5.2.4). In the case of a fea-

ture in the Wall Street Journal, the illustrator has combined 

the WSB avatar with other memetic symbols attributed to the 

WSB community, such as rocket emojis, monkeys/apes and 

the ”diamond hands”-meme, showing the proclivity for me-

metic discourse to spread between platforms and discursive 

environments (Fig 5.2.3). WSJ also featured memetic sym-

bols in the title and promotion poster used for the podcast To 

the moon, dedicated specifically to the story of WSB and the 

activist trading in GameStop (Fig 5.2.4). These will all be 

analyzed thoroughly in later chapters (see 5.3-5.5).

Apart from the WSB avatar, the billboard shown in Fig 5.2.1 

uses the text ”GME TO THE MOON”, followed by ”JOIN 

WALLSTREETBETS” (Fig 5.2.1). In the previous chapter 

(5.1), we established how the GameStop stock abbreviation 

”GME” morphed into a meme by shifting from literal lexi-

cality to memetic discourse in a second-order semiological 

process (see Barthes, [1972]1991:113). In Fig 5.2.1, we see 

how this memetic discourse is combined with another ph-

rase, ”to the moon”. The literal meaning of such a phrase 

(”GameStop to the moon”) is not obvious, as stocks literally Ref 5.2.1
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travelling to the moon makes little sense. This leads the reader 

to sense a metaphorical meaning in the phrase. Having esta-

blished the memetic discourse connected to ”GME”, we can 

assume that the ”to the moon”-phrase is connected with that 

discourse too, yet not being a necessary part of it as we have 

shown that ”GME” linguistically can stand by itself while still 

keeping its memetic qualities. As the phrase ”to the moon” can 

be semantically isolated yet also be combinedwith other me-

metic discourse (e.g.. ”AMC to the moon”), the phrase can be 

analyzed individually as memetic discursive code as it preser-

ves its functional linguistic meaning. The reason for this is that 

it is linguistically defined as a verb (something or someone 

is going to the moon), yet metaphorically it holds descriptive 

qualities as it serves to symbolize something. This is becau-

se memetic discourse, like myth, is ”a token for something 

else” (Barthes, [1972]1991:110), in which the literal lexicality 

of a sign is appropriated and interchanged with another mea-

ning (Barthes, [1972]1991:118). That symbolical meaning can 

formally stand by itself  as the descriptive part of the phrase 

otherwise would be void. The repetitive use of the phrase ”to 

the moon” in combination with ”GME” in billboards bought by 

WSB members also points to the idiosyncratic and memetic qu-

Fig 5.2.2

Fig 5.2.3 Print screen of WSB feature in The Wall Street Journal (McCabe 13 
February 2021)

Fig 5.2.4 Digital promo-
tion poster for WSJ podcast 
about WSB and the activist 
trading in Gamestop.
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ality of the phrase (being partly defined by its proclivity for reproduction (Shifman, 2014; Wiggins & Bowers, 

2014). 

Isolating discursively significant symbols being repetitively used in certain discursive patterns and in certain 

environments allows us to map out memetic discourse and break it down into analyzable units of text. Combi-

ning this with other methods of sampling allows the researcher to recognize frequently used codes of commu-

nication within online social environments. In the case of WSB, we see how the memetic discourse connected 

with ”GME” is frequently combined with the phrase ”to the moon”, which in and of itself can be isolated and 

analyzed in terms of meaning held by the community. We can also recognize other memetic symbols in Fig 

5.2.5 and Fig 5.2.6 where we find a diamond emoji in connection with a hands emoji, as well as rocket emojis, 

either stand alone (Fig 5.2.6) or in combination with a moon emoji (Fig 5.2.5). The rockets are synonymous 

to the the phrase ”to the moon” (as analyzed in chapter 5.5), but it can also be isolated as individual discursive 

Fig 5.2.5 Fig 5.2.6
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unit as it holds metaphorical meaning not needing text to be recognized as memetic code. However, we can 

also note that it cannot be broken down any further discursively. This state of non-divisibility allows the re-

searcher to identify a memetic unit of discourse that cannot be divided any further without losing its memetic 

quality. The same goes for ”diamond hands”. It can be broken down semantically into the individual units 

”hands” and ”diamond”, but discursively the meaning deriving from the combination of the signs would dis-

appear. This because ”diamond” and ”hands” read separately does not connotate the same thing as ”diamond 

hands”, meaning ”someone that never sells” according to the Basic guide to Wallstreetbets culture for Newco-

mers (https://www.reddit.com/r/wallstreetbets/comments/l7fr21/basic_guide_to_wallstreetbets_culture_for/). 

Showing the metaphorical qualities of the phrase when morphed from literal lexicality to memetic discourse 

(see chapter 5.1) puts emphasis on the discursive qualities held by symbols when entering the realm of memes. 

It also shows us how memetic units can be combined into linguistic and pictorial structures, creating com-

plex patterns of discursive syntax, yet can easily be appropriated and spread within digital networks online. 

Fig 5.2.7 Fig 5.2.8
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In similar ways we can see other memetic symbols recurring in other billboards bought by WSB members. 

In Fig 5.2.7 we see the WSB avatar and the ”$GME”-meme, now in combination with ”Keep holding”, as 

well as the ”diamond hands”-meme, now in combination with a hashtag, a common typology for text memes 

according to Mina (2019:41). Also in combination with a hashtag we see the word ”tendies”, WSB slang for 

”money” according to the Basic guide to Wallstreetbets culture for Newcomers (https://www.reddit.com/r/

wallstreetbets/comments/l7fr21/basic_guide_to_wallstreetbets_culture_for/). ”Holding” also occurs in Fig 

5.2.8, here in the shape of ”Hold” and again in combination with the meme  ”$GME”. The similarities of the 

phrases used again points to the idiosyncracy of chosen lingo when constructing memetic discourse in which 

to frame the GME trading-movement. ”Hold” is a recurring phrase of memetic discourse within WSB, usually 

variations of the phrase ”hold the line”, that will be analyzed in depth in chapter 5.5. In Fig 5.2.8, we also see 

the phrase ”we like the stock”, a recurring meme within the WSB community that we will return to in chapter 

5.3. We also see the rocket emoji and the ”diamond-hands”-meme, now in emoji-form.

Using these billboards as source for analysis, we find that recurring phrases, words, and symbols are used in 

a specific discourse created by the WSB community. While the billboards are based in the real world (IRL) 

and hence have the potential to be seen by an unspecified number of people among the general public, these 

billboards are themselves reinserted as pictures into the digital sphere of WSB on Reddit. This echo-effect 

between digital - physical - digital shows the effect of physical memes (Mina, 2019:43). These are memes that 

has been transposed from digital to physical form, such as a billboard. When re-entering the digital sphere 

of WSB online, the pictures are used as a way of spreading memetic discourse in a once-again remixed form 

(from words to billboard to picture to Reddit), fueling the distribution of memetic text of the WSB community. 

Like the ”$GME”, ”to the moon”, and ”diamond hands”-memes, we can take note of how the other memetic 

phrases identified in this chapter such as ”hold” and ”we like the stock” can be isolated and preserve their 

memetic code while standing syntactically alone. ”We like the stock” can be understood in its literal as well 

as metaphorical sense, in which retail investors motivate their buying of a stock and where they are protesting 

against what they see as infringement upon their right to trade freely on stock market (see chapter 5.3). The 

”we like the stock”-meme can also be combined with other memetic discourse related to the GME stock mo-

vement, as shown on the billboard Fig 5.2.8.

This thesis will propose to view these memes as what will be referred to as elementary memes. These are me-

mes, textual or otherwise, that cannot be broken down into smaller parts without losing its discursive meaning 

within a related discursive environment. They can, however, be paraphrased or combined with other memes, 

elementary or otherwise, to expand meaning into combinatory and/or intertextual systems of reference. These 
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elementary memes can later serve as basic ”linguistic” building material for more complex meme-structures. 

They can also be used on their own, as we shall see in the following analysis of memes as motifs, identity 

markers, and action frames. These three aspects will be considered as the base units for social action on me-

metic level, from which we will later move on to analyse how such units are combined and used in intertex-

tual remixes to narrativize social action in relation to a socio-cultural consciousness and ideological frame 

for action. Being based on Reddit, the WSB movement is anchored in an entire memetic eco-system used by 

members to communicate in a discursive environment marked by high degrees of entropy (see chapter 3.5). 

To understand how memes were part of the GameStop trading frenzy and the fragmented social movement 

that followed upon the surging prices in the stocks targeted by the group, we need to break down the memes of 

the movement into categories that are suited for analysis from a CDA point of view. Starting off from a textual 

level of analysis, the next three chapters of this analysis will concern themselves with functions of memetic 

text as used by the WSB community (including pictorial elements such as emojis). When residing on the tex-

tual level of analysis, Norman Fairclough (2003) defines the major types of text meaning as being based on 

representation, identification, and action. Applying these major types of text to the analysis of internet memes 

as used within WSB, the following analysis of elementary memes as basic memetic units will be categorized 

according to the following meanings:

• Memes as motifs.

• Memes as identity markers.

• Memes as action frames.

5.3 Elementary memes as motifs for action

As the trading in Gamestop and related ”meme stocks” intensified, the turning of stocks into memes provided 

the group with a motif for action. In chapter 5.2, we have seen how the GME abbreviation is constituted as the 

key actor in the memetic syntax used on billboards by WSB member. It is GME that is going ”to the moon”, it 

is GME that is supposed to be ”held”, etc. When the narrative started to form where retail investors were said 

to take on the powerful hedge funds, the stock names-turned-memes acted as a way of discursively relating 

the specific stocks to the specific activity of trading in that stock, as well as the reason for such trading. Hen-

ce, the stock-turned-meme in combination with the emerging David vs. Goliath-narrative acted as a motif for 

what suddenly was turning into a meme-facilitated social movement. That motif, by which is meant the core 

target for social action related to a specific social event, frames the community-driven action in relation to 

the cause(s) perceived to be the reason(s) for the struggle. Without such a motif, the members of WSB would 

have no directed target for action and no reason for acting in any specific way in relation to any perceived 

goal. Without the trading in Gamestop, there would be no ”Gamestop stock saga”. A comparison can be made 

with the Occupy movement and the ”Occupy Wall Street”-protest, the name of the latter acting as a similar 
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motif for the movement, semantically anchoring target, ac-

tion and, implicitly, the reason for doing so in relation to the 

movement (Wall Street being a symbol for the wealthy elite 

of global free market capitalism).

In chapter 5.1 we took notice of how the sign ”GME” se-

miotically morphed from being a stock abbreviation among 

many into becoming a memetic code (signifier) connected to 

memetic discourse. Instead of being read lexically, the sym-

bol transformed into a ”token for something else” (Barthes, 

[1972]1991:110) when becoming a symbol for social pro-

test against the Wall Street financial elite. As the meaning 

associated to certain stocks became connected to the WSB 

fight against hedge funds, the abbrevations of stocks and the 

companies they are related to turned into discursive battle-

grounds where the stocks in and of themselves got tangled 

up as both target for action and something to be defended, 

or ”held”. The buying (action) and the holding (defending) 

of the stocks became synonymous with the WSB movement 

as the members connected their cause to the stocks, and that 

discursive association later spread through online networks 

and social media platforms, as well as through the mainstre-

am media.

In Fig 5.3.1 we can see how user u/archer_it connects the 

”$GME”-meme to the fight as the person welcomes fellow 

peers (”retards”) to ”the fight”. The call for being ”a hero” 

connects the cause with a positive valuation, as heroism 

holds connotation to righteousness and noble causes. Then the motif for action is invoked as ”$GME” is men-

tioned in relation to the buy and hold-strategy. Finally, the memetic code ”to the moon” is used as linguistic 

war cry in relation to the ”$GME”-meme, a repetition of the syntactic patterns found in the the billboards in 

Fig 5.2.5 and Fig 5.2.6. As we can see, the user u/archer_it invokes ”$GME” as a motif onto which certain 

action is both directed and motivated through the heroism connected to the object targeted for action. A similar 

pattern is found in Fig 5.3.2. Here user u/tsx1907 gives a more elaborate motivation for trading in GME, hence 

Fig 5.3.1

Fig 5.3.3

Fig 5.3.2

Fig 5.3.5

Fig 5.3.4
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connecting the motif (”GME”) with an action (buying) because of personal preference, connecting it to the 

personalized action frames as described by Bennet & Segerberg to be a characteristic of online-mediated con-

nective action (Bennet & Segerberg, 2012). Moving into the defensive part of related action, u/tsx1907 then 

goes on to motivating the defensive position in relation to the motif for action (GME) by making a stance (see 

Shifman, 2014) in which oppositional and antagonistic positions are created between the subject (”retards”) 

and perceived enemies in relation to that stance (the SEC; hedge funds). The reason for the oppositional cate-

gorization of positions is due to a perceived unfairness with regards to behavior on the stock market, in which 

hedge funds are privileged in relation to ”retards” liking a stock. ”Retards” is an epithet often used by WSB 

members and will be thoroughly analyzed as elementary meme as identity marker in the next chapter. The 

user u/tsx1907 then defy the opposing actors (SEC, hedge funds) by rejecting their authority (”fuck the SEC 

and hedgefunds”), finishing with the phrase ”to the moon”. Here we can see how GME is used as motif, that 

is, a discursive nexus being the target for action (buying, holding) and the motivations for such action (liking 

the stock while opposing actors want to ruin for people trading it). Being the trigger for action, the textual 

construction of ”GME” is a causal facilitator of events, acting as both trigger and aim for related action, and 

hence as motif (representation) of the cause. A similar example can be found in Fig 5.3.3, in which motif and 

action is related. in Fig 5.3.4, the motif ”GME” is mentioned repeatedly as ways of cheering, connecting it to 

the ”diamond hands”-meme in the shape of emojis, linking motif, action frame/strategy, and virtuous behavior 

(see chapter 5.5).

The relation between motif and action is present in Norman Fairclough’s writings on CDA, as the discursive 

practice of text is connected to the social practices they stand in reflexive relation to (Fairclough, 2003). In Fig 

5.3.5, user u/schfier provides an example when such a relation is made manifest in metalingual commentary. 

Explicitly noting the memetic qualities of WSB and the activist trading in GME that gained explosive momen-

tum during late January, the post provides an example of how motif and action in WSB and the related trading 

in GME is discursively related. Getting ”memed” by reality into ”GME” as discursive representation of target 

and motif for action poetically describes a process in which discursive practices acts as mediator between 

text and social practices. Equalling the meme with reality, in turn meming the subject into memetically coded 

discourse creates a reflexive relation between text and reality where they are constitutive of each other, simul-

tanously creating each other in a circular process. It is also equivalent to breaking the fourth wall with regards 

to self-reflection on the part of the subject involved. Being a discursive vehicle for the movement’s motif is 

also what makes the stock-turned-memes such as GME (”$GME”) into an elementary meme within the move-

ment that grew out of WSB and that attracted millions of people to join the group within just a few days. The 

”GME” meme cannot be divided into smaller units of discourse without losing its discursive meaning, which 

is to describe the action and target for action within the frame of a cause. By appropriating and repeating 
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such a meme, the members on WSB can communicate in simple 

ways within the chaotic discursive environment that are present on 

the Reddit community. The repetition of memetic phrases, of which 

stock-turned-memes such as the phrase ”GME” is one, repeats the 

motif for the group at the same time as allowing for individuals to 

participate in the ”talk” of the group. It anchors discourse, and by 

means of repetition, serves to reanchor and recreate it on a regular 

basis, creating a focal point for the community.

A similar function is prevalent in the related meme ”we like the 

stock” (Fig 5.3.6), also used as rallying cry within WSB in relation 

to the GME stock trading and the related narrative being the base 

for the movement (Lam et.al., 5 February 2021). ”We like the stock” 

emphasizes the value attributed to a stock along with the semanti-

cally constructed ”we” as definable group category. As such, it also 

shows solidarity for the group and brings people closer together 

by virtue of having similar interests and liking the same thing. The 

stock (as in GME or other traded stock on WSB) becomes a way 

to solidify group belonging, while at the same time acting as mo-

tif (reason) for such belonging (by collectively liking something). 

Although having been present before the GME movement, the ”we 

like the stock”-phrase shifted into memetic discourse on Reddit and 

beyond as it became widely recognized in connection to the GME 

trading frenzy. It gained momentum as the phrased was uttered by 

Jim Cramer on CNBC’s Halftime Report (https://knowyourmeme.

com/memes/events/wallstreetbets-gamestop-short-squeeze). 

As it gained recognizability, it became known online as a war cry on 

WSB implying solidarity and defiance against the institutions perceived to work against retail traders, such as 

trader platform Robinhood, hedge funds, and mainstream media outlets.

The ”we like the stock”-phrase, as it entered the sphere of memetic discourse when being connected to the ac-

tivist trading in GME, has several functions. The argumentably most important with regards to categorization 

is that it puts focus on the motif for the entire movement related to GME, as it points out a ”stock” as the object 

of affection on behalf of the members connected to the movement. Although not specifically mentioning GME 

(making it widely applicable as it can include other stocks), it still points out the target for affection and related 

Fig 5.3.6
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action in relation to a collective subject (the ”we”). As it gained popularity during the GME trading frenzy, 

the meme became easily recognizable and was appropriated as idiosyncratic expression by new members 

(Fig 5.3.4), multiplying the meme through social media networks such as Twitter and mainstream media, for 

example The Wall Street Journal (Lam et.al., 5 February 2021). Fig 5.3.4 also illustrates the unstable relations 

of collective frames online, as the collectively coded identity (the ”we”) easily collapses into the individual 

subject (the ”I”). As is postulated by Bennet & Segerberg (2012), social action using networked communica-

tion in the digital era is connective rather than collective, constituting the action of individual subjects rather 

than collective organization by the use of personal action frames. In the case of Fig 5.3.6, we can take note 

of how the phrase ”we like the stock” and the singular form ”I like the stock” is used on par with each other, 

emphasizing the personal action frame that is at the base even in the plural form of expression.

Moving on, we will continue to analyze how internet memes can further serve as markers for identity and 

group mentality within a social movement group online.

5.4 Apes, autists, and retards - Elementary memes as vectors for identity constructions

Having mapped out Reddit as a networked space where networked publics can meet, albeit in entropic en-

vironments (see chapter 3.5), it is of value to take a closer look on how connective identities can take shape 

using group-specific lingo in the form of epithets and memes. Using material from the groups Reddit page as 

well as posts by members, this chapter will investigate how members of WSB use internet memes as identity 

markers to refer to themselves and their peers within the community.

The members of WSB are using a particular jargon to address themselves and their peers. With a language 

heavily influenced by internet slang and rough lingo often found on social media sites such as 4Chan, the users 

on WSB uses what might appear as diminutive language in relation to themselves and other people. When 

referring to themselves, the most used epithets are “monkey”/“ape”, “retard” and “autist”.

The epithets “monkey”, “ape”, “retard” and “autist”, albeit different, are connotatively interconnected to what 

the group does, which is reckless stock market bets. Such bets are extremely risky and, as they often go aga-

inst the advice of expert analysts and common market sense, may imply recklessness and/or stupidity with 

regards to the potential chance for a successful outcome. This stupidity in relation to what is considered being 

wise decisions is what constitutes the basic for the epithets used by the group to refer to themselves. “Retard” 

is an anagram for “trader”, linking the discursive relation to trading with the nature of the particular “stupid” 

trading being the modus operandi of the group. Or, as moderator and longtime member u/nosalute puts it in 

the glossary connected to the group: “This sub was created to lose money. Nothing here is financial advice.”
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Referring to themselves as “retards” hence constructs an 

identity frame where individuals are linked together by 

a. an activity (trading), and 

b. the particular traits of that activity in relation to the 

people doing it. 

Rather than being a diminutive insult or a used as a clinical 

diagnosis for cognitive function, the use of “retard”, or related 

variations/abbrevations such as ”tard” (fig 5.4.3), in relation 

to oneself and other users signals an individual’s belonging to 

the specific group and to the standards, values, and activities 

being the basics for the group’s raison d’etre and collecti-

ve mentality. The epithet serves as a positive identity marker 

that is signalling behavior and social status that is cherished 

among its members, connecting the phrase to virtuous beha-

vior and heroic qualities (Fig 5.4.1; Fig 5.4.2; Fig 5.4.5). As 

in chapters 5.1 and 5.2, we can again take note of a shift from 

literal lexicality into memetic discourse as the word ”retard” 

is discursively recontextualized and reframed into a new level 

of interpretation. As the word ”retard” is turned into a unit of 

memetic code as the distribution of the epithet through the 

network (Reddit) makes it grow in popularity as well as in 

recognition, turning the meme into a circulatory item of dis-

course that can multiply within and in between networks.

A similar relation between content, form, and distribution 

can be found in the use of the epithet “autist” (Fig. 5.4.6). 

The expression as used by WSB refers to an intelligent person that does risky bets after making an original and 

intelligent analysis, in relation to a “retard” that does not do such an analysis and hence loses his/her money. 

An explanation has been posted by user u/GBAgency about their relation:

• Autist/autistic = a rainman. A savant who gets the tendies (the gold; the rare and delicious chicken tenders)

• Retards/retarded people=those who want the money (tendies), but can only get one-off wins from yolo/high-expo-

sure bullshit (McDonald’s nuggets)

(https://www.reddit.com/r/wallstreetbets/comments/ihu7rh/autism_and_retardation_explained_a_noobs_guide_to/)

Fig 5.4.6

Fig 5.4.4

Fig 5.4.5

Fig 5.4.3

Fig 5.4.2

Fig 5.4.1
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The particular WSB slang used above is an example of how the group is using internally coded language to in-

teract. “Tendies” is slang for “money” (https://www.reddit.com/r/wallstreetbets/comments/l7fr21/basic_gui-

de_to_wallstreetbets_culture_for/) and “yolo”, abbreviation for “you only live once”, in this context refers 

to extremely risky trades using most or all of your money (ibid.). The official WSB lingo page describes the 

relation between “retards” and “autists” in a similar manner:

• Retard

- It means your fucking stupid and don’t know what the fuck you’re doing

• Autistic

- Use autistic to describe someone that actually does due diligence and knows what they are doing

(https://www.reddit.com/r/wallstreetbets/comments/l7fr21/basic_guide_to_wallstreetbets_culture_for/)

An “autist” in this context hence does not refer to a person diagnosed with the neuropsychiatric condition of 

autism, but rather serves to label a person in relation to a successful trade. It is hence both an adjective (au-

tistic) and a noun (autist), referring to a particular type of user only in relation to the outcome of an activity 

(a trade). As such, the epithets of “autist” and “retard” can be fluid rather than being static categories. Both 

“retard” and “autist” describe certain behaviors that are cherished on WSB, and the epithets are considered to 

be friendly in relation to other peers on the page (Fig 5.4.2; Fig 5.4.3; Fig 5.4.5). 

It is important to note the implicit distinction of “we” and “them” created in these identity categories. “Re-

tards” and “autists”, although possibly being stupid, are belonging to the group and are defined in relation 

to the outside world (that are not retarded nor autistic in the connotations of the group). The epithets hence 

serve to distinguish the group’s members from an imagined but unnamed “other”, to which the mentality of 

the group is relative (Fig 5.4.4; Fig 5.4.6). The imagined “other” can, being undefined, be interchangeable. 

It can refer to bankers and hedge funds (as will be the case and analyzed in depth later in this analysis), but 

it can also relate to people with more “healthy” investment strategies, or just a general public. However, alt-

hough the literal meaning of the words “retard” and “autist” have been renegotiated and reframed within the 

memetic discourse of WSB, the words still serve, by the virtue of their socio-cultural connotations, to position 

the members of WSB as underdogs relative to the presumptive “other”. This will have heavy implication in 

the subsequent formation of the master narrative created by WSB and the media of the events surrounding 

the trading in GME, AMC and other companies, and to which this thesis will return. In the theoretical fra-

mework of Shifman (2014), the construction of identity markers such as “retard” and “autist” is the stance that 

consolidates the position of the subject in relation to the text, as well as to itself, other members of the group 

and the opposing other (Shifman, 2014:40). For this part of the analysis, the important part is the notion that 
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these identity categories can be shared, appropriated, and re-

peated by any member of the group, reinforcing the identity 

category in relation to the self and to the other members of 

the group. This appropriation and reproduction are also what 

turns these epithets into memes – semantical entities that 

multiplies within the platform and serves as anchors for the 

networked public residing within the locality that is defined 

by the group. Using the categories defined by An Xiao Mina 

(2019:42), these identity markers-turned-memes are text me-

mes, easily constructed textual entities that multiply throug-

hout social networks and media platforms. The memebers of 

WSB use these text memes as vectors for the construction 

of discursive identity formations within the group, echoing 

Mina’s notion that text memes can be standalone text acting 

as catchphrases and/or identity markers (Mina, 2019:41).

”Monkeys” and ”apes” are other commonly used epithets of-

ten found on WSB in both posts and memetic structures. In 

the context of WSB, “monkeys” and “apes” are metaphors 

for retail investors that have long positions (betting a stock 

will go up) in heavily shorted stocks (Hartwig, Feb 10, 2021). 

Similar to the epithets “retard” and “autist”, the self-referen-

tial use of “monkeys” and “apes” to describe members of 

the group are creating easily reproducible identity markers 

that can serve as anchors for identity formations and user-

to-user referentiality (Fig 5.4.7). It is also commonly used as 

collective identity reference, where the related phrase/meme 

“apes together strong” (Fig 5.4.8), often in combination with 

a monkey-emoji (Fig 5.4.9), is used to express group soli-

darity and collective action (Fig 5.4.12). The phrase is also 

frequently used in combination with other elementary memes 

(Fig. 5.4.9; Fig 5.4.10).

 

Unlike the use of “retards” and “autists”, the “apes together strong”-meme is a specific intertextual reference 

Fig 5.4.8

Fig 5.4.9

Fig 5.4.10

Fig 5.4.11

Fig 5.4.12

Fig 5.4.7
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as it quotes the movie Rise of the Planet of the Apes from 2011 where the sentence is uttered in sign language 

by the movie’s main protagonists (Hartwig, 10 Feb 2021). The first “apes together strong”-meme was created 

in 2019 by Reddit user u/handsan36 and it has been used in various contexts to express solidarity (https://

knowyourmeme.com/memes/apes-together-strong), and was later appropriated by WSB users with the intent 

of expressing solidarity with the group but modified to reference the ”ape”-epithet used by group members as 

metaphor for retail investors taking long positions in heavily shorted stocks. The memetic code ”ape” hence 

connects with the ”apes together strong”-meme previously present on Reddit as both codes are using ”ape” as 

signifier in the first part of the schema of memetic semiology. Here we are once again faced with a theoretical 

dilemma with regards to previous theoretization of internet memes. As in the case of the ”eat the rich”-quote 

by Rosseau later appropriated by the radical political left (Bennet & Segerberg, 2012) and subsequent forma-

tion into a memetic unit of discourse used in a variety of internet memes (Sommer, 10 April 2020), we are 

faced with a phrase that is recontextualized discursively yet not remixed in terms of form. Observing the shift 

in discursive context, we can use Barthes’ model of mythological language applied to memetic discourse to 

track how meaning is recontextualized into a WSB-related sphere of discourse (Fig 5.4.13). The phrase ”apes 

together strong” is taken out of its movie context and repositioned within WSB. The quotes original connec-

Fig 5.4.13

Fig 5.4.14
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tion to solidarity is reshaped into a memetic code applied by WSB in which it builds on the epithet ”ape” 

that is referring a bullish retail investors, and, by association, themselves. When WSB members are quoting 

the movie Rise of Planet of the Apes by using the phrase ”apes together strong”, they are actually referring 

to something else. This is once again pointing to memetic speech, like myth, being ”a token some something 

else” (Barthes, [1972]1991:110). Yet, the phrase in and of itself has not been modified or remixed in terms of 

form. Rather, the recontextualization of meaning that defines the phrase’ transformation into a meme takes 

place on the discursive level, rather than in form, making the theoretical model of Shifman (2014) difficult 

to apply. As the interpretation of the phrase is being transformed into memetic discourse and the quote being 

turned into memetic code, the ”ape together strong”-meme is resituated and intertwined with other units of 

memetic discourse, fusing different memetic expressions like ”ape” in WSB-sense with the quote from Rise 

of the Planet of the Apes (Fig 5.4.13). However, the ”ape together strong”-meme as used by WSB is still an 

intertextual reference to a previous meme, which makes the analytic tools provided by Wiggins & Bowers 

possible to apply where the meme can be analyzed in term of genre-specific modifications of previous memes. 

In such a analysis, the ”apes together strong”-meme moves from being spreadable media (Rise of the Planet 

of the Apes) into an emergent meme (as made by u/handsan36), finally blooming into a meme as it is further 

modified by WSB members (Fig 5.4.14). Analyzing the meme in these different ways, we can practically take 

note of the different advantages, as well as challenges, presented by different theoretical approaches to the 

analysis of what constitutes an internet meme.

Once again it is important to highlight the difference between social solidarity as it is communicated in WSB, 

compared to classical social movement paroles that serves to organize people around collective identity 

constructions (see Bennet & Segerberg, 2012), where 

the spread of collective identifications typically requires more education, pressure, or socialization, which in turn 

makes higher demands on formal organization and resources such as money to pay rent for organization offices, to 

generate publicity, and to hire professional staff organizers.

(Bennet & Segerberg, 2012:748)

In WSB, where such centralized organizatory superstructures does not exist, it is different. Instead. continuing 

the thoughts of Bennet & Segerberg, “the ideas and mechanisms for organizing action become more persona-

lized than in cases where action is organized on the basis of social group identity, membership, or ideology” 

(2012:744). The use of “apes together strong”-meme resembles Benklers (2006) notion of participation being 

self-motivating when personally expressive content is shared in social networks, being recognized by other 

people, who in their turn repeats the networked sharing activities (in Bennet & Segerberg, 2012:752). As we 

have seen, creating and re-distributing internet memes can favorably serve as such a network activity. Being 

devoid of obvious ideological content due to sequentialization and decontextualization, the “apes together 
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strong”-meme maintain its popular cultural cred, while at the 

same time being devoid of any defined ideological interpreta-

tion other than the particular act of solidarity in relation to any 

possible cause or plausible common ground. This “emptying” 

of ideological content by the act of decontextualization (cut-

ting) and recontextualization (the reconfiguration to suit a cho-

sen context within a certain discursive environment) makes 

the meme ideologically ambiguous and open-ended, resulting 

in frames that “require little in the way of persuasion, reason, 

or reframing to bridge differences with how others may feel 

about a common problem” (Bennet & Segerberg, 2012:744). 

As such, the “apes together strong”-meme can serve as an 

example of how text memes often use intertextual cultural 

references, “quotations without quotation marks” (Barthes, 

1986:60), to create a language for the initiated, as well as mol-

ding it to suit and reference meta-discursive, intergroup lingo 

(members as apes/monkeys) in relation to group identity. It 

also serves as yet an example of how purposedly erroneous 

grammar maintains a prevalent position in the construction 

and success of memes, echoing the classical Lolcat “I can has 

cheezburger”-meme (Mina, 2019). We will later return to the 

use of intertextuality in the formation of memes in relation 

to group identity and action frames as we analyze how text 

memes are developed into more complicated memes in WSB.

Finally, the epithet “diamond hands” should be mentioned as 

an example of how WSB use memes as identity markers on 

Reddit. “Diamond hands” in the context of WSB means that 

a person continues to hold on to a stock despite losses, not 

giving in to the urge to sell in times of volatile movements on 

the market (Fig 5.4.15; Hartwig, 10 Feb 2021). Or, to anchor 

the meaning using another source, the previously mentioned 

moderator u/nosalute explains it this way in the lingo guide 

Basic guide to Wallstreetbets culture for Newcomers: 

Fig 5.4.15

Fig 5.4.16

Fig 5.4.18

Fig 5.4.17

Fig 5.4.19

Fig 5.4.20

Fig 5.4.21

Fig 5.4.22
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Diamond Hands:

-It means you never sell. 

Your hands are literally 

made of diamonds

(https://www.reddit.com/r/wallstreet-

bets/comments/l7fr21/basic_guide_to_

wallstreetbets_culture_for/; see also Fig 

5.4.16)

This stands in opposition to 

the epithet “paper hands”, 

which, using the WSB lingo 

guide, means that “you sell at 

the slightest red tick becau-

se you’re overleveraged and 

are a pussy” ((https://www.

reddit.com/r/wallstreetbets/

comments/l7fr21/basic_gui-

de_to_wallstreetbets_culture_for/). Whereas “diamond hands” are used as an epithet of virtue, “paper hands” 

are used in “a derogatory manner toward those who are not fully committed to a position” (Fig 5.4.17; Fig 

5.4.18; Fig 5.4.19; Hartwig, 10 Feb 2021). The ”diamond hands”-meme can occur either as a text meme (Fig 

5.4.22) or as an image meme using emojis of diamond/diamonds in connection to hand/hands (Fig 5.4.15; Fig 

5.4.16), or as diamonds alone (Fig 5.4.19; Fig 5.4.21). The ”paper hands”-meme can either be written as text 

(Fig 5.4.17; Fig 5.4.18; Fig 5.4.19; Fig.5.4.21), or as a toilet paper roll in combination with hands (Fig 5.4.20).  

In the case of the frenetic trading in the GME stock, the “diamond hands”-meme became an important identity 

marker in WSB as a narrative was shaped where holding on to the GME stock was important to secure huge 

gains for all other members of WSB. The idea heralded from a trading theory in which WSB retail traders was 

supposed to hold a vast number of the total number of GME and other heavily shorted stocks such as AMC, 

forcing hedge funds with huge short positions to buy the shares back from WSB traders at any price they re-

quested. The idea relates to the occurrence of a ”short squeeze”, a market phenomenon occurring when large 

investors holding short positions are covering by buying back huge amounts of stocks during a short time, 

triggering a short-term surge in stock prices due to heavy demand. The WSB trading in stocks like GME began 

as an opportunity to profit off such a squeeze (see Fig 5.4.23). Rather than being a accidental phenomenon, 

Fig 5.4.23

Fig 5.4.24
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the collective trading on WSB in heavily shorted stocks sought to induce such a short squeeze by design, for-

cing hedge funds with short positions to buy large portions of stocks from WSB members specifically, further 

trigging surges in price as noone is selling although demand is high (Fig 5.4.23; Fig 5.4.24). This theory was 

heavily dependent on enough WSB members holding on to their shares and not selling, no matter the potential 

gains or losses, creating an identity marker turning meme. Being used as both an adjective and a noun, “dia-

mond hands” is a meme that creates an identity marker by referencing positive qualities such as perseverance, 

solidarity, and courage, whereas “paper hands” connotates disloyalty, cowardice, and failure to stand up to 

your comrades and the cause.

Although serving as an identity marker, the epithet “diamond hands” is different than epithets such as “re-

tard”, “autist” and “monkey”/”ape”. Whereas the latter ones are constructed as something you are, “diamond 

hands” is something that you have (Fig 5.4.19). The epithets of “retard” and “autist” are derivatives of certain 

behaviors that determine your identity. “Diamond hands”, however, is a quality that grants specificity to such 

identity, just like qualities like courage and kindness adds qualities to the dimension of a person. In the term 

of WSB, you can be a “retard” with “diamond hands”, but you can also be a “retard” with “paper hands”. 

“Diamond hands” as a specific quality variable does not determine the other identity markers, and they are 

not causally related. Hence, for purpose of categorization, both the ”diamond hands”-meme and the ”paper 

hands”-meme are qualitative by default with regards to their communicative function.

The “diamond hands”-meme is an important example as to how identity markers can be used to create, signal, 

and uphold value-codes within a group online. Its simple yet original (group-specific) expression serves as a 

label to those adhering to the group’s values, creating bonds between users, and establishing a hierarchy of 

behaviors being considered valuable and virtuous. It is an epithet in the form of a noun that is earned by doing 

something (holding on), and by being such an action-driven identity marker (it is derived from behavior in 

terms of doing rather than being), it also serves as being used as an easily reproducible derivative of other 

personal action frames (see Bennet & Segerberg, 2012) when used in combination with other memes.

The repetition of the epithets “retard” and “autist” within WSB constantly recreates identity markers within 

the group, functioning as semantical identity anchor in the chaotic flow of posts and comments on the WSB 

Reddit main page and its sub-threads. It is however important to make a theoretical distinction here. Although 

the epithets position the individual on semantical par with the other members using text memes as shared 

identity markers, this does not constitute a collective identity as historically defined in research on social 

movements and activist organizations (see Bennet & Segerberg, 2012). The heavy emphasis in WSB on the 

individual as nexus for social motivation and action situates the individual subject as the basic unit for the 

semantic construction of identity. Echoing the writings of Bauman (2000) and Giddens (1999), the individual 
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still retains its position as center for socio-political action. There is no need for WSB to provide common goals 

or pre-determined ideological positions and/or goals as was the case with conventional political social move-

ments (Bennet & Segerberg, 2012; Poletta, 1998). Being focused on trading, the aim for WSB is to serve as a 

meeting place for individual traders making individual bets, as stated by the group’s description page: 

Not only is it against the rules but nobody gives a fuck about your political thoughts. The only thing we care about 

on this sub is fucking gay bears and losing money. With this much people in a sub there is bound to be political 

commentary and I’d advise you to take it to a different sub.

(https://www.reddit.com/r/wallstreetbets/comments/l7fr21/basic_guide_to_wallstreetbets_culture_for/)

The explicit notion of being an anti-political group is interesting in light of the political impact the WSB “mo-

vement” has had in relation to financial politics, a topic to which this thesis will return later on in the analysis. 

For now, it is enough to conclude that although epithets-turn-memes are important in the discursive construc-

tion of group identities, it is the individual and not the collective that constitutes the basic unit of discursive 

identity configuration (see Bennet & Segerberg, 2012). There is no central coordination of discourse in WSB 

regarding how its members should interact (other than certain moderation on behalf of the moderators in re-

gards to the groups policy for social interaction). The lingo and memes are organically created by the group 

members, and new members appropriates and reproduces the identity constructs in a reflexive process (see 

Giddens, 1999) where the individual constitutes himself/herself as discursive subject in relation to the group’s 

internal lingo, further reproducing the meme. This way, text memes that serves to create and sustain identity 

within groups constitutes a subject in the same moment as the meme is appropriated and reproduced, turning 

the classical distinction of essentialism on its head in favor of a constructivist approach to the ontology of 

the subject in online environments (see Berg-Sorensen et.al., 2011). Belonging is becoming, and in the world 

of meme-identities, becoming entails adhering to the socio-technical functions of memetic reproduction. As 

such, it echoes the words of Castells, where, in the culture of real virtuality, ”make-belief is belief in the ma-

king” ([1996]2000:375).

“Retard”, “autist”, “monkey”/”ape” and “diamond hands” functions as elementary memes as they are used 

as the basic units for identity markers within WSB. These basic units are often combined with other memes 

(for example personal action frames, as will be analyzed in the next chapter), or inserted as subjects into more 

complex meme constructions such as video memes. Elementary memes can be paraphrased, abbreviated and 

modified, but in those cases, they are meta-lingual commentaries on group-internal lingo, and is hence recog-

nized as being variations on common known elementary memes. The epithet “diamond hands” serves as an 

elementary meme used by WSB as it signals a basic value and quality using a particular combination of sym-

bols that cannot be broken down in smaller units without its meaning being lost. It is however often combined 
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with other elementary memes such as “retard” or “autist”. As these elementary memes are easily appropriated 

and reproduced by any user (WSB is an open group for anyone to join), they are also potent vectors for identity 

constructions for new members as well as old ones. 

Moving on, this thesis will proceed by analyzing how memes can serve as personal action frames related to 

particular actions rather than general behaviors. 

5.5 Elementary memes as operative imperatives – Connective action frames in WSB

Proceeding from having mapped out and analyzed the memes used as identity markers within WSB, this 

chapter will analyze how different action frames are used within WSB in connection to the trading in ”meme 

stocks” such as GME. Applying a theoretical perspective of memes as personalized action frames within 

networked social movements, this chapter will show how memes can be used to create coordinated move-

ments in entropic social movements online, and how these can be contextually understood within the networ-

ked environment of contemporary social space.

Bennet & Segerberg (2012) have emphasized how internet memes can be a facilitator of personalized action 

frames within social movements using social media to communicate. Departing from a theoretical understan-

ding of the individualization of politics within late modern society, personalized action formats differ from 

the collective dito in that “the ideas and mechanisms for organizing action become more personalized that in 

cases where action is organized on the basis of social group identity, membership, or ideology” (Bennet & Se-

gerberg, 2012:744). In the explosion of frenetic trading and rapid membership growth in relation to the trading 

in ”meme stocks” such as GME, AMC, BB and NOK, a number of action frame memes developed among the 

members of WSB. Among the most prevalent of these are ”hold”/“hold the line” and “to the moon”. These two 

action frames are connected to what the group does (and what it encourages people to do), and are hence dif-

ferent from identity markers-turned-memes such as “autist”, “retard”, and “monkey”/”ape” as described in the 

previous chapter. The three action frames presented in this chapter implies calls for action where something is 

done or will be done, which in turn proposes and encourages people do act in certain ways. 

”Hold” and “hold the line” are connected to the previously described WSB theory of trading in heavily shor-

ted stocks, where the idea is to force hedge funds and other institutions holding short positions to trade from 

retail investors holding a large quota of the companies’ stock. By doing so, holders of short positions (like 

hedge funds) can be taken “hostage” to ransom, where retail investors will be allowed to ask whatever price 

they want for their stocks, causing a massive increase in price surges and hence maximizing profits for retail 

investors in relation to institutional short position holders (see Fig 5.4.21). As described in the previous chap-
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ter in relation to the “diamond hands”-meme (see chapter 

5.4), this theory created a social position where solidarity 

with the group was expressed by holding on to the traded 

stocks in face of turbulent market volatility. The action fra-

me “hold” is part of the same movement and was prevalent 

in times of price movements both upwards and downwards, 

being based on the underlying idea that holding on to GME 

and other memetically coded stocks would increase the 

chances of monetary and ideological success in relation to 

the hedge funds betting against the stock. The same idea 

was later connected with holding firm against what WSB 

members perceived to be manipulative attacks on the tra-

ded stocks from hedge funds and institutions manipulating 

markets through foul play in order to make WSB members 

give up and sell their stocks. By standing their ground, or 

”holding the line”, WSB  members encouraged each other 

to stand firm in solidarity for the group and for everyones 

personal gain. The strategy of holding, memetically coded 

as ”hold”, hence merged with the expression ”hold the 

line” to emphasize perseverance in face of powerful oppositionand market volatility. Working from a textual 

perspective of analysis, “hold the line” (Fig 5.5.1; Fig 5.5.2) constitutes a text meme based in linguistical for-

mat (Mina, 2019:41-42) that is used in textual form but also combined in other more complicated memeplexes 

within the memescape of WSB. As stand-alone meme, it is one of the few memes within WSB that does not 

have an pictorial equivalent, such as an emoji. The related and shorter form ”hold” (Fig 5.5.3) works as both 

variation, abbrevation, and also synonym.  As the ”hold the line” action frame was rapidly spread and repro-

duced by many members it soon constituted a meme that was recognized in WSB in terms of its contextual 

meaning (see Shifman, 2014), where ”holding the line” refers to holding on to a stock in times of volatile mar-

kets. It can hence be related to the ”diamond hands”-meme (people with ”diamond hands” are those who ”held 

the line”). Being used as both war-cry and imperative for action, ”hold the line” soon emerged as one of the 

most used memes within the discursive ecosystem of WSB. From being a general statement, “hold the line” 

suddenly displays the characteristics of a meme, as the literal lexicality in the phrase has shifted from its con-

ventional meaning into a new context where ”hold the line” equals ”do not sell your stocks”. Once again we 

can see how the transformation of interpretation morphs into becoming ”a token for something else”, in which 

the sign gets recoded with new meaning connected to a discourse that gains momentum within the network. 

Fig 5.5.1

Fig 5.5.2

Fig 5.5.3
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We can see how such momentum is gained by noting the prevalence of the phrase in connection with other 

signs and the frequencyby which it is appropriated by other users. In the case of ”hold the line”, the memetic 

abbreviation ”hold” is also frequently used by WSB members. We can see the word used as memetic code on 

billboards (Fig 5.2.6; Fig 5.2.7), as well as in more complex memeplexes analyzed ahead (see chapter 5.7). 

The frequent use of the phrase within the discursive eco-system of WSB makes the ”hold the line”-meme into 

one of the most prominent phrases used to express strategic action within WSB.

The “hold the line”-meme constitutes an imperative, and as such it serves to encourage action. As it is commu-

nicated to other people, the imperative constitutes a call for collective behavior, although based on individual 

action (each person must hold individually to constitute an accumulated collective effect). Defining the term 

“personal action frames”, Bennet & Segerberg writes that they “include the propensity to develop flexible 

political identifications based on personal lifestyles… with implications in collective action… and organi-

zational participation” (2012:744). They also “require little in the way of persuasion, reason or reframing to 

bridge differences with how others may feel about a com-

mon problem” (Bennet & Segerberg, 2012:744). Holding 

the stock in this context hence encourages the individual 

to personally hold on to something that, by virtue of be-

ing held, holds value for the group, and by so doing brings 

value to the individual (in this case monetary value as well 

as a sense of belonging to a group). 

What is important about the “hold the line” meme is that 

it:

1. Encourages personal action in relation to a connec-

tive goal/cause.

2. Discursively situates goal/cause in a frame of war-

fare linguistics.

Originating as an allusion to soldiers being encouraged to 

hold formation when under fire (https://www.collinsdictio-

nary.com/dictionary/english/hold-the-line), the expression 

“hold the line” can be said to connotate a combat situa-

tion in which members of WSB discursively imply being 

in battle, at least on a metaphorical level. Along with its 

abbrevation/variation ”hold”, it also has pop-cultural inter- Fig 5.5.6

Fig 5.5.4

Fig 5.5.5
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textual references to movies such as Lord of the Rings (Fig 5.5.4), Gladiator (Fig 5.5.5), and The Patriot (Fig 

5.5.6), which has been explicitly noted and commented upon by some users. These intertextual sources are, 

however, ambivalent, as they are not clearly derived from any particular scene or any particular movie which 

distinguishes them beyond doubt from other references. Comparatively, they lack the specificity of the ”apes 

together strong”-quote, which is clearly distinguishable in terms of origin. Any definitive analysis with regards 

to any widely spread and intentional use of intertextual reference in relation to the ”hold the line”-meme is 

therefore difficult to make.

The phrase “hold the line” implicitly implies an outward pressure from a real of metaphorical “other” apply-

ing force on a community or a situation. The military interpretation of discourse will be further analyzed in 

later chapters on intertextual and discursive narratives, but for the moment it suffices to note how associative 

connotations implies both solidarity (the we) against an external force (the them) in face of an ongoing social 

situation (the struggle). The “hold the line”-meme reinforces a narrative on WSB where holding a stock is both 

a way to make money, but also a way of supporting and being a part of a social movement with ideological 

implications with regards to wealth distribution, free markets, and a battle between what is conceived to be 

the common people in relation to a wealthy elite that has disenfranchised them. The battle-cry “hold the line” 

hence works on both a literal level (“do not sell your stocks”) as well as a metaphorical/ideological level that 

has to do with operational aims (making money/making them pay) and the reasons for wanting to do so (to en-

rich ourselves/because they hurt us). This mixing of semantical levels present in a comparatively simple meme 

(or catchphrase) shows how a pragmatic action frame can be anchored in the context of ideological zones of 

meaning in which such actions can be understood from a politico-ideological context. In that way an action 

frame, expressed in words or pictures, can turn into a meme as it is “charged” with a common understanding 

of its meaning. Once in memetic state, it can be adopted and applied to share identities, values, and calls for 

action within a certain discursive environment of networked publics and/or communication networks where 

political and ideological discourse can emerge and take shape.

Another example of how a WSB catchphrase-turning-meme can use multiple semantical meanings between 

action frames and metaphorical/ideological levels of common-cultural understanding is the commonly used 

meme “to the moon” (e.g.. Fig 5.5.7). The phrase is used within WSB to imply a dramatic increase in stock 

price. Following a text by Reuters, several lingo guides have described the phrase as being “a rallying cry on 

WSB, which members use to express their belief that a stock will rise significantly. The phrase is often ac-

companied by a rocket emoji” (Reuters staff, 18 February 2021). Although the phrase and subsequent meme 

“to the moon” is not uniquely used in relation to GME, AMC or other ”meme stocks” traded during the big 

squeeze in early 2021, the quick surge of members on the WSB forum in combination with intense posting hel-
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ped facilitate the phrase into a catchphrase and rallying cry 

connected to the intense trading associated with the Red-

dit group. As noted by Reuters (Reuters staff, 18 February 

2021), the meme can occur either in text or in emojis, where 

a rocket emoji or moon emojis are used to express the same 

phrase (e.g.. Fig 5.5.11) in pictorial language. Its proclivity 

for reproduction by individual users within WSB and its 

function as part of larger discursive complexes (memep-

lexes) also made the “to the moon”-catchphrase turn into a 

meme signifying “the belief that a stock will rise significant-

ly” (Reuters staff, 18 February 2021).

Applying the model for analysis as presented by Mina (2019), 

the “to the moon” meme is a text meme when written in 

alphabetical letters (e.g.. Fig 5.5.7; Fig 5.5.8; Fig 5.5.9; 

5.5.10), but can also occur as different image memes (rock-

et, moon etc., see Fig 5.5.11) and in various combinations. 

The ”to the moon”-meme in the shape of a rocket emoji is 

listed as top 10 keywords in the WSB Reddit group (htt-

ps://subredditstats.com/r/wallstreetbets), giving a hint as to 

the frequent use of the meme as catchphrase, rallying cry 

and personalized action frame. As such, it is recognized by 

its members as being an aim as well as a symbol for victory. 

However, the “to the moon”-meme discursively and within 

context also came to signify another meaning related to 

the socio-ideological shift that was represented in the (a)

symmetrical relations between the ”we” (WSB/retail tra-

ders) and the ”them” (hedge funds/media/establishment). 

”To the moon” hence can signify an increase in profit, but 

it also holds symbolic value as being a traverse of social 

space, or, using the language of sociologist Pierre Bour-

dieu, a shift in social space through the use of symbolic 

power (Bourdieu, 1989). Examples of this can be seen in 

Fig 5.5.7

Fig 5.5.8

Fig 5.5.9

Fig 5.5.10

Fig 5.5.11

Fig 5.5.12

Fig 5.5.13
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(Fig 5.5.8), where the ”we going to the ... moon” simultaneously refers to both an aim (higher stock price), 

but also a place (literal as well as metaphorical) located at a distance. As noone is referring to WSB members 

actually travelling to the physical moon, the expression is a metaphor. The moon, being a metaphor for the new 

position (higher) and also being connotatively connected to the metaphor of ambition (”aim for the moon”), 

together implies an ideal, in which a metaphorical utopia is connected to the discursive anatomy of the meme 

(Fig 5.5.9; Fig 5.5.10; Fig 5.5.13). In Fig 5.5.10, the moon have such a function as the user u/ClarksBent wants 

expressa wish for ”GME” to take him/her to the moon. Similarly, in Fig 5.5.9, user u/Spooky_Fruits want 

people to join him/her on the moon. The value-judgement connected to the implied metaphorical place shifts 

the discourse into becoming a place of the ideal (utopia) in connection to a way of getting there (GME - a 

motif). The important aspect here is to note how a meme can be used as the linguistical device for articulating 

a direction (vector) and aim within a social movement online, although in metaphorical form. This discur-

sive ambivalence between the poles of pragmatic realism (a higher stock price) and the metaphorical aim in 

shifting socio-ideological relations (utopia) constitutes an action frame that includes both the implication of a 

we as agent, well as a linguistical formulation of an aim in which social positions are renegotiated. An example 

of the latter is when rumours started spreading of the U.S Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) were 

considering investigating WSB and its retail investors for fraud (Liao, 29 January 2021). Among derogatory 

comments and copypasta’s flooding the forum, the ”to the moon”-meme was used as an example of such 

re-negotiation of asymmetrical power relations. In  Fig 5.5.11 we can see how WSB member u/OCOWAx 

is taunting SEC by saying they can arrest him/her on the moon. In similar derogatory fashion, user u/yeett_ 

writes that the SEC has no authority on the moon (Fig 5.5.12). Using the moon as metaphor in this way, WSB 

members can paraphrase the ”to the moon”-meme and use memetic code to reject authoritarian intervention 

and vocalize the protest against what they perceive to be unfair treatment by government bodies and financial 

institutions in regards to free trade and financial equality. In the SEC episode, WSB displays an anarchistic 

sentiment often present in underground internet culture where online networks are seen as ”privileged sites for 

the flowering of freedom” (O’neil, 2009:18). Using the moon as a metaphor and memetic code, the members 

of WSB discursively construct a space and a place that is out of reach for regulatory bodies, making the ”to 

the moon”-meme into a very literal example of how ”the simultaneous reception, alteration and redistribution 

of cultural objects, frees the subject from the territorialized relations of modernity” (O’Neil, 2009:19). Is is 

also an illustrative case where memes can be used ”to resist hegemonic discourses” (Moussa et. al. 2020) by 

using memetically coded language to subvert dominant and authoritative claims for power in asymmetrical 

relations.
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5.6 Elementary memes as units in combinatory discourse schemes - 

memetic code as practice to protect from social media noise

So far, this analysis has mapped out how certain memes serves as basic communicative units within WSB 

online. These are what this thesis label as elementary memes. These elementary memes can be thematically 

indexed into three different functions: 

• Elementary memes as motifs

• Elementary memes as identity markers

• Elementary memes as action frames

Before moving on to the analysis of more complex structures of memes, it is worthwhile to examine how 

these different elementary memes are combined into multi-modular schematas to repeatedly anchor motif, 

identity and action into simple yet effective semantical meme-structures that holds prevalence in the WSB 

community. 

In Fig 5.6.1, the writer is using a combination of memes consisting of the ”GME”-meme, along with the 

”hold”-meme and ”to the moon”-meme (in abbrevation). It 

is written as both text memes and pictures using emojis. Fol-

lowing our previous analysis, different elementary memes 

are hence combined into a schema where a motif (”GME”) is 

combined with one imperative action frame (”hold”) and one 

action frame implying an aim (”Moon”). The full schema of 

memes reading: ”GME” - ”to the moon” (Rocket emojis) - 

”HOLD” - ”To the moon” (paraphrased). The other part of 

the message regarding corrupt boomers are embedded within 

this schema of recognizably coded memes, appropriated and 

reproduced by the user, leading into a message communica-

ting both motif and suggestion for action (action frame). As 

such, it is easily recognizable within the discursive environ-

ment of WSB and can be easily recognized as it is based on 

commonly shared symbols-turned-memes. 

In Fig 5.6.2, the writer is deploying a schema of memes 

consisting of ”HOLD”, ”GME”, ”To the moon” (Rocket 

emojis), ”RETARDS”, ”HOLD THE LINE”, ”To the moon” 

Fig 5.6.1

Fig 5.6.2

Fig 5.6.3
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(Rocket emojis). Broken down into function according to our previous analysis, we can distinguish a sche-

maconstructed by: Action frame (imperative) - Motif - Action frame (aim) - Identity marker - Action frame 

(imperative) - Action frame (aim). Using such a schema, the user can reproduce memetic symbols easily 

recognized by members of the community, while at the same time communicate a call for action and an aim 

while at the same time addressing a common ”we” by the association of a shared identity (retard). It is hence 

a direction of action directed at a common cause in relation to a collectively coded ”we”. The rest of the mes-

sage is anchored within this memetic schema of semantics, adding additional specificity to the message (”until 

Friday”) while the rest is appropriations and reproductions of commonly shared memetic code.

In Fig 5.6.3, the user is once again using a selection of elementary memetic units. The ”apes strong to-

gether”-meme (identity marker) is combined with ”HOLD” (action frame), ”AUTISTS” (identity marker), 

”to the moon” (Moon emoji), ”HOLD(ing)”, ”to the moon” (Rocket emoji), ”DIAMOND HANDS” (iden-

tity marker), and ”PAPER BITCHES, a paraphrase on ”paper hands” (identity marker). Structuring it into a 

schema of functionality, we get: Identity marker (collective) - Action frame (imperative) - Identity marker 

(individual) - Action frame (aim) - Action frame (imperative) - Action frame (aim) - Identity marker (qualita-

tive) - Identity marker (derogatory). Using memes, the writer can in this text address a group by appealing to 

a solidarity code (apes strong together), putting forth a call for action (hold) while once again addressing the 

individuals of the community (autists). The writer then pictorially implies an aim (moon), putting forth a call 

for virtuous qualities to be upheld (diamond hands) while rejecting and dissuading from perceived cowardly 

behavior (paper hands). This quite complex syntactical and semantical statement is made easily and quickly 

decodable when compressed into the symbolically coded memetic language used by WSB. The reader quickly 

recognizes the symbols used and can by association recognize symbols of solidarity with the community’s 

aims, values, identity markers, and exclusion functions (by being demoted into rejects (by transition from 

virtue to blame, i.e. ”diamond hands” to ”paper hands”). Even in a chaotic discursive environment such as 

the WSB Reddit community, the elementary memes, having been established as common code with certain 

functions, can serve as immediate and recurring cognitive anchors for the millions of people following the 

feed in real time. These schemas of individual frames of action in the shape of memes are frequently being 

used in various combinations, and as the different memes individually holds certain meanings that can be used 

discursively to express calls for action and positioning (both individually and collectively).

A similar pattern of memetic function can be seen if we apply the view of the feed itself as ”running text” as 

proposed by Bouvier & Machin (2018). The configuration of memetic symbols and code does not necessarily 

have to be restricted to any single user using a multitude of symbols, as seen in previous examples in this 

chapter. It can also be the case that the ongoing posting and commenting by a multitude of users constitutes 
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similar schemas of memetic combinatory discourse.

In Fig 5.6.4, we see an example of how text can look within 

the daily threads of the WSB Reddit community. In the post on 

top, we see the user u/xRATBAGx refer to ”autists”, labelling 

them as ”legends”, hence using an identity marker to refer to 

the other members of the community in a positive manner. User 

chris2036 then replies using the action frame ”HOLD THE 

LINE”, followed by rocket emojis (pictorial expression for the 

”To the moon”-meme). Here, memes are used in a two-direc-

tional communication where idiosyncratic expressions in the 

form of memes are used for communication within a rapidly 

changing discursive environment (posts occurring quickly in 

vertical fashion). In connection to the top post, the user The-

Supernatural are individually using the meme ”HOLD” in re-

lation to the imperative ”buy”, hence combining two calls for 

action using one meme, while finishing with rocket emojis, 

which is the pictorial way of writing the ”to the moon”-meme. 

Below, user u/LordTender are using the ”hold the line”-meme 

in two separate but not identical posts with minor variations, 

adding the rocket emoji-meme (”to the moon”) in the latter. 

Reading the feed as ”running text” (see Bouvier & Machin, 

2018), we can then see how idiosyncratic memetic language, 

although posted individually, forms a memetic schema: Identi-

ty marker - Action frame - Action frame (imperative) - Action 

frame (aim) - Action frame (imperative) - Action frame (impe-

rative) - Action frame (aim). Even in individual posts, we can 

see how the use of memes form combinatory patterns where 

identity markers are combined with other memetic functions of 

expressions that continually anchors the reader in the memetic 

code used by the community. The discourse, although entro-

pic and in lack of centralized directives from any authoritative 

moderation, is discursively regulated and held together by the 

recurring use of memes. Fig 5.6.5

Fig 5.6.4
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In Fig 5.6.5, memes are used in a similar way. The user u/HookersForDahl2017 are turning to the forum with 

a collective yet rhetorical question using the ”Diamond Hands”-meme in pictorial emoji in verb-form (techni-

cally making it into a call for action). Below, user goonaleo is asking a technical question regarding the price 

of the GME stock, treating it as a stock rather than a meme but still, in virtue of connotative meaning, also an-

choring the post in the motif of the movement. User u/SendNachos412 is also using the ”diamond hands”-me-

me in a metaphorical statement, here in the form of a noun, making it into a qualitative identity marker. User u/

ScroogeMcThrowaway is also using the ”diamond hands”-meme, here in verb-form (although grammatically 

wrong), connecting it to GME as motif and finishing with the ”we like the stock”-meme, anchoring the motif 

into a rally cry that is recognized by the community as memetic code related to the activism-trading in GME. 

As in the previous example (Fig 5.6.4), memetic code is in Fig 5.6.5 used on a recurring basis by individu-

al users, anchoring the discursive feed of individual posts to collectively recognized units of discourse. Fig 

5.6.4 and Fig 5.6.5 are examples on how memetic code can look when used in the flow of posts on the Reddit 

forum, and how it can be read as discursive schemas of recognizable code in ”running text” within the WSB 

community. The low level of action and dedication required to use and reproduce these memetic symbols 

connects them to the personalized action frames and connective action as described by Bennet & Segerberg 

(2012). Both Fig 5.6.4 and Fig 5.6.5 are examples of how the memetic language used on WSB can serve both 

to address peers using mutually recognized memetic code, but also how this code is used as ”easy-to-persona-

lize” action themes” (Bennet & Segerberg, 2012:742), as well as identity markers (see Mina, 2019:41). When 

user u/SendNachos412 writes ”Go ahead hit my hands with a hammer... didn’t feel it u know why? BECAUSE 

MY HANDS ARE MADE OUT OF FUCKING DIAMONDS” (Fig 5.6.5), this serves as an example how the 

memetic code is immersed into a personal message where it is appropriated and integrated in the social posi-

tion of the ”self” as text in relation to the WSB community. The connective identities and connective actions 

that are described by Bennet & Segerberg (2012) are created not only when connected to the network or to 

a specific platform of forum (Reddit/WSB), but also when connected to the idiosyncratic language coded as 

memes within said community. Memes are shared and cognitively reproduced as social motifs and connective 

identities that defines and becomes defined by the action it encourages people to take, which also includes 

spreading the memes further. By using the meme, the user becomes part of the memetic discourse to which 

it is connected (identity-wise/action-wise), and when many users individually are reproducing the memetic 

code in running text, the result is the experience of anchoring felt by both the writer and the reader, By using 

and reproducing the lingo, new members can easily appropriate identities and attitudes commonly held in the 

group. The identity markers-as-memes also create a discursive stability within entropic communication flows 

by the extensive and repetitive use of easily recognized symbols. Such memes hence can serve as hedge for 

the risk of users feeling “overloaded and rather disillusioned by their feeds” (Lindgren, 2019:422).

Having previously analyzed how the different memes used by WSB can be thematically indexed due to their 
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function (see chapters 5.3 - 5.5), we can now see how these functions can be used in combinatory fashion to 

hedge from social media noise and information overload (Lindgren, 2019). By continuously reproducing and 

repeating idiosyncratic expressions in the shape of memes, users can maintain a discursive stability with re-

gards to motif, identity, and strategies for action. Even though new members keep pouring into the community 

by the millions and even though the information counts several posts per second (see chapter 3.5), the repeated 

use of memetic code keep the feed returning to key points of discourse within the WSB community, anchoring 

the environment on the textual level by a number of recurring memetic symbols. This in turn teaches new 

members to appropriate these memetic symbols and reproduce them. By appropriating the idiosyncratic ex-

pressions used by the group, these new users are also appropriating the identities, motifs and actions related to 

those expressions and, by means of association, the perceived cause they are related to. 

5.7 Intertextual referencing - Elementary memes as 

building blocks in complex meme structures

Having investigated the use of internet memes on the 

textual level of discourse within WSB, this analysis 

have so far concluded that certain memes used by the 

members of WSB can be divided and examined as ba-

sic units of discourse (elementary memes) in relation to 

a/ motif, b/identity markers, and c/action frames. This 

puts emphasis on the ”what”, the ”who”, and the ”how” 

of the activism trading that has been connected to WSB 

and that has been described as ”a movement” both by 

media and by the group itself. 

Moving on to the intertextual level of discourse, this 

thesis will now analyze how the elementary memes pre-

viously analyzed are used as building blocks in more 

complex meme-structures, and how intertextual refe-

rences can be used as narrativization of causes for ac-

tion within meme-fueled social movements.

As part of the material posted on WSB by the group’s 

users, several of the most popular posts during 2021 in-

dexed as ”memes” on the community are related to the 

Fig 5.7.1

Fig 5.7.2

Fig 5.7.3
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trading in ”meme stocks” such as GME and AMC during late January and early February. These memes are 

primarily consisting of picture memes and video memes and are hence not automatically connected to the 

elementary memes primarily used in threads based on text, such as the daily discussion threads indexed as 

”discussion”. Looking at video memes (memes based on moving pictures), the three most popular memes on 

WSB during 2021 are all related to the trading in GME and were all posted on January 29, the day predicted 

by many community members as the day when short squeeze would make the GME stock price peak (which 

was correct if going by the price at open and/or close). These three video memes are all based on individual 

movies. These movies are The Matrix Reloaded, Marvel’s Avengers - Endgame, and 300.

Video memes are considered by Mina (2019) to be the most complex form of memes, being ”technically 

challenging to create” (2019:41). Video memes can be ”edited, cut, mashed- up an/or combined with text” 

(Mina, 2019:42). Hence, in relation to other memetic expressions, video memes are complex artifacts of remix 

culture based on the manipulation of existing video material using editing and other tools for manipulation 

of cultural objects. They are also multimodal, where several different media is or can be combined within the 

same format. The most popular video meme on WSB 

during 2021, with a 97% upvote of 209 000 votes and 

5800 comments, is made by user u/84935 and is  based 

on the movie Matrix Reloaded. The meme is based on a 

famous fight scene where the Matrix-trilogy protagonist 

Neo is fighting multiple enemies at once. Using the tech-

nique of inserting text into the original video sequence, 

the creator is using several elementary memes previo-

usly analyzed to describe a fight against what the WSB 

community at this time perceived to be their adversaries 

in relation to the trading in stocks such as GME, AMC, 

NOK, and BB. Among such adversaries we find hedge 

funds such as Melvin Capital, Citadel and Citron Rese-

arch, but also media outlets such as CNBC, government 

bodies such as the SEC, and trading platforms such as 

RobinHood, the platform preferred by WSB traders but 

became heavily criticized after suspending trade in cer-

tain stocks targeted by WSB. In the video meme, we can 

see how the creator is using inserted text to relabel the 

enemies of Matrix protagonist Neo with the perceived Fig 5.7.4
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dito of WSB using inserted text (5.7.5). Conversely, by letting the antagonist of the fighting scene address Neo 

as ”retards”, the creator of the meme is also using the elementary meme and identity marker ”retards” to refer 

to the peer members of WSB (Fig 5.7.6). By doing so, the creator has used an adversarial pop-cultural figh-

ting scene to establish antagonistic categories between ”we” (WSB, see Fig 5.7.3) and ”them” (hedge funds, 

media, tech-companies etc., see Fig 5.7.1). In the Matrix meme, we then see the fight commence as it does in 

the Matrix Reloaded movie. As Neo is defending himself and fighting back the adversaries, the creator of the 

meme are inserting more WSB elementary memes such as ”hold the line”, ”diamond hands”, and ”we like 

the stock” (Fig 5.7.4), which are relating to both motif, identity markers, and action frames coded as memes 

within the WSB community (see chapters 5.3, 5.4, 5.5). By using WSB elementary memes as basic discur-

sive units in the process of remix, the Matrix Reloaded-video meme is an example of how such established 

memetic codes related to motif, identity, and action can be combined to act as intertextual commentary using 

already existing pop-cultural items. It allows for the discursive formation of antagonistic position (we/them) 

as well as a way of depictingthe struggle between such opposing positions by using parables in the shape of 

existing and known stories. 

Similar use of WSB elementary memes as foundations for adversarial positions is present in the other two 

most popular video memes. In the user u/IDoLikeMyShishkebabs’ video meme of the final battle of Marvel’s 

Avengers - Endgame, elementary memes are used to differ between friends (”retards” and ”diamond hands”, 

see Fig 5.7.5 & Fig 5.7.6) and foes (hedge funds, see Fig 5.7.7) along with action frame-memes recognized by 

Fig 5.7.5 Fig 5.7.6

Fig 5.7.7 Fig 5.7.8
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the community (”to the moon”, see 5.7.8). The similar 

pattern again emerges in the user u/consygiere’s video 

meme based on the movie 300, a movie depiction of an-

cient Sparta’s defence at Thermopyle against the inva-

sion of the Persian Empire in the Greco-Persian wars. 

The video meme is the 3rd most popular on WSB during 

2021 with a 145 000 votes and a 96% upvote, along with 

5300 comments (https://www.reddit.com/r/wallstreet-

bets/comments/l7qwvo/wsb_what_is_your_strategy/). 

Here, the creator is using elementary memes to create 

dichotomies between protagonists (WSB) and anta-

gonists (hedge funds), but also to distinguish between 

WSB and other traders using identity markers such as 

”retards” (complimentary) and ”paper hands” (deroga-

tory). Again, we also see the use of action frame-memes, 

in this case the memetic expression ”hold” (5.7.10), re-

ferring to the strategy of holding on to the GME stock, 

previously seen on billboards (Fig 5,2.7; Fig 5.2.8) as 

well as in posts (Fig 5.5.1; Fig 5.5.2; Fig 5.5.3). It also 

holds discursive connections to the ”hold the line”-me-

me, referencing the defensive strategy of holding on to 

the stock in face of heavy volatility and ”attacks” from 

hedge funds perceived by the WSB community to be 

trying to drop prices by manipulating retail traders to 

sell.

Having investigated the three most popular video memes 

on WSB, we can see a pattern where elementary memes used by the WSB community functions as foundatio-

nal discursive units in the construction of more complex meme-structures. The use of motifs such as ”I like 

the stock”, identity markers such as ”retards”, and connective action frames such as ”hold the line” is a way of 

addressing an audience using collectively recognized memetic code. The creators of different types of internet 

memes can communicate in intricate ways with the rest of the WSB community by using these elementary 

memes, while at the same time combining these with other material, such as movies, adding intertextual levels 

of interpretation. Whereas most of the elementary memes in WSB are related to a community-specific idiosyn-
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cratic language, the incorporation of such language into intertextual cultural reference-material is proof of 

more elaborate inter-cultural connections of discourse. This begs the question what such combinations serves 

to communicate, and how it relates to the activity of the WSB community in relation to the activist trading 

taking place in early 2021. 

5.8 Video memes as narrativization of action - remix as discursive practice

The use of movie sequences from Matrix Reloaded, Avengers - Endgame, and 300 in the creation of video 

memes all have in common that they are made using material from famous Hollywood movies. The use of 

already existing material in creative practices is essential in remix-culture, and creates a web of interpreta-

tions when original material is mixed with pre-existing cultural work. As such, it is a perfect example of what 

Henry Jenkins calls ”convergence culture”, where ”old and new media collide” and where ”grassroots and 

corporate media intersects” (Jenkins, 2006, cited in van Djick, 2013:10). The mixing of elementary memes 

attributed specifically to WSB in combination with classical Hollywood movies creates a situation described 

by Jenkins (2006) where ”the power of the media producer and the power of the media consumer interact in 

unpredictable ways” (Jenkins, 2006, cited in van Djick, 2013:10 ). Using both moving pictures and text in 

combinatory remix fashion, the multimodality of video memes also highlights the development envisioned by 

Castells ([1996]2000), where the integration of text, images, and sounds interacting together within the same 

system and, also, within the same artifact, is an epitome of networked digital culture. Putting focus on the plot-

aspect of the movies used for the remix in the three popular video memes on WSB, all three share common 

characteristics in that they:

• deals with constructions of antagonistic positions (we vs. them).

• depicts situation of conflict.

Discursively, the three video memes puts focus on fighting and battle, whether it is Neo fighting in the Matrix 

simulation, the Avengers getting ready for battle against their enemy Thanos, or the 300 spartan warriors 

meeting up with the other Greeks in 300, the memes are either actively showing fighting scenes or they are 

depicting scenes in which fighting is implied (the armors, shields, and weapons in 300 implying the characters 

are soldiers). These creates antagonistic positions where the characters depicted are shown to be put against 

each other, either in combat situations (Matrix Reloaded, Avengers - Endgame) or in a situation of questioning 

or disagreement (300). These antagonistic positions are used by the memes creators as metaphors of the anta-

gonistic positions WSB holds against perceived adversaries such as the hedge funds, the media, and financial 

institutions cancelling trading in the stocks targeted by WSB. Using inserted text of WSB elementary memes 

and the names of the WSB adversaries, we can see how the remixing of movie material serves to create me-

taphors for targets, action, and collective belonging. Using the elementary memes used by the community, the 
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meme creators are able to communicate these aspects using internal lingo understood and recognized by the 

group as markers of belonging and action related to the group’s cause.

However, the use of movie material from widely recognized movies also serves as an additional layer of dis-

cursive meaning, as it narrativizes the struggle of the WSB movement in relation to said adversaries using in-

tertextual elements of discourse. Taking the Matrix Reloaded-meme as example, we can see how the inserted 

text serves to rename elements of discourse within the original movie. The protagonist Neo semantically beco-

mes r/WallStreetBets (Fig 5.7.3). The adversaries becomes the adversaries such as Melvin Capital and Citron 

Research (5.7.1). In this way, the inserted text is used as tool for transformation, in which the movie charac-

ters are re-labelled and re-positioned into another discursive world, namely the one linguistically defined and 

framed by WSB, a world in which retail traders takes on hedge funds by buying GME shares and where the 

strategy is to ”hold the line” by having ”diamond hands”. However, this process in which characters are rela-

beled into another identity (Neo = WSB etc.) is only one part of the process of discursive transformation and 

referencing used in the remixing of the Matrix Reloaded video meme. As Matrix is a famous movie-trilogy, 

the use of the movie as material for the video meme is also an intertextual reference to the movie’s narrative, 

along with the characters role within that narrative. Such an intertextual ”quotation without quotation mark” 

(Barthes, 1986:60) is a direct hint at the meme’s receiver, by whom the movie material is supposed to be re-

cognized. The legendary status of the Matrix-saga makes it likely that many people recognizes the story, hence 

being able to relate to the narrative of the movie(s).

Although the character Neo and his adversaries are re-named using inserted text, the movie sequence still ma-

intains its semantical position in terms of events and the fictional world those events take place in (the world 

of the Matrix). The meme is still depicting Neo’s fight in the movie Matrix Reloaded, and although the inserted 

text recontextualizes events in relation to the WSB movement, the process of recontextualization is dual as 

the mixing of discourse (WSB - Matrix) goes both ways (WSB <----> Matrix). The intertextual referencing 

present in the meme’s use of culturally prevalent movie material, the ”translinguistic semiotic practice” (Aly, 

2018:1) now holds a discursive superposition: it is both Matrix Reloaded and WSB at the same time, as the le-

vels of discourse are parallelto each other, occurring simultaneously in synchronized yet not diffused fashion. 

This preservation of the Matrix Reloaded movie reference, and the adding of WSB lingo to that discourse 

using remix, highlights the video memes qualities as narrativization of the WSB movements motif, identities 

and action frames. By referencing the story of the Matrix-trilogy in explicit relation to the elementary memes 

and additional text used in the video meme, the video meme is connecting the WSB struggle to the struggle 

of Neo in the Matrix-movies, where Neo is fighting in a rebellion against a totalitarian rule of elitist machi-

nes. The video meme references the narrative of the movie by keeping the source material intact, discursively 
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linking the WSB movement to Neo’s underdog rebellion against the ruling machines. By doing so, the source 

material of the Matrix Reloaded video meme acts as intertextual commentary on the WSB community and its 

struggle, narrativizing the movements position by acting as intertextual parable and paraphrase. 

Previous research has shown how narrativization is an important aspect in the creation of collective identities 

and stories, (Riessman, 1993; Riessman, 2008), which also goes for social movements (Riessman, 2008), 

where identities and action frames are ”expressed and made concrete, and exemplified through stories” (Pol-

letta, 1998:421). The use of intertextual referencing of the Matrix-trilogy shows how such expression and 

exemplification can be made using memes in relation to activism and social action. However, the ambiguity of 

the material that derives from narrow sequencing (the short part of the movie being used) also highlights how 

memes are using decontextualization of such narratives to create ambiguous positions of reference, echoing 

the development towards connective- and personalized action as described by Bennet & Segerberg (2012). 

The Matrix sequence only shows a small part of the Matrix Reloaded movie, and neither the movie sequence 

nor the inserted text itself points to the narrative of the movie. The narrative is only present as implicit, inter-

textual referencing, and the mechanism of narrativization only works insofar as the receiver understands the 

reference. If no such understanding is present in the receiver of the meme, the narrativistic function is lost. 

However, for such an unknowing receiver, the meme can still be an entertaining cultural artifact. The cultural 

competence required for connecting to the narrativistic reference is not strictly needed to appreciate the meme. 

Such possibilities for differences in interpretation-levels echoes the notion of the personalized action frames 

and the logic of connective action present in network-based social movement environments described by 

Bennet & Segerberg (2012), where the uniting principles of organization is loosely based around personalized 

references rather than collective identities and coherent ideology. The loosely referenced narrative implicit in 

the Matrix Reloaded-meme can be used as a way of narrativizing the actions of WSB by using Matrix as pa-

rable and/or metaphor, but it can also be ignored while still serving as entertainment and inspiration for iden-

tification and action. The ambiguity present in the meme is what makes it connective, rather than collective.

Similar functions of narrativization are present in the video memes based on Avengers-Endgame and 300. The 

use of these popular and widely recognized movies as meme-material and the insertion of textual elements 

related to the discourse of the WSB community relates the situation of WSB to the narratives of Avengers and 

300. The metaphorical re-labelling of the movie protagonists (Captain America and his comrades/allies in the 

Avengers, King Leonidas and the Spartans in 300) and the conversing re-labelling of the movie antagonists 

such as Thanos in the Avengers as the enemies of WSB serves the same function as in the Matrix Reloa-

ded-meme. It metaphorically situates the WSB positions within the narrativistic universe of the movies refe-

renced, where the overall movie narrative can be implicitly referenced in the meme. The discursive structure 
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can be described as: ”We (WSB) are like the Avengers, and so we are fighting Thanos (Hedge funds).” Or: ”We 

(WSB) are like the spartans, and we will be fighting the entire Persian Empire (Hedge funds, Wall Street, the 

financial establishment, etc.). In this way, discursive parallels are constructed and induced that narrativizes the 

situation of the WSB community in relation to the narrative of retail traders taking on Wall Street, where the 

memes are acting as pop-cultural metaphors, in turn creating moral positions of identity and action by referen-

cing stories already known and loved by many people. The intertextual referencing becomes a legitimization 

for the action of the real-life movement. This small narratives created using memes resembles the genre of 

microstories, that ”frequently introduces an explicit or implicit intertextual reference, sometimes from lite-

rary sources, sometimes taken more diffusely from clichés of popular culture or history” (Nelles, 2012:95). 

Choosing from a wide array of pop-culture available as material, the cultural world of the meme makes use 

of the ”constant reference to a global hyper-text” described by Castells (2015:7) as being the modus operandi 

of network society culture, a hyper-text whose ”components can be remixed by the communicative actor ac-

cording to specific projects of communication” (Castells, 2015:7). The adding of discursive elements to such 

communicative projects creates an intertextual yet specific discursive construct where ”the referent’s meaning 

is transformed because its visual or linguistic is read differently in a new context” (Navas et al., 2018:17), in 

this case the context of the WSB community and activist trading in ”meme stocks”.

This type of intertextual memetic referencing displays certain ethereal qualities that can be related to the 

networked digital environment they are part of. At the same time, they are the negation (anti-statement) of the 

same. Memetic referencing of this sort is:

• (a)temporal

• (a)spatial

It is temporal because it is referencing a cultural product (e.g.. Matrix Reloaded) that has a history,  a time-fra-

me when it was produced and a date when it was released (May 7, 2003). As such it is situated in time and 

referenced as a cultural product of the past (or rather, its time). It is also spatial, as the specific setting of the 

movie implies a place, although fictional. It is also situated in a spatio-cultural context where it is made (the 

US). Hence, by using Matrix Reloaded (or Avengers, or 300) as ground material for a video meme, the user is 

explicitly invoking a spatial reference (the ”place” of the movie), and implicitly the time (of its creation in the 

past). However, by decontextualizing the movie sequence from its original time and original space (by cutting 

it up), and then recontextualizing it within the discursive world of WSB (by remixing), the mash-up of the 

original material results in a mix not only of the content (new and old) of the meme, but also of the temporal 

and spatial frames invoked in the original. It becomes sequentialized, disembodied and re-assembled in diffe-

rent shape, detaching it from its original time and space. It becomes atemporal and aspatial, neither situated 

in any specific time, nor detached from it. It is once again a type of superposition, a situation of being situated 
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in different times and places at once, both in the context of WSB (by added text), but also in the confines of 

its own space and time where it was made and where it is still and always ”itself”. In the words of Castells,

time is erased… when past, present, and future can be programmed to interact with the material foundations of a 

new culture, that transcends and includes the diversity of historically transmitted systems of representation. 

(Castells, [1996]2000:375)

This type of memetic narrativization is an example of how digital network culture transforms spatial and 

temporal qualities of cultural material in the ”global hyper-text of information” (Castells, 2015:7), to a situ-

ation where, in the words of Castells, ”each specific sequencing depends on the context and purpose under 

which any given cultural construct is solicited” ([1996]2000:462). The use of sequentially cut-up material of 

the meme allows the open-ended positions of being both intertextual reference, yet being specifically framed 

in relation to a speific discursive scene (WSB). The different parts of the dual narrative of WSB and Matrix 

Reloaded/Avengers-Endgame/300 speaks to each others separated yet connected moduls. This is not an effect 

of anchoring in semiotic terms, as described by Barthes (Gripsrud, 2011), as such anchors serves to emphasize, 

clarify, and contextualize the message by combining and unifying different signs such as text and image. In the 

cultural world of the meme, the very notion of anchoring in classical semiotic terms would be counter-produc-

tive, as the different modalities of textual and visual elements must be severed, cut up and then reassembled 

into new configurations and variations in order to serve its function within the network culture. This Frankens-

tein-type of narrative is not, however, discursively non-communicative in relation to its separate parts. The 

different parts, albeit all necessary, are organized as to function as specific and situation-based expressions of 

particularity, although situated in a larger intertextual narrative, where the original functions of the narrative 

(e.g.. Matrix Reloaded) can be related to new experiences (e.g.. being a member of WSB). The severing of 

microparts of a movie’s original context cannot remain severed from the parts added by the meme producer, 

as such a meme would not make any sense to the viewer and would fail to create the sense of recognition of 

the sense morale of the story. Instead, the reassembling is the vital part in order to create new meaning to the 

decontextualized original, where intertextual dialogues between message and expression, original and remake, 

past and future, can take place. As such, memes are not ahistorical, and neither is the network in which they 

are created and distributed. It is rather the organizing principle of temporal chronologies that are broken down 

and reshaped within the narrative universe of network culture (see Castells, [1996]2000; Castells, 2015; Navas 

et al., 2018). The old becomes a way of commenting on the new; a communicative (re)configuration to frame 

a certain experience within the frame of the familiar; to create positions of certainties with regards to morals 

and relationships within the entropic turmoil of the information flow (see Riessman, 2008; Polletta, 1998) on 

Reddit.
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Interpreted this way, the video-memes uploaded on WSB can 

be used both as an act of meaning-making for the producer, as 

well as the consumer. Historically, such narrativization used 

in the video-memes would be considered being ”employ-

ed strategically to strengthen collective identity” (Polletta, 

1998:422). However, considereing the loose frame of the in-

voked narrative, where narrativization is made in intertextual 

terms using sequential parts of familiar movies, it is more cor-

rect to talk about being used to strengthen connective identi-

ty and to justify connective action (see Bennet & Segerberg, 

2012). As such, the use of intertextual movie material in the 

production of video memes on WSB is an example of how 

”connective action must be narrativized in order to be under-

stood as a larger connective narrative (Dawson & Mäkelä, 

2020:22), and how such a narrativization helps to facilitate a 

cultural practice of recognizability and memetic storytelling 

within entropic social environments online.

5.9 Contesting the narrative - Fighting the status quo of 

memetic discourse

As the short squeeze in GME reached its peak on January 28 

the bubble burst a few days later. The GME stock fell drasti-

cally during February 1 and February 2, tumbling from 483 

US-dollars per share to 90 dollars by closing time on February 

2. By then, millions of people had poured into the WSB Red-

dit community, seduced by the media hype and aroused by the 

narrative of making money while prompting a monetary re-

volution. Many people having invested their money now took 

heavy losses as they saw the momentum die and prices tum-

ble. In an unpinned daily subthread, seasoned traders among 

the original members of WSB where found out making fun 

of newcomers having lost their money on GME stocks (Fig 

5.9.1), as well as voicing negative thoughts on having had 

their community and lingo taken over by the millions of pe-
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ople drawn to the GME trading drama (Fig 5.9.2).

In the unpinned thread, original members of WSB were criti-

cizing the revolutionary narrative that drove a large part of the 

GameStop trading saga, calling the shots on stock trading as 

means of social change while questioning the motivations of 

such a narrative and the knowledge level of the people that fell 

for the hype (Fig 5.9.3). Other seasoned members are voicing 

critique against the WSB-members and the media that helped 

create the narrative that appealed to so many, helping to drive 

up prices and further nourishing the hausse until the walls of 

the illusion came tumbling down (Fig 5.9.4). 

The examples provided by the comments of WSB original 

members contesting the narrative of the GME stock trading 

movement testifies to the disparity in status quo present in so-

cial media-driven social movements. The explosive power of 

memetic discourse holds the potential to flood communities 

and forums as they gain speed in the hybrid media system 

comprised of global news outlets and social media sites online 

(Chadwick, 2013; McNair, 2006), taking over these communi-

ties and transform them into something new. The contestation 

of the GME-narrative by original WSB members showcases 

how the shaping of memetic narratives can be fought and contested within the same environments where they 

have taken root and are thriving, but also how memetically driven connective movements can hold multiple 

motivations and multiple points of view among many members. Being based on connective action rather than 

collective dito (Bennet & Segerberg, 2012), communities driven and fueled by memetic discourse uses the 

principle of the lowest common denominator mixed up with personal action frames (Bennet & Segerberg, 

2012) to unite people in both common understanding as well as difference in views. The WSB trading in 

GME united diverse motivations where members of the same movement can be driven by monetary gain as 

well as complete indifference to monetary loss in favor of ideology testifies to such diversity united under the 

flag of memetic code. However, the schism between original and new members of WSB in ligt of the GME 

trading movement also mirrors the macro tendency of social movements in the network age, where “social 

movements tend to be fragmented, localistic, single-issue oriented, and ephemeral” (Castells, [1996]2000:3). 

Fig 5.9.4
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5.10 The hidden ideology - memes and the obscuring of discourse

Discourse analysis as theoretical and methodological tool for the analysis of language and social practices 

have historically been heavily focused on the representation of ideological positions and the practices of 

power through language (Bergström & Boréus, [2000]2012); Bouvier & Machin, 2018; Winther Jorgensen & 

Philips, 2000; Fairclough, 2003). Being primarily foucsed on the analysis of text, CDA has sought to analyze 

how ideology and dominant positions of power are constructed and maintained through the production and 

consumption of language. A similar basis in critical theory is present in the writings on mythology by Ro-

land Barthes ([1972]1991), whose semiological model for analysis in this study has been applied to internet 

memes. For Barthes, mythology as a type of speech is parasitic, as it drains the semiologically constructed 

object on history, specificity, and meaning. The myth is transforming its original semantical object into a 

token for something else, in which the original basis for interpretation is changed into a vessel for the disse-

mination of symbolic power (i.e.. ideology). Myth therefore is ”social usage added to pure matter” (Barthes, 

[1972]1991:107).

In the analysis of memetic discourse as it is used by WSB in relation to the trading in GME, this analysis has 

touched upon the subject of the ideological implications present in WSB and its connections to the memetic 

discourse and speech that makes up the David vs. Goliath-narrative ascribed to the GME trading saga. By 

creating antagonistic positions between asymmetrical actors with regards to power (i.e. people - institution/

people - elite/dumb money - big money etc.), the memetic discourse created within WSB is seemingly relying 

on  an ideological basis through which a story is constructed where the little guy is gathering with peers to take 

on the unfairness of a rigged and unfair economical system. The discursive connections made to the financial 

crash in 2008 and the GME trading being the people’s (i.e.. WSB’s) payback on hedge funds and Wall Street 

bankers became a narrative nexus through which media and WSB, in a reflexive process, created the story of 

WSB and the trading in GameStop. The ideological implications, although not always clear-cut and stream-li-

ned, are built into the memetic language as constructed by WSB members as ways of communication (see 

chapters 5.1; 5.3; 5.4; 5.5; 5.6; 5.7; 5.8). According to Limor Shifman’s famous theoretical model for the ana-

lysis of internet memes, memetic expression implies a stance (Shifman, 2014) in which the creator/consumer 

situates themselves in relation to the memetic material, creating what Michel Foucault, Norman Fairclough 

and other discourse theorists would call a ”subject position” (Bergström & Boréus, [2000]2012:359), where 

elements of discourse is constitutive for how social agents position themselves in relation to different social 

contexts. As internet memes and memetic discourse always consists of such a stance, memes are prone to be 

cultural objects bearing ideological messages, as the stance requires a value-aspect in relation to any question 

or phenomenon linguistically present in the meme. Memetic discourse, as well as myth, is constructed and 

appropriated in the process of being material for ”social usage” (i.e.. social practices, see Fairclough, 2003) 
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added to semiological matter (Barthes, [1972]1991:107). In this analysis, we have seen how such proces-

ses of ideological positioning are a constitutive part in memetic codes such as ”$GME” (chapter 5.1; 5.3), 

”apes together strong” (chapter 5.4), ”diamond hands”/”paper hands” (chapter, 5.4), as well as in complex 

meme-structures such as video memes where memetic code is used as tool for narrativization (chapter 5.7; 

5.8). However, as such ideological positions also have been concluded to be discursively open-ended as they 

constitute connective frames for identification and action (Bennet & Segerberg, 2012), it is important to take 

note of how memetic discourse also obscures traces of systemic ideological thought.

Being part of what Bennet & Segerberg (2012) calls ”the logic of connective action” allowing for inclusion of 

a wide spectra of motivations, ideologies, and social identifications, the discursive openness of internet memes 

holds a communicative function. As with myth as described by Barthes ([1972]1991), the ideal function of 

internet memes is to be appropriated and replicated. Inclusion is a vital characteristic for such cultural expres-

sion, in which as many people as possible can feel included. As we have seen in cases such as WSB meme 

”apes together strong”, the metamorphosis into memetic discourse obscures the ideological position it serves 

to convey as the meme contains no trace to the specific circumstances and/or ideas present in the original 

quote/sign (see chapter 5.4). What remains is a connectively coded sign of solidarity with a tacit reference to 

a vague ideological position where retail investors stand against Wall Street. The motivations for such actions 

are present in the original formation process of memetic discourse, but it gets obscured once the memetic code 

is formed. The tacit meaning of the memetically coded sign now only works on a tacit level, through which its 

meaning is implicit yet unspoken, its history unnamed, its motivation obscured. As with mythological speech, 

memetic discourse empties the memetic sign of any particularity of meaning. Like myth, memetic discourse is 

a ”language-robbery” (Barthes, [1972]1991:131), in which the original meaning is appropriated and recast in 

a parasitic semiological process. Here, connections can be made with the ideas of empty signifier as theorized 

by Daniel Horwarth, explained as ”demands that have been ’tendentially’ emptied of meaning to represent an 

infinite number of demands” (MacKillop, 2018:187), thereby ”reducing differences and thus limiting possi-

bilities for contestation” (MacKillop, 2018:190). Such representations are perfect tools in the organization of 

connective social action among large numbers of people online, in which organization takes place organically 

through horizontal sharing of content and information in social networks (Bennet & Segerberg, 2012) such 

as Reddit. Although being precise enough to address elementary functions of connective action within the 

confines of such an entropic environment, the memetic language as analyzed here is ideologically ambiguous 

and non-specific. Although it addresses collective identity markers, group solidarity, and coordinated actions 

with certain aims, it is obscure as to the reasons and underlying foundations for such identities and actions. 

In the case of WSB, this allows for a large number of people to join together under memetic flags that are 

widely recognizable and easily spreadable frames that can readily be appropriated, replicated, remixed, and 
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shared. They are perfect examples of the ”easy-to-personalize action frames” that is the core expression of 

the connective action described by Bennet & Segerberg (2012:745). These memetic symbols provide form for 

internal lingo to work as semiological anchors in the fight against social media noise and information overload 

(Lindgren, 2019). They can work as common symbols implying similarities, common values, and virtuous 

action. However, as they are constituted as form, they are also victims of the process described by Barthes 

with regards to mythological discourse, where the transformation from meaning into form deprives the me-

metic sign of specificity, history, and original context and purpose (Barthes, [1972]1991). All the previous 

mentioned functions is illusional, as they have no true, specific, or tangible meaning. The memetic symbols 

used to semantically frame motifs, identities, and action are actually empty signs with regards to any systemic 

thought or motivation for action. Any one member can join in and reproduce the symbols intended for action, 

independent of any collective identity and common motivation as ground for action (see Bennet & Segerberg, 

2012). In WSB, revolutionary communists can easily mingle and use the same memetic code for communica-

tion as libertarians and radical neo-liberals. The memetic code and the motivational discourse connected to it 

excludes none of them from acting in the same way as the other. This became obvious when such diverse poli-

ticians such as Alexandria Occasio-Cortez and Ted Cruz, representing diametrically opposing political views, 

voiced their support for the WSB traders in the question regarding free markets, although on radically different 

grounds (Kaplan, 2 February 2021). Or when the Swedish Social Democratic Youth League (SSU) voiced 

their support for the WSB movement on their Instagram account under the parole ”join to give the finger to 

Wall Street” (Axelsson, 1 February 2021), while at the same time being ideologically adverse to the private 

market capitalism that is at the heart of the stock market economy and, consequently, the trading in GME. 

SSU also used the meme ”we like the stock” as well as the rocket emoji-meme in the communication with 

their members, even creating a lottery where members could win five stocks in GameStop. The organization 

representing the young social democrats of Sweden hence gave their explicit support to the same WSB move-

ment that was supported by billionaires and investment profiles such as Mark Cuban, who even did a personal 

Q&A on the WSB Reddit forum (McGrath, 2 February, 2021). The support from these ideology-wise widely 

different politicians, organizations, and people testifies to the ambivalence that the meme-fueled discourse 

that built the WSB movement holds, and its power to include a vast array of views and motivations. As such, 

it mimics the process of organization in contemporary social movements described by Bennet & Segerberg in 

which connective action can resemble collective action, yet it is only resemblance as any common ground for 

action is completely dependent on individuals acting on personal motivations (Bennet & Segerberg, 2012).

5.11 Ephemeral flares - 

Internet memes as media symbols in the age of fragmented networked activism

Being based within the communicational entropy of Reddit, WSB flared up and gained massive media co-
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verage and attention in the wintery wake of the Covid-19 pandemic in early 2021. Using memetic language 

as a mode of communication, the memetic symbols used by the group managed to spread from an obscure 

trading community on social media into the communication channels of such high-profile yet diverse charac-

ters as Tesla CEO Elon Musk, famous investor-turned-movie-character Dr. Michael Burry, former porn star 

Mia Khalifa, congress woman Alexandria Occasio-Cortez, and former rapper Ja Rule, all of them spreading 

the word of the movement further. Attracting the support of millions of people, WSB grew from a band of 

retail traders into becoming a social movement upsetting the entire financial market. In just a few days, they 

became the object of a Netflix movie deal, gained the attention of the American financial control organ SEC, 

initiated a congressional hearing regarding market manipulation on behalf of international trading platform 

Robinhood, and forced the attention of the very top echelon of the American political elite. All of this origi-

nating in the emergence of an internet meme directed at collectively based stock market trading via the use of 

connective action as mode for operation. The clear effect on public attention and impact on real world events 

(stock prices) as result of WSB action indeed seem to indicate that memetic strategies for communication can 

”empower ordinary citizens to undermine the elite’s control over mass media, to mobilize support for col-

lective action, and to resist hegemonic discourses” (Moussa et. al. 2020:5920) where ”memes are a part of a 

media ecology that inspires hope for broader public discussion” (Milner, 2013:2361). The clear-cut narrative 

that emerged in the reflexive relationship between WSB members, the mainstream media, and prolific people 

online, being memetically expressed through the use of memetically coded language in posts and media head-

lines, also testifies to the effectiveness of memetically coded language as tool to reduce entropy in chaotical 

discursive environments, and for that matter, the global media system. Short and easily translatable phrases of 

memetic code also reduces language barriers, making people from across the globe flow into WSB although 

not having English as first language.

The huge influx of new members to the WSB forum on Reddit increased the entropy with regards to commu-

nicative functionality and coordination of action, as members increased from 2- to 10 million within a few 

days. As this thesis have explored, the memetic code through which memetic discourse can be articulated 

served WSB well with regards to the organic development of idiosyncratic language available for appropria-

tion via the use of memetic symbols. The appropriation of memetic symbols servingas expression for motif, 

identity, and strategic action acted as discursive facilitators of connective coordination, being replicated by 

the members of the community, the media, and high-profile personalities using social media such as Twitter as 

preferred platform for communication.

However, as the stock prices on WSB-preferred stocks came crashing down, immediate opposition to the me-

metically constructed narrative started to unravel (see chapter 5.9). As prices plummeted and a lot of people 
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started to lose a lot of  their invested money, many members 

turned against the memes used by WSB, suddenly rejecting 

the foundational structures of memetic discourse that consti-

tute the memetic symbols, turning the memes into abjection. 

In Fig 5.11.1, the user u/Ramstetter writes that many members 

joined the GME movement because of the story and became 

committed to ”diamond hands”, explicitly using the memetic 

expression to describe the nature of action and reason for such 

action. Lamenting the ”terrible ending”, u/Ramstetter however 

regrets this commitment, hence rejecting both the meme (”di-

amond hands”) and, with it, the entire movement. Fig 5.11.1 

is an interesting example of how memetic codes (”GME”/”-

diamond hands”) gets connected with the memetic discourse 

underlying the symbols interpretative meaning, and how such 

discourse unravels as the memetic codes are deconstructed and 

rejected, becoming abjected expressions in the mind of the 

reader. A similar reaction can be found in Fig 5.11.2, whe-

re the user u/perfectingperfection also rejects the ”diamond 

hands”-meme by not wanting to see it flash by when he/she 

dies, following up the statement by adding that he/she will 

”haunt everyone of you”, semantically referring to the ”dia-

mond hands”. As in Fig 5.11.1, the meme is undermined as it 

is made abject, becoming the expression of estrangement as it 

is externalized and projected upon the other (”you”, in oppo-

sition to ”me”). The virtuous qualities of character connected 

to the ”diamond hands-meme as was explored in chapter 5.4 

suddenly has been reversed into the area of the negative, wort-

hy only of blame and contempt.

In Fig 5.11.3, the memetically coded expression ”apes”, pre-

viously used as positive expression for the WSB collective, is here dismissed as being undesirable and unfa-

vorable. The comment implies a discursive shift from positive to negative over the course of temporal pola-

rities (then/now), in which the values have become reversed in the process. What was favorable then is now 

unfavorable, and by explicitly using the ”ape”-meme, the user u/Dannymccoy is discursively undermining 

not just the meme, but also the qualities connected to such meme via memetic discourse. To reject the meme 

Fig 5.11.1

Fig 5.11.2

Fig 5.11.3

Fig 5.11.4

Fig 5.11.5
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thereby equals rejecting the basic discourse underlying the structure of memetic language, hence undermining 

the entire system of meaning connected to the expression rejected.

In Fig 5.11.4, the user u/TheCovidPope compares GME and AMC to ”koolaid”[sic], an expression carrying 

negative connotations to committing to a doomed idea, giving in to peer-presure, and/or extreme dedication 

due to brainwashing and cult behavior. By ”being off” the kool-aid, u/TheCovidPope is rejecting its influen-

ce over him/her by ”getting off” it. Connecting what appears to be stock abbrevations to kool-aid implies a 

bigger discursive system connected to the stocks, as individual stocks ordinarily hardly can be perceived to 

be kool-aid. It is hence likely that the user is referring to the narrative and collective behavior connected to 

GME and AMC specifically, hence connecting the stocks to the memetically coded motif for action analyzed 

in chapter 5.3. In such a reading, u/TheCovidPope is referring to GME and AMC as being memes, to which is 

attributed the negative connection to kool-aid. The post then serves to reject and disearn the memetically co-

ded foundations for the narrative and political motivations for trading in the ”meme stocks” GME and AMC. 

As in Fig 5.11.1, Fig 5.11.2, and Fig 5.11.3, the discursive foundation for the memetic code of ”GME” and 

”AMC”-memes is eroded as the memetic code is recoded from positive into the negative, changing the discur-

sive structure of the meme, which is morphing into a new code of meaning (a negative one). A similar process 

of present in 5.11.5, where GME is connected with ”holders”, referring to the memetic action frames ”hold” 

and ”hold the line” (see chapter 5.5). As in previous examples, the memetic expression hold in relation to the 

motifGME is reshaped into negative connotations via the linguistical process of mockery and derogation.

The material analyzed here provides empirical examples on how memetic codes and related memetic dis-

course can change due to reinterpretation of its content, or, using Shifman’ s (2014) terminology, the stance. 

It also provides empirical examples of how the reformulation of memetic discourse and related code on the 

level of text changes the discursive practice related to the meme, testifying to the impact of text on related 

practices. When memetic code is reprogrammed with new meanings, the ways of using such meaning changes 

in relation to the meaning conveyed (e.g.. from complimentary to derogatory). Such morphology testifies to 

the inherent instability of memetic code, or, if one prefers, its flexibility with regards to reappropriation and 

reinterpretation. However, as the memetic code starts to disintegrate, its functionality as discursive stabilizer 

and reducer of discursive entropy weakens in relation to its previous motif. As we have seen in the examples 

Fig 5.11.1, Fig 5.11.2, Fig 5.11.3, Fig 5.11.4, and Fig 5.11.5, the shifting in memetic code and the memetic 

discourse constituting its meaning might become incompatible with regards to its previous meaning (admira-

ble qualities vs. despicable qualities/good feelings vs. bad feelings/love vs. hate, etc.) creating distortions and, 

possibly, renogatiations in status quo in the memetic landscape where those memes appear. Similar examples 

have previously been studied, for example with regards to how Pepe the frog has been the area of discursive 

contestation as the symbol has been appropriated and reformulated several times by different people wanting 
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to appropriate it, creating morphologies in the meaning of memetic code and symbols (Pelletier-Gagnon & 

Pérez Trujillo Diniz, 2021:9). With regards to WSB, we can see similar processes of renegotiations, but now 

within the same social community.

Emphasizing the temporary and unstable foundations of symbolic codes and collective efforts in societies 

based on networks as primary modes of communication, Manuel Castells has written that “social movements 

tend to be fragmented, localistic, single-issue oriented, and ephemeral, either retrenched in their inner worlds, 

or flaring up for just an instant around a media symbol” (Castells, [1996]2000:3). Since Castells’ writing in 

the late 90’s, several social movements have emerged utilizing popular social media platforms as basis for 

communication, coordination, and as ways of gathering support for topics being subjects for social change. 

The Occupy Wall Street-movement (Milner, 2013), #MeToo (Lindgren, 2019), and the Umbrella revolution 

(Mina, 2019) are but a few examples of contemporary movements relying heavily on social media for the 

dissemination of stories, social mobilization, and political action. They all have a common basic denominator 

residing at the heart of every movement: the use of memetic discourse and code as being the symbolic center 

from which the movement operates on the level of discourse. As described by Bennet & Segerberg (2012), 

social movements using social media as basis for communication operates with the logic of connective action, 

in which personalized messages and views allows for differentiated motivations, ideologies, and social iden-

tifications with regards to the people involved (Bennet & Segerberg, 2012). Further, they are all specifically 

focused on one or but a few social issues acting as nexus for the movement. The same can be said of WSB in 

relation to the GME trading and the subsequent movement that grew out of the media attention gained due to 

the impact on financial markets. Comparing Castells assessment with the events summarizing the WSB acti-

vist trading in GameStop and related ”meme stocks”, we find several similarities. The quick rise of popularity 

among the public for the WSB narrative, shaped in a complex relationship between memetic discourse and 

narrativization on social media and the global media system, can testify to the potency of memes to become 

such flaring media symbols that Castells describes. The subsequent deformation of such a narrative with re-

gards to changing morphology in memetic language as described here also testifies to the inherent instability 

in such memetic discourse and narrativization. Such deformation, along with the wide array of motivations 

gathered with regards as to the reasons for action, also speaks to the qualities of fragmentation described by 

Castells. WSB also fits the formula of being single-issue oriented and localistically organized around simple 

social questions, making them discursively localistic. 

Milner (2013) has described memes as having the potential to act as facilitators of polyvocal citizenship (Mil-

ner, 2013:2361). Memes have also been described as having the potential power to mobilize support for action 

and to resist hegemonic discourses (Moussa et. al. 2020). Whereas this is true in the case of WSB, the group 
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obviously making an impact in relation to both financial market, the media, as well as gaining the attention of 

the general ublic, the inherent instability in memetic discourse as analyzed here also testifies to the limitations 

of memetic discourse in relation to sustained directed action and sustained momentum in the realm of social 

practice. While the memetic discourse being shaped and used within the WSB community quickly gathered in-

terest from both the media and the global networked public, the quick decline of discursive momentum in face 

of practical challenges also testifies to the limit of memetic discourse as conveyor of social change. However, 

it should also be taken into account that the activist trading in WSB is still active, and since early February 

the financial markets have seen several dramatic movements in prices that has been attributed to the actions of 

the group. The meme is not dead, the retards are still buying, and the apes are still strong. It would appear that 

the jury is still out with regards to the sustainability of memetic discourse in relation to the social impact of r/

WallStreetBets. Is it but a flaring media symbol, or does it hold the power to burn for longer periods of time?

5.12 Conclusion 

This thesis has investigated internet memes as ways of communicating in connective social environments. 

Analyzing symbols and code used by the members of r/WallStreetBets, the thesis have suggested to view 

these phrases, epithets, and symbols as units of memetic code through which memetic discourse is shaped and 

negotiated among members of networked communities online operating in discursively entropic environme-

nts. Putting focus on how certain discourses are shaped and connected to semiological symbols within social 

communities online, this thesis has proposed to view such discourse as memetic, emphasizing how appropri-

ation, remix, recontextualization, and narrativization play vital parts as discursive practices among many pe-

ople within networks potentially threatened by discursive entropy. By the analysis of empirical material, being 

authentic posts and memetic productions made by members of the group, the study has shown how memetic 

discourse can be formed by the discursive practice of memetization, creating memetic units of transmittable 

symbols to articulate motifs for action, identity markers, and strategical calls to action. Further, the study has 

analyzed how such memetic units can be used in combinatory fashion in relation to other cultural material, 

acting as basic building blocks in complex meme-structures such as video memes. These video memes can 

then be used as narrativization of action in relation to previously-existing material by the virtue of intertextual 

referencing. Finally, this thesis has analyzed how these discursive- and social practices can be theoretically 

connected to the modes of communication, culture, ideology, and social movements in the network society 

(Castells, [1996]2000), as well as among networked publics (Valeris et.al. 2012) socially constituted through 

the logic of connective action (Bennet & Segerberg, 2012).

As networked communication and social media has prevailed as the dominant infrastructure for interhuman  

communication in the 21st century, internet memes have risen to become a major cultural form for the expres-
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sion of ideas and ideological positions (Shifman, 2014; Mina, 2019; Wiggins & Bowers, 2014; Milner, 2013). 

They are the street art of the web (Mina, 2019), artifacts of digital culture (Wiggins & Bowers, 2014), postmo-

dern folklore (Shifman, 2014), as well as expressions of engaged citizenship and political tools for opposition 

against authoritative power (Milner, 2013). In the networked age of remix culture, memes are the cultural 

mode a priori. Although this study has concluded memetic discourse to be potent vectors for the expression of 

identity markers, motifs, and action frames using the logic of connective action (Bennet & Segerberg), it has 

also concluded the same functional categories to be ambivalent with regards to organized systems of ideology 

and ideas as being motivations for organized action. Being open-ended in terms of interpretation and inclusion 

of multiple positions on the ideological spectra of motivations, memetic discourse resembles empty signifiers 

with regards to the subjective positions it creates in relation to any fixed system of ideas. Being ideologically 

vague, the connective potential of memetic discourse in relation to systematic politico-cultural impact runs the 

risk lacking as organizing principle for sustained and directed political action. The unstable nature of memetic 

discourse in relation to synchronized meaning among many people also risks fragmenting the audience as 

diversities and reformulations on behalf of memetic meaning and values arises.

Whereas this study has explored how the discursive modes of memetic communication holds promises for 

playing a major role in the expression of social practices in the age of networked communication, further 

research will hopefully show to what extent such discourse holds promises for enduring impact on politics, 

finance, and culture within the society of the 21st century, immersed as it is in networks of information and 

social relations.
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6. Discussion 
The interest for internet memes within academia has gradually increased over the years since the emergence 

of social media as platform for cultural production and dissemination. The development of theoretical under-

standing for what constitutes a meme, how they are used, where they occur, and to what purposes, has been 

the objects of interest for pioneering researchers on memes such as Limor Shifman (2014), Wiggins & Bowers 

(2014), Ryan M. Milner (2013), and An Xiao Mina (2019). Recently, they have also been the object of empi-

rical study for researchers such as Emily Apter (2019), Jérémie Pelletier-Gagnon & Axel Pérez Trujillo Diniz 

(2021), Maja Brandt Andreasen (2021), Lynete Lusike Mukhongo (2020), Kate Barnes et. al. (2021), Moha-

med Ben Mousa et. al. (2020), Adam Breuer & Alastair Iain Johnston (2019), and Natalia Lukianova et. al. 

(2019), all of them researching the role of memes in the intersection of politics and networked modes of digital 

communication. The many researchers taking note of both the role of internet memes as major form and genre 

for cultural production online as well as its role in shaping social practices and discourses in a wider context 

seems to indicate that the interest in research on memetic production in relation to politics and lifestyles is on 

the rise.

A theoretical challenge have appeared in the intersection between what constitutes a viral and what constitutes 

a meme. Whereas virality as described by Shifman (2014) implies the sharing of unaltered cultural material, 

memes are primarily defined by the practice of remix and alteration (Shifman, 2014; Wiggins & Bowers, 

2014; Milner, 2013). However, the alteration theoretically has been limited to form, not accounting for the 

remix and alteration of discourse in the process of memetic production and the act of memetization. This has 

left us with theoretical challenges when it comes to analyzing memetic language that is not virals, yet not 

qualitatively defined as memes in terms of formalistic definitions, in which examples such as #MeToo and 

#BlackLivesMatter can be mentioned.

Introducing the expression memetic discourse in relation to memetic code, this thesis has attempted to present 

an additional way of looking at memetic production in terms of language and discursive processes rather than 

just an expression of form. Working on the site of transformative language and semiology, this thesis has app-

lied the analytical model developed by Roland Barthes for the analysis of mythological language ([1972]1991) 

as a way of understanding memetic discourse. In this way, previous theoretical understanding of the formation 

of internet memes can be combined with a novel model for understanding memes as a type of speech well su-

ited for networked communication, in which intertextual access to previous texts and fragmented sequencing 

of signs are readily available and encouraged for use, along with multimodular potential for symbolic repre-

sentations and the emphasis on reproduction as the primary mode for interhuman communication (Castells, 

[1996]2000). By looking at memes on the level of language and semiology, this thesis has identified ways of 
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analyzing memetic discourse in terms of units to which different communicational functions can be attributed. 

These memes, referred to here as elementary memes, can be thought of as modular units of memetic linguis-

tics, available for remix and modular constructions of more complex memes. Using such a theoretical way 

for analysis, memetic discourse can be studied in terms of letters and sentences, used in combinatory ways to 

express different things, such as identities, objects for attention (motifs), and preferred action. They can also 

be used to narrativize discourses, providing context and intertextual references to commonly known stories, 

creating ideological subject-positions. Also taking into account discursive and social practices, this study has 

also ventured into the area of ideology, where it has analyzed memes as vectors (or containers) of ideological 

discourse and negotiations of relations of power. As such they are examples of ”social usage which is added 

to pure matter” (Barthes, [1972]1991:107). Whereas the memetic language used by WSB has been proven to 

have potential for the construction of antagonistic positions with regards to ”us” and ”them” in a process in 

which power is discursively negotiated, this study has also concluded that the ideological content of memetic 

symbols are obscure. As with mythological language as it is understood by Roland Barthes, this study has 

found memetic discourse to be parasitic with regards to discursive content and the precision that marks clear 

lexical definitions of language. Being a ”token for something else” ([1972]1991:110), memetic discourse 

drains the symbolic container of meaning. Resembling the concept of empty signifiers (MacKillop, 2018). As 

the process of memetization opens up the sign for a wider presentation/representation for non-exclusionary 

inclusion, they are also draining any resemblance of contextual and systematic ideological positioning. The 

result is a memetic language that is inclusive yet obscure with regards to political positioning and socio-poli-

tical stance. The unstable foundation of memetic discourse making it prone to swift morphology with regards 

to interpretation and meaning also makes it susceptible for ideological disintegration, possibly bringing with 

it the fragmentation of previously synchronized publics.However, as the rise of WSB as resembling a social 

movement happened recently with regards to temporality, any it is too early to draw any definitive conclusions 

with regards to the durability of memetic discourse used by the community as no clear answers can be provi-

ded in relation to an event still being in progress.

Empirically, this study has attempted to study memetic discourse in relation to a complex environment with 

regards to the levels of entropy (as opposed to synchronization), and the flow of information and narratives 

between different information platforms and communication systems (social media, hybrid media, global me-

dia). Using the Reddit community r/WallStreetBets as the empirical base for discourse analysis is complex, 

both with regards to the classification of WSB as community (internet community/flashmob/social movement) 

as well as the motivations of its members (monetary, ideological, connective, communitarian, social etc.). 

Whereas the environment is complex, this thesis also postulates that such environment is fruitful ground for 

the emergence of memetic discourse. Using Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) as methodology, this the-
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sis has attempted to study memetic discourse and internet memes in the context of a social environment to 

which they are related by virtue of the freedoms and constrains built into the technical and social system in 

which they are created. More simply put, this thesis set out to study memetic language in the environment 

where it is spoken. As described by Bouvier & Machin (2018), CDA has encountered challenges when faced 

with digitally produced text in social media environments where discourse is fragmented and not centrally 

ordered in uniform text. Problematizing such texts in relation to CDA, Bouvier & Machin (2018) states that 

such environments needs to be accounted for if CDA shall be able to maintain a relevant tool for the study of 

discourse in the digital age. Attempting to address such issues in empirical settings, this study has used CDA 

in relation to complex digital environments as described by Bouvier & Machin, where text is fragmented and 

the user experience is threatened by social media noise and information overload (Lindgren, 2019), risking to 

turn networked public places into what Bouvier calls a ”chaos chamber” (2020:15). This thesis has proposed 

that memetic discourse can be used in order to reduce entropy in such places, basing the conclusion on how 

idiosyncratic language is used on regular basis as communicative function in environments threatened to be 

overrun by communicational entropy, as was the case when the WSB community got flooded by 8 million new 

members in a matter of weeks.

Although the empirical material and theoretical framing has proven suitable for the qualitative analysis of 

memetic discourse and code, as well as narrativization and the environment has also proven to be complex to 

study. The large amount of posts and the many sub-threads makes Reddit a difficult to study with regards to 

sampling. The strategical sampling used by this study has been chosen as representative empirical material for 

analysis  with regards to the discursive environment of WSB. However, it should be taken into account that the 

relatively few posts selected to be part of the study are few in relation to the total material containing millions 

of posts and comments. Whereas the memetic expressions used for analysis are prevalent in usage with regards 

to repetition in the WSB community, one needs to keep in mind that any clear-cut statements with regards to 

memetic interpretation and usage runs the risk of becoming stale and misrepresentative when generalized and 

projected onto millions of users. The possible diversities of interpretation, spanning many members being the 

citizens of many different countries, should always be taken into accound as possible exceptions to any formal 

definition. Language is dynamic, and so is memetic discourse. A key characteristic of memes as expression is 

the fluid nature of its structure, always prone to continuous metamorphosis. Trying to come up with any single 

unambiguous interpretation and discursive function to memetic discourse as being universally representative 

of every users interpretation would be wrong. The advantage, and weakness, of memetic discourse, as shown 

partly by this study, is the fundamental instability of memetic language making it prone to constant change. 

This encourages coproduction and creativity among and between peers, but also increases the risk of collapse 

with regards to collectively shared interpretation of memetic code. No matter the case, the constant morphing 
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and constantly renegotiated meaning of memetic symbols in relation to its discursive content needs to be taken 

into account and be kept in the mind of the researcher. Failing to do so will make us prone to fundamentally 

misunderstand the nature of internet memes.

This study has attempted to map memetic discourse in the context of WSB, Reddit and the trading in Ga-

mestop. The ambivalent and ambigous social movement that emerged and colonized the WSB community, 

flooding it with new members being drawn by the narrative created in conventional media and on social media 

platforms, provide an interesting example for study. As contemporary society and communication is being 

defined by, and heavily reliant on, networked relations, social technology, and connective action, quickly fla-

ring and single-issue-focused social movements (or swarms) might prove to become a force to be reckoned 

with with regards to political, cultural, and economic impact. The history of hashtag activism campaigns such 

as #MeToo and #BlackLivesMatter have testified to be influential movements driven my memetic language. 

However, those movements also gained momentum in complex relationship of IRL-based activism and pro-

test, as well as being heavily covered by conventional media. The complex structures of hybrid media sys-

tems, as have been studied by researchers such as Chadwick (2013), in which conventional mass media and 

networked social media gets interconnected on a global scale, have had great impact on the exposure gained 

by social movements and campaigns such as #MeToo and #BlackLivesMatter. The same can possibly be said 

about WSB and the trading in GameStop, as the movement was widely observed and covered by both the mass 

media and prominent people online, spreading the narrative of WSB to a global audience consisting of billions 

of people. Taking this into account, WSB as social movement is still memetically driven with regards to the 

connective logic of communication (as internal, memetic symbols got picked up outside of the community 

and spread further), but it is so with the aid and assistance of several other large actors connected by complex 

networks, reflexively aiding in the construction of narrative and exposure by virtue of mutual discursive prac-

tice. The inquiery of how the narrative of WSB was created and how it grew in relation to conventional outlets 

and broadcasting of mass media would be a good area for further reserach, that could provide great insight into 

how action and reaction are mutually constitutive in the creation of connective narratives. It could also provide 

insight into how momentum can be build in the intersection between ”new” media and ”old” media, and how 

those two actors are tightly interconnected in the process of creating attention in relation to social action.

Further research into the formation of internet memes would also aid in the understanding of how memes are 

being formed and used by networked publics online. This thesis has suggested to look at memes as a type 

of speech, where memetic discourse and the process of memetization is a way of communicating online. 

However, further research and empirical inquiery is needed in order to test the hypothesis presented in this 

theseis in relation to further empirical reality. A study focusing on the morphology of memes over time would 
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also provide great insight into how memetic expression is shaped over time by the contribution of many actors. 

Internet memes are prone to change. As is human ways of expressing ourselves and communicating with each 

other. The rapid development of communication technology and new ways of interacting with other people 

makes academic work challenging, but also more important. Much research is left undone in the ever incre-

asing area of internet memes. With exponential growth and enormous speed, the production of memes and 

memetic discourse has come to reign at the very heart of internet participatoy culture. Understanding how 

they work, how they are produced, consumed, and shared, have become key instruments for understanding 

the contemporary modes of interhuman communication and cultural expression of ideas in the age of global 

digital networks.
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